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DYNAMICS EXPLORER 1, RETARDING ION MASS SPECTROMETER
SUMMARY SPECTROGRAMS
82/230 TO 82/365 SPIN-TIME SPECTROGRAMS
FOR H +, HE +, O +, N +, O ++, M/Z=2, AND MOLECULAR IONS
I. INTRODUCTION TO THE DE MISSION AND
THE RIMS INSTRUMENT
The introductory material is taken, in part,
from the following sources:
Chappell, C. R., S. A. Fields, C. R. Bangher, J. H. Hoffman, W. B.
H.4nson, W W. Wright, H. D. Hammack, G. R. Cafignan, and A. F.
Nag),, The Retari_ing Ion Mass Spectrometer on Dynamics
Explorer-A, Space Sci. ltt_trum., 5, 477, 1981.
Fields, S. A., C. R. Bangher, C. R. Chap_ll, D. L. Reasoner, H. D.
Hammack, W. W. Wright, and J. H. Hoffman, Instrument manual
for the retarding ion mass spectrometer on Dynamics Explorer-l,
NASA Technicaq Memorandum, NASA TM-82484, 1982.
Hoffman, R. A., C. D. Hogan, and R. C. Maehl, Dynamics Explorer
spacecraft and ground operations systems, Space Sci. Instrum., 5,
3749-367, 1981.
Hoffman, R.A., The magnetosphere, ionosphere, and atmosphere as a
system: Dynamics Explorer 5 years later, Rev. Geophys., 26, 209,
1988.
Olsen, R. C., R. H. Comfort, M. O. Chandler, T. E. Moore, J. H.
Waite_ Jr., D. L. Reasoner, and A. P. Biddle, DE I RIMS
operational characteristics, NASA Technical Memorandum, NASA
TM-86527, 1985.
A. DESCRIPTION OF SPACECRAFT
On August 3, 1981, a Delta rocket launched from
Vandenberg Air Force Base successfully placed the two
Dynamics Explorer (DE) spacecraft into coplanar polar
orbits. The purpose of the mission was to acquire data
relevant to processes coupling the magnetosphere,
ionosphere, and upper atmosphere. The two spacecraft
were manufactured by the Government System Division
of RCA, and the instruments were provided by various
principal investigators. A complete description of the
mission, spacecraft, instruments, and ground data
systems appears in an issue of Space Science
Instruments (Volume 5, pp. 345-573, 1981), edited by R.
A. Hoffman. The high-altitude satellite, DE 1, carried
an auroral imager and detectors designed primarily for
field and particle measurements. The low-altitude
satellite carried more aeronomic-type instruments. The
orbits of the two satellites remained very nearly coplanar
during their joint lifetimes, providing the unique
opportunity to acquire data at two altitudes along
common magnetic flux tubes. DE 2, operating at
ionospheric altitudes, re-entered the atmosphere in
February 1983. DE 1 ceased data collection operations
in March 1991.
Both spacecraft were power limited and considerable
effort was expended in selecting portions of orbits for
maximum science return. DE 1 had a duty cycle of
nearly 90% during the early portion of the mission, but
in general varied between 16-55%. DE 2 had a duty
cycle between 16 and 36%. Times of magnetic
conjunction between the spacecraft, or between one
spacecraft and a collaborating ground observatory, were
given high priority. Also, data acquisition during
passages through geophysical regions like the dayside
cusp and plasmapause WAS emphasized.
B. ORBIT INFORMATION
The DE 1 satellite, carrying the RIMS experiment, was
launched into an elliptical polar orbit on August 3, 1981.
The -7.5 hour orbit has perigee of 675 km altitude and
apogee of 24,875 km altitude. The orbit plane drifts
westward at a rate of -1 hour MLT every 15.4 days (24
hours in 12 months); the orbit line of apsides drifts about
0.328 ° geographic latitude each day (moving from one
pole to the other in 18 months). Thus, the orbit which
started in the dawn-dusk plane with apogee over the
north pole precessed to noon-midnight, with apogee over
the midnight equator by the spring of 1982. The apogee
continued to sweep around in latitude, bringing its
position over the south pole during the summer of 1983,
the noon sector equator during the spring of 1984, and
returned to approximately its original position during the
winter of 1984.
Note that while the DE 1 orbit provides coverage for
most all local times and latitudes out to the apogee at
4.65 RE, the 3 to 1 ratio between the drift of the line of
apsides and the westward drift of the orbital plane
results in uneven coverage in local time for a given
altitude. In particular, in the 12-18 hour magnetic local
time sector, the higher altitudes in the auroral latitude
region were not fully sampled.
The spacecraft spins in a reverse cartwheel mode, at 10
rpm with its spin axis perpendicular to the orbit plane.
The spacecraft orbital-plane is roughly coincident with
the magnetic field meridian plane so that the radial head
(mounted perpendicular to the spin axis) responds to ion
fluxes for nearly the full range of magnetic pitch angles
(-180 ° to +180°).
C. DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The Retarding Ion Mass Spectrometer (RIMS)
experiment onboard the DE 1 satellite was designed to
perform energy and mass-per-charge analysis on low-
energy ions (<50 eV) with mass/charge ranging from 1
to 40 amu/Z. The instrument is fully described by
Chappell et al. (The Retarding Ion Mass Spectrometer
on Dynamics Explorer-A, Space Sci. lnstrum., 4, 477,
1981). RIMS has significantly improved capabilities
over previous retarding potential analyzer instruments
(RPA) by providing ion mass/charge separation so that
RPA and spin curves are obtained separately for each
programmed species. These enhanced instrument
capabilities, combined with the DE 1 orbit, produced a
unique opportunity to investigate the variable dynamics
and composition of the low-energy ion population in the
near-Earth space environment.
DE I RIMS consists of four instrument assemblies
interconnected to form one experiment. Three of the
assemblies are sensor heads and one is the central
electronics assembly. The three heads are labeled
according to the mounting axis on the DE 1 spacecraft:
Radial, +Z, and -Z. The radial sensor views
perpendicular to the spacecraft spin axis, while the :t.Z
sensors on the ends of the spacecraft view parallel and
anti-parallel to the spin axis. The central electronics
assembly (CEA) provides the spacecraft interface, all
data processing, command decoding, and complete
timing control of the entire RIMS experiment.
Each sensor head consists of an RPA followed by a
magnetic mass analyzer with two separate exit slits
corresponding to two mass/charge ranges in the ratio
1:4. The total mass/charge range covered is ! to 40
amu/Z. Surrounding and attached to the entrance of the
sensor head is a 20-cm circular aperture plate. The plate
is connected to a relay which can, on command, connect
to either spacecraft chassis ground or to the aperture
potential power supply output. The aperture potential
power supply can be set by spacecraft minor mode A
command to 0, -2, -4, or -8 V to partially compensate
for a non-zero positive spacecraft potential.
The retarding grid of the RPA is connected to the
retarding potential power supply through a shielded
conductor. The retarding potential may be set to any
one of 1024 linearly spaced steps from 0 to +51.125 V
with a resolution of 0.05 V. The RPA collector plate is
connected through a co-axial cable to a 5-decade
logarithmic amplifier. The reference voltage for the
front end of the log amp is the output of the aperture
potential power supply. The output of the log amp is
converted, by command from the CEA, to a 10-bit
digital word using an analog/digital (A/D) converter.
The digital word is held in a holding register until the
CEA is ready to read and process the data.
Those ions passing into the Ion Mass Spectrometer
(IMS) are sorted according to their mass to charge ratio.
The proper combination of ion accelerating voltage,
applied magnetic field strength, and ion beam gyro
radius in the applied magnetic field determines the
mass/charge of the ion focused on each collector slit.
Varying the ion accelerating voltage varies the ion
mass/charge detected. Ions of mass/charge 1 to 8 amu/Z
and 4 to 32 amu/Z can be focused on the low and high
mass slits, respectively. Ions exiting the collector slits
are counted by channel electron multiplier (CEM)
detectors. The ion mass/charge range is also
programmable by a minor mode command. Any 32 of
4096 voltage steps may be selected. All 32 steps may be
the same, in which case the mass/charge analyzer will be
locked onto a given pair of mass/charge peaks having
the ratio 1:4. The two-channel IMS uses CEMs as
detectors. The two CEMs in each sensor head are
powered by a single multiplier high-voltage power
supply which can be set, by spacecraft minor mode A
command, to any one of four voltages, -1200, -2100,
-2400, and -2800 V. The IMS accelerating voltage
comes from a swept high voltage power supply that can
be addressed to any one of 4096 linearly spaced steps
between 0 and -2250 V.
The output of each detector is connected to a charge
sensitive pulse amplifier whose output is sent to a level
detector. The discrimination level is set by spacecraft
minor mode A command. Pulses from the discriminator
are coupled to an 18-stage binary counter. Four bits of
the counter are located in each head, and the other 14
bits of each accumulator are located in the CEA. The
CEA contains the circuitry for compressing each
accumulator output into a 10-bit base 2-floating point
number (6-bit mantissa and 4-bit exponent) for output
into the telemetry buffer.
The DE spacecraft utilizes a pulse code modulation data
system with 128, 8-bit words at a main frame rate of 16
frames per second. Note that the RIMS instrument is
assigned 26 of these 8-bit telemetry words. One 8-bit
word is reserved for status information, five groups of 5
8-bit telemetry words each are used for measurements -
where each group is considered a telemetry channel by
the processor. With this convention, each telemetry
channel can contain 4 each 10-bit instrument words.
Each data sample represents a period of 1/4 minor frame
(I/64th of a second, or 15.625 msec.) Each RIMS
sensor head has three data outputs, the RPA and high
and low mass IMS channels, and therefore outputs 9
measurements each 1/4 frame for a total of 36, 10-bit
instrument words per telemetry minor frame. Since the
40-bit telemetry channel can contain only 4, 10-bit
instrument words, only 20 of the 36 instrument words
may be loaded into the telemetry channels each
telemetry frame (4 instrument words x 5 telemetry
channels). The telemetry channel assignments, number
of words assigned to each, and their content are as
Housekeeping and status
Radial IMS low-mass channel accumulation
Radial IMS high-mass channel accumulation
Alternates each !/4 frame between +Z IMS low
& high-mass accumulation
E 5 Alternates each 1/4 frame between -Z IMS low
& high-mass accumulation
F 5 Alternates each 1/4 frame between radial, +Z,
and -Z RPA (electrometer) accumulation
The instrument cycle is 32 data samples from each data
source. The RIMS completes one instrument cycle each
0.5 sec. Each data sample represents a period of 15.625
msec. This interval consists of a measurement interval
and a data processing interval. During the measurement
interval, the IMS accumulators are active for a period of
12 msec. The 3.625 msec data processing interval is
used to process the data accumulated during the
measurement interval and to establish the mass/charge
voltage and retarding voltage for the next integration
period.
The RIMS instrument continued to return usable data
until the end of the DE mission in March 1991. The
radial head RPA failed on 81/329 19:50:18. It worked
again between 82/045 23:30 and 82-046 06:15 before







was found to be biased -2 V with respect to the other
two heads. The anomaly disappeared on day 73 or 74 of
1982. The Z heads show spin variation primarily at low
altitudes in cold, dense plasmas at high spacecraft
velocities. For a more detailed and complete account of
RIMS performance characteristics, see Olsen et al., DE-
! RIMS Operational Characteristics, NASA TM-86527,
1985.
The RIMS instrument data was provided by GSFC to
ES53/MSFC on 1600 BPI magnetic tapes. The RIMS
data was extracted and combined with orbit/attitude and
magnetic field data to produce mission analysis files
(MAF) and summary spectrograms. There is usually one
MAF file per pass (RIMS instrument on/off time). Each
MAF file data record consists of 8 seconds of RIMS data
(512 samples per channel, each sample 1/64 sec
measurement), in time order. One MAF record is 5624
bytes in size. The first 100 locations (16-bit words) of
this record contain timing, orbit/attitude, B-field, and
instrument mode information. Since the instrument
mode takes some logic to decode, subroutines are
available that perform the decoding of the instrument
flags, determination of RPA/IMS settings for any sample
through the 512, and decommutation of the D and E
channels (Z-head data).
Data quality is, in general, excellent. Data are not
always recorded at altitudes down to the DE 1 perigee of
675 km. At the lower altitudes, the plasma density can
be quite high and the RIMS instrument is generally shut
off to protect the particle detecting CEMs from
excessive counting rates. However, on occasion,
saturation of the detecting CEMs may be seen in the
radial head data during low altitude-high density passes.
Detection of very low-energy ions is made difficult by
the presence of floating spacecraft potentials. Analysis
of RIMS data by Olsen [1989] established a density-
potential relationship, such that the satellite accumulates
positive charge on entering density regions below 1000
cm "3, rising slowly to about +1 V at 100 cm "3, and about
+5 V at 10 cm "3. By preventing measurement of the
coldest plasma components, this potential can mask out
an isotropic background plasma or, when the potential is
sufficiently high, can give the appearance that no cold
plasma exists in a region. This effect is known to be a
concern in the plasmapause and trough region, where
densities are of the order 7 to 70 cm 3 and the spacecraft
may reach potentials of +2 to +5 V [Olsen, 1989]. At
altitudes above the ionosphere in the polar regions,
densities again can be sufficiently low that observation
of ions of classical polar wind speed is possible only
during negative aperture bias instrument modes [Nagai
et al., 1984].
The DE 1/RIMS team has attempted to compensate for
the spacecraft charging by the addition of a voltage bias
plate at the entrance aperture of the instrument. The
diameter of the external aperture plane is 20 cm, which
may be compared to the spacecraft dimension of one
meter in height and I/4 meter in diameter. The
instrument retarding voltages are referenced to this
aperture plane, so that to the RIMS detector the effect of
the bias is similar to a change in spacecraft potential,
though sheath effects can complicate the interpretation
of the resulting data.
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single 7.5-hour spacecraft orbital period, each angle/time
bin represents a data average over 11.25 ° in spin angle
and 4 minutes of accumulation time. That is, the counts-
per-accumulation periods (12 milliseconds), for all RPA
and aperture bias settings, are averaged over the 4-min
time resolution period for each 11.25 ° spin angle bin.
The counts-per-sample for a given spin angle-time bin is
coded by vertical lines; one solid vertical line
representing low counts (0 to 1 count/sample) and many
closely-spaced vertical lines (approaching solid black)
representing higher count rates (>5000 counts/sample).
A dotted vertical line represents an angle/time bin for
which sampling occurred, but no counts were registered.
No vertical lines at all indicates that sampling for that
ion was not performed. The squares arranged vertically
to the left of the spin angle-time panels show this scale.
The counts-per-sample is proportional to the integral
directional ion flux for the energy range 0 to 50 eV with
approximate conversion ratios of counts to integral flux
of 3.1 x 104 (particles/cm2.s.ster)/(countslsample) for H +,
1.9x104 (particles/cm2s.ster)/(counts/sample) for He +,
and 4.4x104 (particlesdcm2.s.ster)/(counts/sample) for
O +. These factors, which reflect the mass-dependent
angular response, are based on pre-flight and in-flight
calibration; the ratios are time-dependent due to on-orbit
CEM degradation and are offered here only as a general
approximation.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE RIMS SUMMARY
S PECTROGRAMS
The summary spectrograms included in this volume
consist of seven spin-angle versus time panels; one panel
for each of the seven mass/charge settings, H +, He +,
O +, N +, M/Z=2, O ++, and molecular ions. Noted at the
top of each spectrogram is the date and time interval
covered by the spectrogram, the instrument head, and
indications of the RPA and aperture bias sort used. In
this set, data were included regardless of RPA or
aperture bias setting. Orbit parameters - geocentric
altitude, Mcllwain L-shell, magnetic local time,
magnetic latitude, and invariant latitude - are given at
40-min intervals at the bottom of the page.
The panels are labeled with mass designations (i.e.,
L/H "¢ for low mass channel, ionized hydrogen). Please
note, however, that the data plotted represent the
response of that RIMS channel to a specific range of
mass/charge settings.
The satellite ram direction is defined to be along the
center of each panel, meaning the point at which the
radial detector was viewing into the direction of motion
of the spacecraft. The maximum (180 °) and minimum
(0 °) magnetic pitch angles are indicated by the black
dashed and dotted lines (nearly horizontal, for the most
part), respectively, corresponding to closest aperture
approach to the parallel and anti-parallel directions of
the Earth's magnetic field.
The data arrays used to construct each panel consist of
120 time divisions and 32 spin angle divisions. Since
each spectrogram covers an 8-hour period, including a
III. DE 1/RIMS 1982 DATA CATALOG
Each line in the listing that follows represents one RIMS
operation cycle and lists operation cycle number,
instrument on/off time (UT), and quality information.
An explanation of each field follows.
Operation Cycle Number: Begins with first science
mode cycle. An operation cycle begins with an
instrument "on" command and ends with an instrument
"off" command. More than one operation cycle may be
executed during a single spacecraft orbit.
Date: The year and day of year is represented as
(YEAR- 1900) * 1000 + DAYNUMBER.
Time Interval: The start/stop time (UT) of the operation
cycle (HHMM).
Archive Flag: Used by RIMS team to flag which data
have been archived to optical disk. The numerical entry
is the disk number on which the data reside. "nd" or "no"
= no data or too little data to archive. Used also when
the electrometer was operated with the channeltrons off.
In this latter case, the "nd" entry is followed by a
notation of "Electrometer only." "oo" means data were
not received from GSFC.
Quality Information: Text to summarize data anomalies,
data gaps, and data processing problems.
"Sunpulse" means that a response of the radial head
detector to solar UV can be seen in spectrograms of the
data.
DNA: followed by a universal time (UT), means that
data were not available for the time listed. This entry
usually indicates data were collected on the spacecraft
but did not survive to the telemetry end product.
LMCD: Low mass channel degraded. Recognizable as
H + counts that are lower than the He + counts in the high
BEG IN LI STING
1214 82230 0907-1446 01B
1215 82230 1746-2153 01B
1216 82231 0101-0505 01B
1217 82231 0649-1030 01B Random high counts
1218 82231 1230-1333 01B
1219 82231 1533-2015 01B LMCD
1220 82232 0015-0615 01B LMCD
1221 82232 0902-1553 01B LMCD
1222 82232 1630-1723 01B LMCD
1223 82232 1922-2147 01B LMCD
1224 82233 0047-0449 01B LMCD
1225 82233 0450-0510 01B LMCD, Pulsations He_?
1226 82233 0738-1014 01B
1227 82233 1214-1335 01B LMCD
1228 82233 1535-2226 01B
1229 82234 0010-0610 01B LMCD
1230 82234 0857-1548 01B LMCD
1231 82234 1625-1718 01B LMCD
1232 82234 1917-2142 01B LMCD
1233 82234 2338-0120 01B LMCD
1234 82235 0350-0545 01B LMCD
1235 82235 0730-1220 01B LMCD
1236 82235 1529-2015 01B LMCD
1237 82236 0005-0656 01B LMCD
1238 82236 0908-0935 01B LMCD
1239 82236 1135-1645 01B
1240 82236 1853-2132 01B LMCD
1241 82236 2333-0115 01B LMCD
1242 82237 0345-0540 01B LMCD
1243 82237 0725-1215 01B LMCD
1244 82237 1524-2010 01B LMCD. DNA:I659-1723
1245 82238 0000-0651 01B LMCD
1246 82238 0903-0930 01B LMCD
1247 82238 1130-1640 01B LMCD
1248 82238 1848-2330 01B LMCD
1249 82239 0230-0530 01B LMCD
1250 82239 0752-1330 01B LMCD
1251 82239 1521-2015 01B LMCD
1252 82239 2315-0606 01B LMCD
1253 82240 0934-1625 oo
1254 82240 1852-2235 01B LMCD
1255 82241 0225-0525 01B LMCD
1256 82241 0747-1325 01B LMCD
1257 82241 1516-2010 01B LMCD. DNA:I516-1618
1258 82241 2310-0601 01B LMCD
1259 82242 0929-1620 01B LMCD
1260 82242 1847-2230 01B LMCD
1261 82243 0130-0510 01B LMCD
1262 82243 0710-1150 01B LMCD
1263 82243 1450-1808 01B
1264 82243 1853-1920 01B LMCD
1265 82243 2030-2318 01B
1266 82244 0200-0638 01B
1267 82244 0800-0830 01B
1268 82244 1130-1821 01B
1269 82244 2121-0206 01B LMCD
1270 82245 0352-0450 01B LMCD
1271 82245 0620-1000 01B
1272 82245 1202-1300 01B LMCD
1273 82245 1600-2251 01B LMCD DNA:2018-2142
1274 82246 0239-0634 01B
1275 82246 0715-0815 01B LMCD
1276 82246 1100-1751 01B LMCD DNA:II00-1230;1550-1751
1277 82246 1929-2226 01B LMCD
1278 82247 0130-0610 01B LMCD
1279 82247 0810-1035 01B LMCD
1280 82247 1200-1400 no Not archlvecl, data quality bad
1281 82247 1530-2221 01B IANA:2058-2221
1282 82248 0234-0629 01B
1283 82248 0710-0810 01B LMCD
1284 82248 1055-1746 oo
1285 82248 1924-2221 01B LMCD
1286 82249 0125-0605 01B
1287 82249 0805-1030 01B Disturbed period 0847-0929
1288 82249 1155-1355 01B
1289 82249 1525-2216 01B
1290 82250 0005-0130 01B
1291 82250 0230-0628 01B
1292 82250 0715-0735 01B
1293 82250 0820-0911 oo
1294 82250 1136-1827 01B DWA:1136-1229;1336-1417.
mass channel. Usually occurs when the spacecraft is in
the plasmasphere.
BMD: Bad memory dump. When this is noted, the
telemetry was in error or bits were incorrect in the RIMS
memory. In either case, no data are obtained.
1295 82250 2027-2216 01B
1296 82251 0016-0511 01B Recorder off 0419-0511
1297 82251 0618-0947 nd DNA:0618-0947
1298 82251 1138-1232 nd DNA:II38-1232
1299 82251 1453-2144 nd DNA:I453-2144
1300 82252 0000-0125 nd DNA:0000-0125 Recorder off
1301 82252 0225-0623 nd DNA:0225-0623
1302 82252 0710-0730 nd DNA:0710-0730
1303 82252 0815-0906 nd DNA:0815-0906
1304 82252 1131-1822 nd DNA:II31-1822
1305 82252 2022-2211 nd DNA:2022-2211
1306 82253 0011-0506 nd DNA:0011-0506
1307 82253 0613-0942 nd DNA:0613-0942
1308 82253 1133-1227 nd DNA:II33-1227
1309 82253 1448-2139 nd DNA:I448-2139
1310 82254 0011-0114 01B Molecular ions only
1311 82254 0224-0832 nd DNA:0224-0832
1312 82254 1132-1823 nd DNA:II32-1823
1313 82254 2023-2246 nd DNA:2023-2246
1314 82255 0016-0441 01B DNA:0016-0100
1315 82255 0611-1017 01B DNA:0611-0637;0847-1017
1316 82255 1141-1206 nd DNA:II41-1206
1317 82255 1436-2127 nd DNA:I436-2127
1318 82256 0006-0109 nd DNA:0006-0109
1319 82256 0219-0827 nd DNA:0219-0827
1320 82256 1127-1818 nd DNA:II27-1818
1321 82256 2018-2241 nd DNA:2018-2241
1322 82257 0041-0347 01B
1323 82257 0538-1143 nd DNA:0538-1143
1324 82257 1453-2144 nd DNA:I453-2144
1325 82258 0030-0130 nd DNA:0030-0130
1326 82258 0214-0755 nd DNA:0214-0755
1327 82258 1055-1746 nd DNA:I055-1746
1328 82258 1946-2247 nd DNA:I946-2247
1329 82259 0130-0418 nd DNA:0130-0418
1330 82259 0559-1247 nd DNA:0559-1247
1331 82259 1527-2218 01B DNA:I536-1603;2018-2115
1332 82260 0035-0055 nd DNA:0035-0055
1333 82260 0155-0645 nd DNA:0155-0645
1334 82260 0900-1551 nd DNA:0900-1551
1335 82260 1651-2130 nd DNA:I651-2130
1336 82260 2332-0426 nd DNA:2332-0426
1337 82261 0626-0950 nd DNA:0626-0950
1338 82261 1015-1211 nd DNA:I015-1211
1339 82261 1446-2137 nd DNA:I446-2137
1340 82262 0030-0050 nd DNA:0030-0050
1341 82262 0150-0640 nd DNA:0150-0640
1342 82262 0855-1546 nd DNA:0855-1546
1343 82262 1646-2125 01B DNA: 2005-2125
1344 82262 2327-0421 01B
1345 82263 0621-0945 nd DNA:0621-0945
1346 82263 1045-1206 nd DNA:1045-1206
1347 82263 1441-2132 nd DNA:I441-2132
1348 82263 2348-0635 nd DNA:2348-0635
1349 82264 0735-0845 01B
1350 82264 1045-1736 01B
1351 82264 1920-2120 nd DNA:I920-2120
1352 82264 2329-0417 nd DNA:2329-0417
1353 82265 0617-1230 01B [_A:0718-0721
1354 82265 1400-2051 01B DNA:1400-1725
1355 82265 2343-0630 nd DNA:2343-0630
1356 82266 0730-0840 01B
1357 82266 1040-1731 nd DNA:1040-1731
1358 82266 1915-2115 nd DNA:1915-2115
1359 82266 2245-0133 nd DNA:2245-0133
1360 82267 0135-0354 01B DNA:0135-0211; 0344-0354
1361 82267 0355-0411 nd DNA:0355-0411
1362 82267 0611-0931 nd IAWA:0611-0931
1363 82267 1111-1320 nd IANA:1111-1320
1364 82267 1444-2135 nd DNA:1444-2135
1365 82267 2335-0035 nd I_iA:2335-0035
1366 82268 0148-0640 nd DNA:0148-0640
1367 82268 0740-1016 nd DNA:0740-1016
1368 82268 1216-1907 01B
1369 82268 2238-0300 nd IA%IA:2238-0300
1370 82269 0400-0940 01B Bad B field 0400-about 0530
1371 82269 1130-1821 01B
1372 82269 1940-2140 01B
1373 82269 2340-0529 01B DNA:0224-0229;0425-0529
1374 82270 0655-0730 01B
1375 82270 0851-1542 01B
1375a82270 1742-2008 01B DNA:1835-1838
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1564 82317 0122-0508 02A
1565 82317 0602-1302 02A DNA:0851-1052
1566 82317 1438-2043 02A
1567 82317 2100-2300 02A
1568 82318 0028-0728 02A
1569 82318 0928-1410 02A LMCD
1570 82318 1555-2032 02A
1571 82318 2132-0017 02A DNA:2132-2232
1572 82319 0117-0503 02A M2040 DNA: 0307-0503
1573 82319 0557-1257 02A
1574 82319 1433-2038 02A LMCD
1575 82319 2055-2255 02A
1576 82320 0030-0730 OO
1577 82320 0900-1330 02A
1578 82320 1500-2200 02A
1579 82320 2330-0630 02A
1580 82321 0800-0816 02A LMCD
1581 82321 0817-1015 02A LMCD
1582 82321 1145-1433 02A
1583 82321 1503-1702 02A LMCD
1584 82321 1802-2147 02A
1585 82321 2235-2311 02A LMCD
1586 82322 0025-0725 02A LMCD, Recorder off 0546-0725
1587 82322 0855-1325 nd DNA:0855-1325
1588 82322 1455-2155 oo
1589 82322 2330-0119 oo
1590 82323 0120-0252 nd Electrometer only
1591 82323 0253-0630 02A
1592 82323 0800-0938 nd Electrometer only
1593 82323 0939-1500 02A
1594 82323 1632-2049 02A DNA:I726-2049
1595 82327 1600-1619 nd Electrometer only
1596 82327 1620-2017 02A DNA:I823-2017
1597 82341 1445-1546 nd Electrometer only
1598 82341 1547-1800 02A DNA:I632-1800
1599 82341 1915-2104 nd DNA:IgI5-2104
_600 82341 2105-2240 nd Electrometer only
1601 82341 2241-0030 nd DNA:2241-0030
1602 82342 0228-0350 02A
1603 82342 0351-0526 nd Electrometer only
1604 82342 0527-0645 oo
1605 82342 0755-1035 02A
1606 82342 1036-1214 nd Electrometer only
1607 82342 1215-1355 02A
1608 82342 1625-1732 02A o
1609 82342 1733-1911 nd Electrometer only
1610 82342 1912-1935 02A
1611 82342 2015-0026 oo
1612 82343 0027-0202 nd Electrometer only
1613 82343 0203-0226 02A
1614 82343 0426-0617 oo
1615 82343 0717-0844 nd Electrometer only
1616 82343 0845-1240 02A
1617 82343 1440-1541 nd Electrometer only
1618 82343 1542-1755 02A
1619 82343 1910-2059 02A
1620 82343 2100-2235 nd Electrometer only
1621 82343 2236-0025 02A LMCD
1622 82344 0225-0343 02A
1623 82344 0344-0519 nd Electrometer only
1624 82344 0520-0641 02A
1625 82344 0841-1031 02A
1626 82344 1032-1207 nd Electrometer only
1627 82344 1208-1240 02A
1628 82344 1440-1728 02A
1629 82344 1729-1907 nd Electrometer only
1630 82344 1908-2140 02A
1631 82344 2315-0022 oo
1632 82345 0023-0157 nd Electrometer only
1633 82345 0158-0245 02A
1634 82345 0445-0704 02A
1635 82345 0705-0840 nd Electrometer only
1636 82345 0841-1145 02A
1637 82345 1330-1355 02A
1638 82345 1356-1417 nd Electrometer only
1639 82345 1536-2055 02A
1640 82345 2056-2115 nd Electrometer only
1641 82345 2315-0059 02A
1642 82346 0220-0338 02A
1643 82346 0339-0514 nd Electrometer only
1644 82346 0515-0636 02A
1645 82346 0836-1026 02A
1646 82346 1027-1202 nd Electrometer only
1647 82346 1203-1235 02A
1648 82346 1435-1723 02A
1649 82346 1724-1902 nd Electrometer only
1650 82346 1903-2135 02A ssnSv01x DNA:I903-1934
1651 82346 2310-0017 02A
1652 82347 0018-0152 nd Electrometer only

























































































































































































0440-0659 02A M2040 DNA:0440-0600
0700-0835 nd Electrometer only
0836-1140 02A
1325-1350 02A
1351-1412 nd Electrometer only
1531-2 050 oo
2051-2110 nd Electrometer only
2310-0054 02A
0217-0334 02A
0335-0353 nd Electrometer only
0523-0700 02A
0835-1019 02A
1020-1122 nd Electrometer only
1415-1716 02A
1717-1856 nd Electrometer only
1857-2115 02A
2315-0010 02A
0011-0146 nd Electrometer only
0147-0210 oo
0310-0558 02A
0700-0828 nd Electrometer only
0829-1343 02A DNA:I254-1300




0330-0348 nd Electrometer only
0518-0655 oo
0830-1014 02A
1015-1117 nd Electrometer only
1410-1711 02A
1712-1851 nd Electrometer only
1852-2110 02A DNA:IgI3-1954
0120-0140 nd Electrometer only
0141-0554 02A
0654-0824 nd Electrometer only
0825-1322 02A
1522-1855 02A
2036-2216 nd Electrometer only
2217-0040 02A
0210-0322 02A




0115-0135 nd Electrometer only
0136-0549 02A DNA:0417-0456.
0649-0819 nd Electrometer only
0820-1317 02A
1517-1850 02A
2031-2211 nd Electrometer only
2212-0035 02A
0205-0319 02A
0320-0455 nd Electrometer only
0456-0626 02A
0826-1004 02A
1 005-1142 nd El ectrometer only
1143-1420 02A data unavailable 1253-1255
1620-1701 02A
1702-1840 nd Electrometer only
1841-2320 oo
0110-0134 nd Electrometer only
0135-0347 02A DNA:0332-0347
0547-0637 02A DNA:0617-0637





2125-2204 nd Electrometer only
2205-0030 02A
0200-0314 02A DNA:0239-0314
0315-0450 nd Electrometer only
0451-0621 02A DNA:0510-0621
0821-0959 02A
1000-1137 nd Electrometer only
1138-1415 02A
1615-1656 02A
1657-1835 nd Electrometer only
1836-2315 02A
0105-0129 nd Electrometer only
0130-0342 02A
0542-0632 02A M1333 -By bias w/toggle
0633-0808 nd Electrometer only
0809-0925 02A M1333 w/-8v ap bias
1025-1328 02A
1523-1920 02A
2120-2159 nd Electrometer only
2200-0025 02A
0200-0307 nd DNA:0200-0307
0308-0443 nd Electrometer only
0444-0510 nd DNA:0444-0510
1746823580710-0952 02A
1747 82358 0953-1131 nd Electrometer only
1748 82358 1132-1410 02A
1749 82358 1610-1652 02A
1750 82358 1653-1831 nd Electrometer only
1751 82358 1832-2100 02A
1752 82358 2300-2343 02A
1753 82358 2344-0119 nd Electrometer only
1754 82359 0120-0338 02A
1755 82359 0538-0625 02A
1756 82359 0626-0801 nd Electrometer only
1757 82359 0802-1201 02A
1758 82359 1514-2019 02A Memory dump problem
1759 82359 2020-2155 nd Electrometer only
1760 82359 2156-2214 02A
1761 82360 0001-0302 02A
1762 82360 0303-0438 nd Electrometer only
1763 82360 0439-0505 oo
1764 82360 0705-0947 02A
1765 82360 0948-1126 nd Electrometer only
1766 82360 1127-1405 02A
1767 82360 1605-1647 02A
1768 82360 1648-1826 nd Electrometer only
1769 82360 1827-2055 02A
1770 82360 2255-2338 02A
1771 82360 2339-0114 nd Electrometer only
1772 82361 0115-0333 02A DNA:0115-0134
1773 82361 0533-0620 02A M1333 -By bias w/toggle
1774 82361 0621-0756 nd Electrometer only
1775 82361 0757-1156 02A M1333 mode
1776 82361 1509-2014 02A
1777 82361 2015-2150 nd Electrometer only
1778 82361 2151-2209 02A






























































nd El ectrometer only
02A
IV. DE1/RIMS 1982 INSTRUMENT MODES
The RIMS instrument, being programmable by
spacecraft major and minor mode commands, operated
in a variety of survey modes during the experiment
lifetime. The operating sequence is controlled by an
internal memory in the CEA which is programmed by
ground command. The RIMS commonly performed two
basic operational functions during the mission: (1) The
RPA voltage is swept over a selected range for a given
mass/charge and, (2) the RPA voltage is set to zero and a
sweep is made over a selected mass/charge range. There
are several variations of these modes, several specialized
modes, and several combinations of sweeps, aperture
biasing, and cycling patterns.
Users of the RIMS MAF data sets must be aware of the
instrument mode setting for the segment of data being
analyzed. The documentation data set, a listing of which
accompanies this set of summary spectrograms, lists the
RIMS minor mode B commands employed during the
mission, keyed to the data's universal time. Brief
information on the meaning of the mode mnemonics is
given with that listing.








A family of modes in which the instrument is
measunng only one mass/charge pair and
concentrating on either high mass/charge or
angular resolution. The two unspecified
locations in the mnemonic denoted by X will
specify the heavier of the pair while the








A family of survey modes in which the
instrument splits its observing pattern
between the H+/He + mass/charge pair and
one other mass/charge pair. The aefinition of
the unspecified locauon is the same as in the
previous case. The total cycle time is ]6sec.
The alternate memory is used to observed the
H+/He + pair and the normal memory to
observe another mass/charge pair. The XX
denotes the heavier of the mass/charge pair
under normal memory control. Each
mass/charge pair is sampled for 8 sec. Total
cycle lime is 16 sec.
A survey mode which is similar to the
previous survey mode with the exception of
the sequencing pattern. In this case, the
H /He setting is maintained for 8 sec with
an RPA cycle each 0.25 sec. In the
subsequent g-sec half of the cycle time, the
instrument toggles between the alternate
mass/charge pars each 0.25 sec. The total
cycle time is 16 sec.
A mass/charge sweep mode starting at
mass/charge XX and ending at mass/charge
YY. The specified mass/charge numbers are
those of the heavy mass channel. The lower
mass channel is operating and measuring
mass/charge species of 1/4 the high mass
values. Note: The sweep may not be
continuous within the specified range if prior
instrument experience has indicated that
certain mass/charge numbers are
unpopulated. Thecyde time is 0.5 sec.
A mass/charge sweepmode with interspersed
+ +RPA analysis of the H /He pair, The cycle
time is 16 sec.
A special mode for high latitude studies, The
three ions O +, H +, and He + are measured
with RPA scans for each. The cycle time is
1/2 sec.
SSZZZ: Special science modes designed after launch.
Contact RIMS scienceteam.
PLPHN: Plasma mode used to investigate
spaceeraft/pla_na interactions. Geophysical
data may be available, but will require
special interpretation. N is the program
number.
INSTR: Instrument check out, test, and calibration
modes.
Note that the instrument may be operating with an
additional potential applied to the entrance aperture.
The start-up command APPON normally indicates the
start of an aperture bias sequence although exceptions do
exist within the data set. The following commands






















The convention of naming modes as given above was
generally but not rigorously followed, i.e., there may
be times in which a mass/charge scan mode
MXXYY alternated with measurement of H+/He ÷.
Studies of the RIMS data set should be conducted
only with a thorough understanding of the RIMS
operational modes and the instrument response to
these modes.
In the fisting that follows, the year and daynumber is
coded as (YEAR-1980) * 1000 + DAYNUMBER. The
universal time of day is coded as HHMMSS.
BEG IN LI STING
22 29 23 3600 APPON
2229 233616 INSTRI0
2229 233620 AHV71582
22 30 03 0200 PH00ADDT










































22 32 00 1616 SSNSV01X
22 32 00 1620 PH80AAAA
2232 001624 AHV71582




















































22 33 07 3800
2233 073816
22 33 07 3820
2233 073824
2233 101400
22 33 12 1400
2233 121416
22 33 12 1516



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































22 51 14 5300 IMSON
2251 145316 T816R01
















22 52 07 1016
2252 071020
22 52 07 1024


























































22 55 00 1600
































































































































































































































































































































































22 55 17 0700 TSI6Q02X
2255 170800 TSI6Q03X




22 55 17 1300 TSI6Q02X

















22 55 17 3200 TSI6Q02X
2255 173300 TSI6Q03X





















22 55 17 5500 T816Q05X
2255 175600 T816Q02X
22 55 17 5700 TSI6Q03X
22 55 17 5800 T816Q02X











22 55 181000 T816Q02X
2255 181100 TSI6Q04X
2255 181200 TSI6Q02X
22 55 18 1300 T816Q05X








































































































































































































22 56 02 1900
22 56 02 1916
22 56 02 1920






22 56 18 1800
2256 201800
2256 201816












22 57 14 5300
2257 145316
2257 145416
22 57 14 5420
2257 145424
2257 185000





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































22 59 03 5000 SHI6M03X
22 59 03 5100 SHI6M02X











































































































22 62 02 0900 PH80AAAA
2262 020904 AHVTI582
2262 064000 STOPIT
22 62 08 5500 APPON
2262 085516 TSI6R01




















































22 64 02 0200 PHSOAAAA
2264 020204 AHV71582
2264 063500 STOPIT

























































































22 66 23 0000
2266 230100




22 66 23 0600
2266 230700






















22 66 23 3000
2266 233100






























































































































































































22 67 011000 SHI6M02X
2267 011100 SHI6M03X













































































22 68 12 1600 IMSON
2268 121616 T816R01

















































































































22 72 22 1200 PH80AAAA
2272 221204 AHV71582














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































22 80 06 1700 APPON
2280 061716 TSI6R01
22 80 06 1720 PH80AAAA
2280 061724 AHV71582
2280 070500 STOPIT






22 80 14 5400 PH80AAAA
2280 145404 AHV71582
2280 155600 STOPIT
22 80 17 0000 IMSON
2280 170016 SHI6M01









22 80 23 3816 T816R01
2280 233820 PH80AAAA
2280 233824 AHV71582


































































































22 84 003500 PH00AAAA
2284 003504 AHV71582




































































22 86 14 0800











22 87 03 5600
22 87 05 5500
2287 055516
















22 87 13 1400
2287 131500
22 87 13 1600
2287 131700







































































































































22 87 14 0100 T816Q02X
22 87 14 0200 TSI6Q04X



































22 87 14 3800 TSI6Q04X


















































































































































22 87 17 0600 T816Q02X
2287 170700 T816Q03X
22 87 17 0800 T816Q02X
22 87 17 0900 TSI6Q04X
2287 171000 T816Q02X
2287 171100 T816Q05X
22 87 17 1200 T816Q02X






















































































































































































































22 88 01 5600 SHI6M02X
2288 015700 SHI6M03X



































































































































































22 89 03 3300 APPON
2289 033316 T816201







22 89 07 1000 IMSON
22 89 07 1016 T816201







































































22 92 13 5200 PH00AAAA
2292 135204 AHV71582
2292 142300 PH80AAAA









22 93 03 5320 PH00AAAA
2293 035324 AHV71582







22 93 17 1600 PH00AAAA
2293 171604 AHV71582












22 94 04 4700 PH00AAAA
2294 044704 AHV71582


































22 95 12 1720 PH80AAAA
2295 121724 AHV71582
22 95 17 1000 PH00AAAA

































































22 98 04 5500 APPON
22 98 04 5516 T816201





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































23 04 04 5000 T816Q02X











































































































23 04 06 3800 T816Q02X














































































































23 05 133400 APPON
2305 133416 SHI6M01








23 06 00 1700 PH80AAAA
2306 001704 AHV71582
2306 012500 STOPIT









23 06 13 1600 PH00AAAA
2306 131604 AHV71582























































































































































































23 10 162700 SHI6M02X
2310 162800 SHI6M03X


















































































































































23 12 06 1200 PH00AAAA





























23 13 002400 STOPIT
2313 013000 IMSON
2313 013016 T816R01


























































































23 16 21 3700 APPON
2316 213716 SHI6M01
23 16 21 3720 PH80ADAA
2316 213724 AHVTI582
2317 002200 STOPIT











































23 18 14 I000 STOPIT























23 19 14 3300 APPON
2319 143316 M133301
23 19 14 3416 SSN8V01X







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2344 12 4000 STOPIT
2344 144000 IMSON




















































































2346 17 2300 STOPIT
2346 172400 RPAON
2346 172416 PLPHI01






























































































































































































































































































































































































23 50 02 1200 IMSON
23 50 02 1216 T816R01
23 50 02 1220 PH00AAAA
2350 021224 AHV71582
2350 032900 STOPIT
















23 50 14 1000 APPON
23 50 14 1016 TSI6R01


















































23 52 04 5916 T816R01







23 52 10 1300 T816Q02X
23 52 10 1400 T816Q04X
2352 101500 T816Q02X




















































































































23 52 12 1000
2352 121100
23 52 12 1200
23 52 12 1300
23 52 12 1400
2352 121500
23 52 12 1600
2352 121700
2352 121800











23 52 12 3000
23 52 12 3100





23 52 12 3700
2352 123800

















23 52 12 5700
23 52 12 5800










23 52 13 0900
2352 131000
2352 131100
23 52 13 1200




























































































































































23 52 14 1700 T816Q05X




















23 52 14 3800 T816Q02X













23 52 14 5200 T816Q02X
2352 145300 T816Q05X
2352 145400 TSI6Q02X































































































































































23 53 22 1220 PH80AAAA
2353 221224 AHV71582
2354 003500 STOPIT








23 54 04 5600 IMSON
2354 045616 T816R01














































23 55 08 1400 APPON
2355 081416 M133301























































































23 55 II 5000
2355 115100
23 55 II 5200
23 55 ii 5300
2355 115400
2355 115500


















23 55 12 1400
23 55 12 1500
23 55 12 1600



































































































































































































































23 57 01 3016 SH16M01
2357 013020 PH00ADAA













23 57 08 1016 SSN8V01X


































23 58 07 1000 IMSON



























































































































































































































DE 1/RIMS 1982 Instrument Modes
2363 014800
2363 014900



































































































































































































23 63 03 3300



























































































































































































DE 1/RIMS 1982 Instrument Modes
V. DE1/RIMS 1982 SUMMARY SPECTROGRAMS
Errata
Units listed for the various orbit parameters shown







The panel labeled L/He ++ refers to the response of the
RIMS low-mass channel to the M/Z=2 mass/charge settings.
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i:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiii:iiiiiiiiiii_tiiiiZTiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:!iiii:
-180 :::_:_:::_::_:_:_:::::::_::__:::::::::::::::_:_::_:::::::_:__:::_:::_:__::::::::::: I
TtMI 1755 1835 1915 1955 2035 2115 2t55 0000
RE 4.1 3.4 2.3 1.1 2.1 3.3 4.0 0.0
L 4.3 4.2 6.1 1.4 62.6 13.3 8.4 0.0
MLT 12.8 12.7 12.4 1.2 19.8 14.1 13.6 0.0
MLAT 8.98 24.48 51.89 28.53 *,,*',* *.*** ***** 0.00
INVLAT 61.0 60.6 66.1 33.8 82.7 74.1 69.8 0.0












I I ,I rr
o+
iiii!i iiiii!!

























0.00 0.00 -9.44 DEGS












TIME 0040 0120 0200 0240 0320 0400 0440 0520 0600 0000
RE 4.2 3.5 2.5 1.2 1.9 3.1 .3.9 4.4 4.6 0.0
L 4.2 3.5 3.2 8.0 8.0 100.0 21.6 11.5 8.0 0.0
MLT 12.9 12.7 12.4 2.2 21.1 14.3 12.9 12.6 12.5 0.0
MLAT -8.13 5.01 28.53 71.11 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** 0.00











































































82/234 22-AUG 0700:00 - 1500:00 HEAD= RL RPA=







0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I I I I I I ,
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
] ...... I .......... I .......... ! ........ i 'I .......... I.........
T T
t I h ,::::' :::::::: " : ,::, ::'
J I .........
T :T .... - ..... 1 ..... r ....












--T T 1 r f 1 r l T F 1
1140 1220 1300 1340 1420 HHMM
4.1 4.5 4,7 4.6 4.2 RE
9.3 6.9 5.6 4.8 4.3
11.6 11.9 12.2 12.3 12.5 HRS
***** ***** ****, -9.68 3.33 DEGS







0000 0900 0940 0000 0000
0,0 2.2 1,1 0,0 0,0
0.0 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0
0,0 13.1 0.2 0.0 0,0
0.00 38.93 24.74 0.00 0.00
0.0 58.4 27.6 0.0 0.0
.:_.::::: .......... Z!lziZ..:..:Zlz;..::zZ_;#_#-"TtTT T ,








::: ; , ; ; ;',: , ,:::













82/234 22-AUG 1415:00 - 2215:00 HEAD= RL RPA=







































0 to 1000 BIAS= A















I I .... I.......... '......... I.......... '












' "I .......... i .......... I .......... i"
I I I I




































I I I I
1 I I I I
0000 1935 2015 2055 2135
0.0 4.6 4.6 4.4 5.8
0.0 5.4 4.9 4,4 ,3.9
0.0 13.0 13.0 12.9 12.7
0.00 *,,** ****, -3.10 8.28
































z _ _ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii& _ !!!!!!!ii!!iii!il
_ _iii!ii!!iii!ii!i
_ O- :!!!!!!!iiii!i:i:












200.0 i :!i:i ii :iii
-180 ....... ]....... ]180
,vv.u :
5o.o o !!iiiiiiii: iilii
c_
2O.O -180
I I180 ........ .......
iil: i::: iii
iiii ::!!: i!
-180 1 I18o ............
::: ........ i
:: :::: ::
1,0 O- : :iii ::i!i:;iiiii !!!"-"
::: ::1:














82/234 22-AUG 20:30:00 - 0430:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
























I I 1 I
0110 0000 0000 0000
3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
14.8 0.0 0,0 0.0
13.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
***** 0.00 0,00 0.00


































I ' I ' 1 I I I I I _ I I
0410 0450 0530 0000 0000 0000 0810 0850 0930 1010 10.50
4.1 3.3 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.1 4.5 4.7 4.6 4.2
4.2 3.3 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.8 9.0 6.7 5.3 4.4
12.6 12.6 12.6 0.O 0.0 0.O 11.7 11.9 12.1 12.2 12.3
***** 2.66 31.99 0.OO 0.O0 0.O0 ***** ***** ***** **,,** -6.87


















82/2.55 25-AUG 10..%0:00 - 18..30:00 HEAD= RL RPA=




iiiiiiiiiiiiii!ili iiiiiil--180 " , * '







-180 ......... ,......... ,.... "'',
180--i::::::.:: : : ..,:::ili:i ± t
0-


















0 to 1000 BIAS= A
!i Ti't!,lllll
iiiiiiiiiii.. , . "_iill! !11ttlt!
I I I





I I I I ._.
....................... ;_.o :
i;i*iiii!tli!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiilil
i :::;:::: :i:::::::::::::::::_ 0
........................................... +
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
I I I I












......... I .......... 1.... * "L i 1
i i
, , I I I I I I
J
I I I I 1
I I I I
1550 1630 1710 1750
4.6 4.7 4.5 4.1
5.7 5.0 4.6 4.2
12.4 12.5 12.6 12.6
***,* ***** -3.49 8.41
65.1 63.5 62.2 61.0
- 180 I I 1 I I I I
TIME 1110 1150 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
RE 3.9 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 4.0 3.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 12.4 12.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT 0.74 20.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00


























82/2,35 23-AUG 1715:00 - 0115:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
180 l I I I
1::::::::::::::
,_,_,_,_,,r_,_,_r,lll1_ _i<I'
o- _ _ iiiiiiil
!!!!H!!!!! Hll]llllll ..................






IIIIII1111 I r :::: :: : : :..T: : ::4--
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I I I I I
!::::::::::i:::
!!!:: :iii:iii u:

























"1" I ! 1 I I I I I I
1755 1835 1915 1955 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0035
4.0 3.3 2.1 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2
4.2 4.1 7.2 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2
12.6 12.6 12.1 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 12.8
10,10 26,38 56.97 4,64 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 -8.81

















































82/236 24-AUG 0000:00 - 0800:00 HEAD: RL RPA: 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
.............. I.... I I ..................................... I.......... I............. I
i!i_iiiiiiiiiii!!_!_::ii_iiiii_iiii_t_ii_X_tt_U_i!!!!!!!!i!iii!!ii_!!iii!!!_!i_iU!TUUUUUUii!
:1:::_::;_:_1_:;;_1::_:_;i*T_::_1:_::_:::_;_::_;_1_1:;_1:::_::_:::;:_;;;_;_2_:
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iiil ii_III ::i_.Ti tTii!iiiii!!iiiiiiii!iiii!! ii!!iiii!!i!!iiii!iiii!!!
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i i 1 _ _1 ....... i ...... I I ......... i ......... t ....... 1 ..... 1 ..... I '
........ I .......... I ..... _ .... I .......... I ......... I .......... I.......... I I I I I
++++?itttttttTTTTiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilJi iiiiLik_i++++itttttttttttttttttt+tt+++H++iiiiiiiiiii_+i-
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i ........ i' ' _ i I I I I'
1 I I I I ]
:_!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!i_!!!!!_T!!!!i1?_!i_!_!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!_!!!!i!!!!!!!!!!!!_!!!!!!!!!
   t TT!ii!i!iiiii;Tiiiiiiiiiii2iiiiiii:i ii!iiiii  i; iiiiii!!!iiiiiiiii!
_i!!!ii!i_!!i!ii_ii_!!i_i_iiiiii_T_!_i_:_?T!_i_i!i1i_ii'!'iiiii_iiii::i_!_i_!_ii_
i_!i_!!_:_!_i_ii_!_ii!t_!ii_i_T_iii!_!_!!ii!!_i_!ii_ii!_!ii_i_i!i_i_i_i!i!_!_ii!!!ii
• _" _ I I I i t I
I I I i I i I I 1 t
iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii;iiiiiiiiiii iiiSTi';iiiilTiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil;iiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiil
  i i:  i iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiii!!iii}ii!i}; +tii!i!!  !!! i:iiiiiiiiii  iiii!iiiiiiiiii!!!i!ii!ili 
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1 I '1 I
0040 0120 0200 0240
4.1 5.4 2.3 1.1
4.1 3.4 3.2 2.1
12.7 12.5 12.2 1.1
-7.41 6.55 32.87 48.90
60.6 57.0 56.3 46.0
I I I 1 I I
_ ..................................................
I I I I I I I
0320 0400 0440 0520 0600 0640 0000
2.1 3.3 4.0 4.5 4.7 4.6 0.0
13.8 -0.0 20.2 11.2 7.8 5.9 0•0
23.7 13.7 12.7 12.5 12.4 12.4 0.0




























































82/256 24-AUG 0700:00 - 1500:00 HEAD= RL RPA=









E I I I 1 I
ilia:
:::::






I 1 1 [ I 1
:::_÷
 :ill
i t t t t t
!ili 
/L+T:
1 i I I I 1 .
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I I I
;:;,= .... '::::::::':::::; .... :,::i:iii' /--
111
!!i?!i!!!:!!i!!!!iii!ili!!i!!ii!iiii ii;'iiii ii!!i! !,!,!,,t/,llIi,!_!_ii_:_i!iiiiii!i,iiiiiiiiii!i!i_:_ ],_I,_-!
212
_ii!_il!iiiiii_ I I I I '
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.............. H,,. -._°
f  !!!!!f!!if ! !ii!i!fi!iiiii!!ifi iff iifiT   ii:
##i#####:########:####iii##i######i =
::::::::::::::: i! ! : ! :;: : Ill:: ,'._ O




"i .......... I .......... I ........ I .......... i





I I I I i ::'1
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::::i: 1:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
I I I I
0000 0000 0000 1140
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2
0.0 0.0 0.0 8.9
0.0 0.0 0.0 11.6
0.00 0,00 0.00 **.*.
0.0 0.0 0.0 70.5
I I I I
1220 1300 1,.340 1420 HHMM
4.5 4.7 4.5 4.1 RE
6.7 5.5 4.8 4.2
11.9 12.1 12.2 12.4 HRS
***** **,** -8.58 4.67 DEGS
























1455 1535 1615 0000 0000
3.5 2.5 1.2 0.0 0.0
4.0 4.8 5.2 0.0 0.0
12.5 12.7 0.2 0.0 0.0
19.05 44.91 57.28 0.00 0.00





















1 T ........I... ..... t ..............
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
!ilii iii!i i!!i :!ii:!iii!i[iiiiill
:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::





___ IT........................_ _-I_: --
ill: iii2:iiii:?iiiiii!i!i!!ili!!!i!il
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::




] r ....... T ......... T ......... r ......... ]l _ k
........................................
[ 1 T T 1 r
0000 1855 1935 2015 2055 0000
0.O 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.3 0.0
0.0 6.0 5.4 4.8 4.3 0.0
0.0 12.9 12.9 12.8 12.7 0.0
0.00 ***** ***** ***** -2.51 0.00






































82/236 24-AUG 2030:00 - 0430:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A























































































I I I I I 1 I 1 I I
21 _ 0 0000 0000 0000 2350 0030 0110 0000 0000 0000 0350
4.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 3.2 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.3
4.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.3 32.9 14.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.7
12.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 22.3 14.8 13.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.6
1.53 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** *'"'* ***'' 0.00 0.00 0.00 *'***












































HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A





.... ............ ::::::::::::::::: ::
................................ I .....














.......... 7: ::' i_i
:'p ...... :" : ":.: : '::: ...........
ii::i!:ii!iii: ::"iiiiiil , : :::::: : ::::::::::::::::
; ', , , . , ....., ......,....
Iii I .... I I I I
" ,_ ..... i: : :: .... :: ! ' .: :!:!
i ilJ fll i • : : : : '
: ' ::'"' : : ' : i :i': ii: . .i
'::::::. , ::: r ' .:' :' :' ::::." "
... . ,:!if::: :':' :,"
l I I I
:' : '::':,. ':::
,: : ,:: ,, . '' ::
-180 I I ..... I" I I I
TIM 0410 0450 0530 0000 0000 0730
RE 4.0 3.2 2.1 0.0 0.0 3.4
L 4.1 3.2 3.5 0.0 0.0 41.9
MLT 12.5 12.5 12.6 0.0 0.0 10.9
MLAT ***** 4.79 37.95 0.00 0.00 *****
INVLAT 60.4 55.9 57.7 0.0 0.0 81.1
/
I I t
0810 0850 0930 1010 1050
4.1 4.5 4.7 4.5 4.2
13.9 8.9 6.5 5.2 4.3
11.6 11.8 11.9 12.1 12.2
***** ***** ***** ***** - 5.42
























































































,.- ---'" --I I - I I I I I I
- --
_ .... °- --
[ I I I I I I I
I _I I I I I I I
- _-
I 1

































I 1 1 I I 1 I 1
1740 1820 1900 1940 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0020
4.2 3.5 2.4 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.,3
4.5 4.1 5.1 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.5
12.5 12.5 12.2 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.7
6.20 21.08 46.19 49.72 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ,****






























82//238 26 AUG 0000:00 - 0800:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A















: ' : ;., _T.
...
', ' -+"" ! ': +lL']i' , ..... "i : ':, '] ::.:::::: [
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0040 0120 0200 0240 0320
4.0 3.3 2.1 1.1 2.3
4.0 3.3 5.4 1.2 24.5
12.6 12.4 12.0 0.6 25..3
-6.66 8.21 37.93 24.79 *****
60.2 56.5 57.4 24.6 78.3
I I I I
0400 0440 0520 0600
3,4 4.1 4.5 4.7
84,2 19.0 10.9 7.6
13,3 12.5 12.3 12.2
























































82/_/258 26-AUG 0700:00 - 1500:00 HEAD= RL RPA=t _ t L__
i::;:i;
:: q i_
I I ' ] [ [
::it:
r 1 r iiii7i I l ,
I I I I I
!i::::+
::;;AT:





I I I I I I
:'::;:+
!ii!!+:
I I I I I l
I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
:!i!!!ii!ii!iii!!!i!!!
I I
:: .......... :::::::::::::::::::::::nil :::::::_;;;++t:
ttttttf*ft,,+.,.,,_,t,.*#,M_-- ...... _ ......
iiiiiii:::::::i::ii:iiiiii]:i;l///iiiiiii:ii:iiiiii
i i;ii;!il !i i iiiiiiiiiiiil;!!;i!iiiiiiiiiiiii;!








' ,i ......... i .......... i- , Ii : ii1'1 : : :1; i : ! : [ [ : :1. : i : : : i : :




!ili!ii!! _!i!!iiiiii!::::ii ii:iiii!i:i iiiiii!iii -r
:::':::'::::: i1:;:;:;:::;;:" ' '_liii' +
ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiii!i!!iill iiiiiiiiii
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I I I I
1220 1300 1340 1420 HHMM
4.6 4.7 4.5 4.1 RE
6.6 5.4 4.7 4.2
11.8 12.0 12.1 12..3 HRS
***** ***** -7.51 6.02 DEGS







82 26-AUG 1415:00 - 2215:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I I I 1
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I I I








I I I I I 1 t
1455 1535 1615 0000 0000 0000 1855 1935 2015 2055 2135
3.4 2.3 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.5 4.7 4.6 4.3 3,6
3.9 5.2 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 5.3 4.8 4.3 3.7
12.4 12.6 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.8 12.8 12.7 12.6 12,4
21.11 49.57 34.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** **,** ,**** -1.87 10.51
































- 180 ......... ,......... ,......... ,........ ,....
I I I I I [ I I I I I
.......................... --
J










I- I I I
2250 2510 0000 0000
2.2 1.1 0,0 0.0
4.2 1.2 0.0 0.0
11.8 0.9 0.0 0.0
2.27 16.64 44.08 25.64 0.00 0.00


































82/239 27-AUG 0330:00 - 1130:00 HEAD= RL RPA=


































I I ---I I I
0410 0450 0000 0000 0000
3.9 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
4.0 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
12.4 12.4 0.0 0.0 0,0
***** 7.13 0.00 0.00 0.00
59.9 55.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
I I I 1 I I
j-
"I"
0000 0810 0850 0930 1010 1050 HHMM
0.0 4.2 4.6 4.7 4.5 4.1 RE
0.0 13.2 8.5 6.4 5.1 4.2
0.0 11.5 11.7 11.8 12.0 12.2 HRS
0.00 ,**** *,*** ***** *,*** -3.97 DEGS
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I I 1 1
18oL!iiiii;+;i!!iii!ii!-iii_i ;! ii'_ii!'+i!!_
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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- 180 .......... , ......... ,......... ,.......... , ....... ,









....... :::::, ,::,: :::;;::::'
,_i .......... _:*ii:_+:i"'=:T'TT+:÷T#t'?TT'"
1 1
I I ' 'L i ]
°
_.__---
-180 I I I I- I I
TIME I055 11.35 1215 1255 0000 0000
RE 4,0 3.2 2,1 1.1 0,0 0,0
L 4.1 .3.5 4.6 1,2 0.0 0.0
MLT 12.2 12.4 1.3.1 23,9 0.0 0.0
MLAT -2.01 16.78 50.67 17.48 0.00 0.00
INVLAT 60..3 57.6 62.2 21.7 0.0 0.0
/
I I l I I
0000 1535 1615 1655 1735
0.0 4.5 4.7 4.5 4.2
0.0 5.9 5.2 4.7 4.`3
0.0 12.1 12...3 12.4 12.4
0.00 ***** ***** -6.03 5.6`3































......... i ....... i * * ...... i ..... ] ...... ]








i i _* i i ......... i














I I I I
1740 1820 1900 1940
4.1 5.4 2.3 1.1
4.2 4.0 5.7 1.4
12.4 12.5 12.0 0.8
7.27 22.86 50.70 26.54
60.8 60.1 65.2 ,31.5
1 I
0 to 1000 BIAS= A


































I I 1 I
0000 0000 0000 0000
O0 O0 O0 O0
O0 O0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
















































82/240 28-AUG 0000:00 - 0800:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
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-180 I I 1
TIM 0040 0120 0200
RE 3.9 3.1 1,9
L 3.9 3.2 3.9
MLT 12.4 12.2 11.8
MLAT -5.79 10.16 44.24





















I I I I I I l I
0240 0320 0400 0440 0520 0600 0000 0000
1.2 2.5 .3.4 4.2 4.6 4.7 0.0 0.0
1.2 47.2 80..3 18.0 10.6 7.4 0.0 0.0
0.3 22.9 1,3.1 12.4 12.2 12.1 0.0 0.0
1.66 ,*,*, ,,,*, ,,,,, ,,,,* ,,*" 0.00 0.00









































82/240 28-AUG 1330:00 - 2130:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
t I 1 I I I I
J L : L I 1 [
] r ] f T T [
I I I I I I I .........
'iiiiiiiiiiii: i i i'! ii iiii_'_"iiii$z&4
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J
I I I I I I I
I I I I
J
-180 I I I I I I I
TIME 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
























I ......... I.......... I..... " .... I.........
0000 1930 2010 2050 HHMM
0.0 4.7 4.6 4.3 RE
0.0 5.4 4.8 4.3
0.0 12.6 12.6 12,5 HRS
0.00 ***** ***** -2.56 DEGS






82 28-AUG 20,30:00 - 0430:00 HEAD= RL RPA=






















20.0 - 180 ......... ,.......... ,.......... ,
180 ' ' '
1 r ; 1 r
I I I I I




i   @ti@Zttittt iTi































, I I I I I I I I
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____---








































































































.......... I .......... I .......... I ..........
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
i!i !::::TT:T ..... :TTTT:::::;iii!i!iiiiii:i::
: i i i I :_ii ii il/liiiiiiiiiiiiii
:1::::: : I I',I' ,,,i::lllh, l.l:ll:l.|_, : :::::: ::ii I
::::::::::::. :::_,,l,l,i::l;l:ll,, i : I_





..... l.......... I.......... I.......... I.......... I..........
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
iiii:iiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i! c.
: i : : : : :2::::[ ',11 : ;2 : : ::;::::::: : ', :::;: ::: : : ;1:1;::; ',: -r





I I.......... I.......... t.......... I..........
iiiiiii,,:: ,,,it,iil,'.,ili,_,l,l__ i(i,_,l'liii 1114,1'_lli;; i/._.
__ .-"
...... _ .................................... ------
_----
I I I I
0410 0450 0000 0000
3.8 3.0 0.0 0.0
3.8 3.0 0.0 0.0
12..3 12.2 0.0 0.0
-9.70 9.72 0.00 0.00











I t I I I
0810 0850 0930 1010 1050 HHMM
4.3 4.6 4.7 4.5 4.0 RE
12.6 8.3 6.2 5.0 4.1
11.4 11.6 11.8 11.9 12.1 HRS
•,,,, *,,,, ,,,** ,,,,, -2.40 DEGS






TIME 1055 1135 1215 1255 0000 0000
RE 3.9 3.1 1.9 1.2 0.0 0.0
L 4.0 3.4 5.7 1.3 0.0 0.0
MLT 12.1 12.3 13.2 0.3 0.0 0.0
M_T -0.42 19.42 57.62 ,**** 0.00 0.00









I I I I
0000 0000 0000 1655
0,0 0.0 0.0 4,5
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.6
0.0 0.0 0.0 12.2
0.00 0.00 0.00 -5.21
0.0 0.0 0.0 62.2
0 to 1000 BIAS= A





I ........ I .......... ill .......
!i2  i+i if,,t!TiT!




.................... i ,::!::::!:!"_il'i'll ,..,..., t
__ -o: +





i ! ii!i ili [i ili! i.:.._ _ -Z
+
:::::: :;1 ::::1 :: ::::;;:
I , I I
;.,.,÷':++_'ttt .... : i : i : : : : : : 1
II1: : : : : : : :::: : : : : : : : : :::::;;
i !-,!!!!!!!!!!!: !! i[i!ii '_




: ;,i! i::iii : i ili!iil
I ...... i ....... t .......I I





























0 to 1000 BIAS= A














1: .... [''11''i:: .........









........ i ........ Iii t ....... i .......... 1 ........ i
1 I 1 1 I
LLZZH;#+÷ ffttTTTTi]iliiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!![iiiiil
[:::::::1 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::




-180 ...... , ..... '," .....















I I"- ...... I I
0000 1820 1900 1940
0.0 ,.t.2 2.1 1,1
0.0 4.0 6.7 1.0
0.0 12.2 11.7 0.4
0.00 24.75 55.99 2.29
0.0 59.9 67.3 11.0
J
._ ........................ °
[ I I I I I
i iL l [
I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



























































































82/242 30-AUG 0715:00 - 1515:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
1 I I I I 1 I 1 I I J....
.__- .................................................




t t i i i r i
....... ..........,............. t ttt,II t




i 1 i i i i i I
i_Iii!!i2_212_22_;;;;;;;i;;;;;;;;;;;;;;1_22£22222_22;;;;ii4i;iiiiIi_:`_`7T_i_!i
t_"Li_i_._._iii**1_!_i_ii!i!1_!_!!i_i1!!i_ii!i!_i!!}_i41ii_1_!!!_i!1!i!iiii_;i_iH_
illl_llJll_l_'i i?i ! i i !!!!i i i i i i; ii iiliii i i i i ! !i i i i!iiiii i i i i i ! i ;.ii i i_I'H'I_
..... iiii) !iiJ;ii iii i: i _!ll,l_:_',ll_l_ll!_:iiiiiiiiiii[rliii:.::::: .... :,.',,,,ll_}l:__:_'ltlmlr_
:::[:::::::::i:i_:_i!ii!!:!ii!!_!ii!!!:!i!!!!_!!!!ii!!::!!÷_-'_;i!:,iI
_i!!i_liiiiiiil!iI:!_i!!i:_!li!!i!ii!!i!!iii!iiiiliiii!!!i_i[ii__ib;J

















I I I I
1035 1115 t 155 1235
3.3 4.0 4.5 4.7
23.0 10.5 7.3 5.9
10.0 11.1 11.4 11.7











































82/242 30-AUG 1..3,30:00 - 2130:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A






:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : f -I
::::::!T .... : ....... ii:!:!!!'! .........
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
I I I I I
 ! ,!i,,O0!!O!i!!O0!!i!OilOllltt#t#t
......:; ii(!!h"_ ..........." ,7
: : ::::: : : : : : : : ::::: : :U":"::':M I Y//H
:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ,,,,,,,,,,_,_,_,_,,#
,iiii_iiiii,_iiiiiiiii,iiiii_llllilillt'l,l,j,i,
I I I , , , ,
; i;i  ;;iiiii i;',::**'illiiiiltillII[
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:ili;ii / I//I .iiiiiF
iii i Liiiiiiiii;iiil !il,,ll_,k_,i,,_,,_,i:,,_,iJ.
" ': ' ::' ". 0
:till ll: ! ! , , I ! I I !!lllll I r'Illi'llltllllllYIITl'tl| --















i 1 ! i !











1000.0 1 , , "'- .... ,
_.o !tJl!f!lII!!!ll# lltil _i,ii +i180 ..... _ -' ..... ' ........ '...' '1 : I :i :;i: ..... ÷
II'




I i i i i
80 :::::::::::::::::::::::::i:::::::::::::::::
100.0 ,,, iftttttrf!Tl!]/l!liii:iiiiiiiiiii_i;iii_ :




I',_H_ !iiii:::_20.0 -180 I.......... ,........ ,.......... ,...........








0.0 -180 , , "'" .... , ,
180 , ....... L _
0-
-- __---''- --
-180 I I " I I
TIMI 1410 1450 1530 1610
RE 4.0 3.3 2.2 1.1
L 4.1 3.9 6.0 1.1
MLT 12.1 12.2 12.4 0.1
MLAT 5.13 22.89 54.79 8.89
INVLAT 60.6 59.5 65.9 13.3
I I I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 1850 1930 2010 2050 HHMM
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.5 4.7 4.6 4.2 RE
0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 5.3 4.8 4.2
0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 12.5 12.4 12.3 HRS
0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** - 1.87 DEGS








































I I I I I
0 to 1000 BIAS= A









I I I I






i i i i i i ii!:ii i i i i : i':': :!:!ii_.;':
- 180 ......... I.......... I......... II I I
TIME 2110 2150 2250 0000 0000
RE 5.9 5,1 2.0 0.0 0.0
L 5.9 5,4 4.8 0.0 0.0
MLT 12.5 12.0 11,3 0.0 0.0
MLAT 4.02 20.41 50.63 0.00 0.00








, :iii'iii  ;:i  'ii   iiiii'!i!iiiiii ' iii::iiiil
 !!: ::T:TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT ITTT ;I   
:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!!!!i lz
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
I I I I |
/TTTTTttttfffff!Pi++++H+H#H++H+PffftiTTTi
i!!!i[[iiiii!!i!ii!!i!iiiiii!!iii[!!!i!iii!! -r
::::::::::::::::::::: __::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: o
::!!!: :::::::::::::::::::::::: +
.... ' ..... ::_i :::::::::::_iil
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .... iiii':iii::::
:!i!!_!!:!!!i!!!iiiiiiiiiiiii L
1 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ....... _I _: _:!1
....................................... ----"
J
I I I I
....................................... ----"
I I I I
....................................... °---"




















I I I I
0150 0230 0310 0350
4.6 4.7 4.5 4.1
9.5 7.2 5.6 4.3
12.7 12.4 12.3 12.2
































- 180 ......... ,.......... ,......... ,







I I I I I
_ o .-°--
-180 I I " I
TIME 0355 0435 0000
RE 4.0 3.2 0.0
L 4.1 3.1 0.0
MLT 12.2 12.1 0,0
MLAT ***** ,326 000
INVLAT 60.6 55.7 0.0















0915 0955 1055 HHMM
4.7 4.5 4.1 RE
6.7 5.5 4.5
11.6 11.7 11.9 HRS
***** ***** -6.64 DEGS

























[[[:[ :!i '::ii-::::: , :! "ii[[[[ :
I I 1 I I 1 I I I I I
1040 1120 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1520 1600 1640 1720 HHMM
4.1 3.3 0.O 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 4.5 4.7 4.6 4.2 RE
4.2 3.5 0.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6,1 5.3 4.7 4.3
11.9 t2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.0 11.9 12.0 12.1 12.1 HRS
-4.77 13.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.00 O,00 **** ....... 8.54 2.90 DECS












200.0 I:1 ! I_H:' : IIIIII ! I,t IiI : ,'1 i : i : [
i:i::::::::i::UH!
80 iii!!iii!i!!ii!ii-- i i80 l i
100.0 ':':i!ii i '.i i i i'.i ! i
bJj ii!i!iii!!: !ii:
_ ilili!i!iiiiiii:
', ', ', ', : : : ! ,, : : : : : : :
50.0 < 0 ...... i .......
! ...............
_ ii"i":!'iiiiiii
Pr" ::!: !': : : : :'.'"!','1 i,,
i iiiiiiiiil iiii
20.0 -180 ......... ,.... L..
















31-AUG 1700:O0 - 0100:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I





0 to 1000 BIAS= A
1 I









































I l I I



















2100 2140 2220 2300 0000 0000
3.5 4.2 4.6 4.7 0.0 0.0
13.3 8.9 7.2 6.1 0.0 0.0
13.4 13.0 12.8 12.6 0.0 0.0
***** ***** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00












































82/244 01-SEP 0015:00 - 0815:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I / ........ / .............. I , ,1 , ,





i;i_ii_' , " ! i i i !':'! !: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .........
....... l( ::::::::: ::: :::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
l I I l I I I I
-
_oo.°. ..................................................
I I I I I I l I I
l I I
______- ................................................









I I I I I I I I
0000 0000 0215 0255 0335 0415 0455 0535
0.0 0.0 1.1 2.0 3.2 4.0 4,4 4.7
0.0 0.0 6.1 7.7 100.0 27.4 13.2 8.7
0.0 0.0 1.2 23,5 14.0 12.2 12.0 11.9
0.00 0.00 68.26 ***** *,*** ***** ***** *****
0.0 0.0 66.0 68.8 87.2 79.0 74.0 70.2































0615 0000 0000 HHMM








82 01-SEP 0650:00 - 1430:00 HEAD= RL RPA= ' 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
__l [ L__I__

























-180 I I I
TIME 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT 0.00 0.00 0.00
INVLAT 0.0 0.0 0.0
t I I I
I I I I
............. ,,,,,, ..........................
......................... r I ...........
: ] . • , : : [ .............................. i iiii ii
I I I I
t ; I 1








I t I I I
0000 1150 1230 1310 1350
0.0 4.5 4.7 4.6 4.2
0.0 7.4 5.9 5.0 4.3
0.0 11.3 11.6 11.7 11.9
0.00 ***** ***** ***** -0.71




















































82 01-SEP 1330:00 - 2130:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
iilt!iiiltlt!f '
I I I I I 1 I I
_::_;_+tt.:_:i!_iiii!_iiiE!!!i_!:ii_i'i_i!_ii_i_1_L_;_;_bh;_;_;_;
i ii_iillii!iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii',ili_iiiiiTiii_'ll'÷ft?7:':l,liii!i?iiiiiiiiiiill
:;ii_!:: ::iiil;i;;;iil;!ii_i ;! ii::T}:i:fi:il;i:':ii:::!i_}::;i!!!::i
_:::: :: : : : : : : : ::::: : :: : :::::i
!<.),'.,i:::: i :!!iiiiii!iii!2!iii:iii::_i::'_ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::;;:::;i: ........ ÷.--t ............ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
' ' i....... I * ...... i" L i ....... i ......... i.......... i .......... I ' '
I 1 I I I I l I
0 to 1000 BIAS= A


































, I l I
- --
-
I I I I I
1410 1450 1530 1610 1650
4.0 3.2 2.0 1.1 2.4
4.1 3.9 7.7 1.1 78.0
11.9 12.1 12.4 0.0 12.4
6.56 25.29 61.28 ***** *****

















I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 HHMM
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 RE
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 HRS
0.O0 O.OO 0.OO 0.OO DEGS

































82 01-SEP 2030:00 - 0430:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
Iii$_+tttTTTTXTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT??
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I I I I I I I I
0000 2150 2230 2310 2350 0030 0110
0.0 2.9 1.6 1.4 2.7 3.7 4.3
0.0 3.4 9.3 2.4 67.6 24.1 13.3
0.0 tl.8 10.5 23.6 17.6 13.6 12.9
0.00 22.67 64.54 ,*,*, ***,* ,,,** *,***
0.0 57.0 70.8 49.9 8,..3.0 78.3 74.1
I I






0150 0000 0000 0000
4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
9.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
12.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
*,**, 0.00 0.00 0.00

































82/245 02-SEP 0315:00 - 1115:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I.......... I.... f I






i I , .

























0 to 1000 BIAS= A









i i i i iI
............. I .......... I .......... I .......... I .......... I I
.................. I ...................................
2  !!!;iiiiiiil iii!i,,,,,, r r   ii  iiiiiiiiiiii
'_,:::_.,_::::_:iii_i,:,il;ii_ '
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.............. ,....... ,..... ill _
===============================================
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............ . ........... ::::::::::::ii!!!!:_:ii::::::!!!!i!!!!!!!:::;;::::::; ............
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
iiii!iiiii!!i!i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiii!i!i!ii!i!!!!iii!!
: [ : ; ; [ ............................. I I I .... []::;i:]::;:
i 1 ] f i i I t I i I
-180 I I I I I I I I I I I
TIME 0355 0435 0000 0000 0635 0715 0755 0835 0915 0955 0000
RE 3.9 3.1 0.0 0.0 2.6 3.6 4.2 4.6 4.7 4.5 0.0
L 4.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 55.5 39.2 14.2 8.9 6.6 5.2 0,0
MLT 12.0 12.0 0.0 0.0 2.1 10.3 11.1 11.3 11.5 11.6 0,0
MLAT **,,*,', 5.71 0.00 0.00 ','*,','** ***** ',,***"," ,"',"*** " * '," '* ***"* 0.00










































82/245 02-SEP 1000:00 - 1800:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I I I I
I i I I I I I I
I I I I l I I I
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
!iiiiiiiiiiiiii .......... -r!::::::_11:::_ _ +
I I I}iiH!iiit ttt!Ht!!!!!!
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1 I I" ....... I.....
0000 0000 0000 1240
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1
0.0 0.0 0.0 23.8
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.15






















0000 0000 1640 1720
0.0 0.0 4.5 4.1
0.0 0.0 4.7 4.2
0.0 0.0 12.0 12.0
0.00 0.00 -7.75 3.89




























82/245 02-SEP 1700:00 - 0100:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
180 - I I I , .::n_' I I ....... I I Ii titttliT!TiT ÷ !ilil;i .............................
iiiiiiiiiiiiiil]
:::::::;:;;::::: r--




-180 ..... I ' ' ........ '.... [ [ [
°_ _ +ftffttttTi!ili!!iii i:,iil .
............... ' i ,'_d_mnl'.' .... F,,, I-
: .... I i ::: ,l:::::: ...... ::...: .... I--r
-180 ' ", ......... * ......... " ................. , " ........ ' ..... ' '
-- I I I II I I ...............
180- _. ;<.;HHftttTTSi!iii:iiiiiiilriiiii#i!::ii:!!ii :::::::: : :::
o- +
!!!! i ::; : . ; : ; : : : ; ; : :.il': : : : :4-; ; : : : : : '. : :::11:11
::::::::: .... , :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ................
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-180- l I 1 I I I I t I I I
TIME 1740 1820 1900 1940 0000 0000 0000 2220 0000 0000 0000 HHMM
RE 3.8 3.0 1.7 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 RE
L 4.0 3.9 15.4 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 12.0 11.9 10.8 23.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 HRS
MLAT 10.71 28.04 70.33 ,*,,, 0.00 0.00 0.00 ",,** 0.00 0.00 0.00 DEGS







































82/246 03-SEP 0015:00 - 0815:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I I I I ,I I I
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I I I l 1 I I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0255 0555 0415 0455 0535 0615 0000 0735
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 3.3 4.0 4.5 4.7 4.6 0.0 5.6
0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 100.0 25.5 12.7 8.5 6.2 0.0 3.6
0.0 0.0 0.0 2,.3.2 13.2 12.0 11.8 11.8 11.7 0.0 11.9
0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** **,-,* ****, 0.00 -2.78





































82/246 03-SEP 0630:00 -
I 1 I 1
ii!iiiii;;!_ii
1 I I I 1
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I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00




0000 1310 1350 HHMM
0.0 4.6 4.2 RE
0.0 4.9 4.3
0.0 11.6 11.8 HRS
0.00 ***** 0.56 DEGS





















1_n ......... .......... .... A ..... .....
/ i I I
180 .......... _..... • .... '.......... '.....
















03-SEP 1330:00 - 2130:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I I I I
-
I I"- .... I I
1410 1450 1530 0000
3.9 3.0 1.8 0.0
4.0 3.9 12.0 0.0
11.8 12.0 12.3 0.0
8.08 27.94 69.22 0.00
60.0 59.4 73.2 0.0
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
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0000 1930 2010 2050
0.0 4.7 4.5 4.0
0.0 5.3 4.7 4.0
0.0 12.3 12.2 12.1
0.00 ****, ,*,** -0.38
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2055 2135 2215 0000 0000 0000
4.0 3.2 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.9 3.4 4.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
12.0 11.8 11.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.10 16.60 48.58 0.00 0.00 0.00
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0.0 4.5 4.7 4.5 4.1 RE
0.0 10.4 7.8 5.9 4.5
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0.00 ***,* ****" ***** ***** DEGS
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0340 0420 0500 0540 0000 0000 0000 0820 0900 0940 1020 HHMM
4.1 3.3 2.2 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.5 4.7 4.6 4.2 RE
4.3 3.2 3.0 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.9 7.1 5.5 4.4
11.9 11.9 12.0 2.3.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.1 11.3 11.5 11.6 HRS
•*"" -0.34 30.40 36.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 "*'*' "**'* *'*'* -9.29 DEGS
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0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I i iI I _ i












1600 1640 1720 HHMM
4.7 4.5 4.1 RE
5.2 4.6 4.2
11.8 11.9 11.9 HRS
• **** -7.55 4.91 DEGS
64.0 62.5 60.6 DEGS
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1740 1820 1900 1940 2020 0000 0000 0000
3.7 2,8 1.5 1.5 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
4.0 4.0 50.6 4.0 34.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
11.9 11.7 9.2 23.3 14.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
12.00 31.98 79.33 ,*,*, *,*,, 0.00 0.00 0.00
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0000 0000 0000 0255
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.3
0.0 0.0 0.0 21.2
0.0 0.0 0.0 23.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 *****
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0335 0415 0455 0535 0615 0000 0735
3.4 4.1 4.5 4.7 4.5 0.0 3.5
100.0 23.4 12.3 8.3 6.0 0.0 3.5
12.7 11.8 11.7 11.6 11.6 0.0 11.8
*,,,* ,,*,* ***** ,,,** **,,- 0.00 -0.79
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TIME 0000 0750 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 0.0 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 11.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
M_T 0.00 7.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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2055 2135 2215 0000
3.9 3.0 1.8 0.0
3.9 3.3 5.6 0.0
11,9 11.6 10.7 0.0
2.00 18.57 55.64 0.00
59.4 56.7 65.0 0.0
I I I I
, , I I
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L 412 _ " 1 _ I _ 1" 2 0 m 0
MLT 11.8 11.8 11.9 23.7 0.0
MLAT ***** 1.82 36.6,.3 12.,37 0.00
INVLAT 60.8 55.5 56.5 24.7 0.0
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0000 0000 0820 09o0 0940 1020 HHMM
0,0 0.0 4.5 4.7 4.5 4.1 RE
0.0 0.0 9.6 6.9 5.4 4.,3
0.0 0.0 11.0 11.2 11.4 11.6 HRS
0.00 0.00 **,,* **,** ****, -7.86 DEGS
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1200 1240 1320 0000 0000
1.7 1.4 2.7 0.0 0.0
8.6 2.3 40.1 0.0 0.0
13.3 0.1 9.3 0.0 0.0
0.00 66.27 *,*** ,*,,, 0.00 0.00
0.0 70.0 49.3 80.9 0.0 0.0
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0000 1600 1640 1720
0.0 4.7 4.5 4.0
0.0 5.1 4.6 4.1
0.0 11.7 11.8 11.8
0.00 ***** -6.18 6.02
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19.55 2035 2115 2155 0000 0000
2.2 3.3 4.1 4.5 0.0 0.0
50.2 18.3 10.4 8.1 0.0 0.0
19.8 13.4 12.8 12.5 0.0 0.0
• **** ,**** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00
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*'*** 4.63 31 .II 0.00
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0450 0530 0610 0000
4.5 4.7 4.5 0.0
12.6 8.4 6.1 0.0
11.5 11.5 11.5 0.0
***** ***** ***** 0.00
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TIME 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1230 1310 0000 HHMM
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.7 4.5 0,0 RE
L 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.6 4.8 0,0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.3 11.4 0.0 HRS
MLAT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.00 ***** ***** 0.00 DEGS
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TIME 0000 1450 1530
RE 0.0 2.7 1.4
L 0.0 4.0 100.0
MLT 0.0 11.8 20.8
MLAT 0.00 54.21 86.95
INVLAT 0.0 59.8 87.2
I I I I I I t
1610 1650 1730 1810 0000 0000 0000
1.6 2.9 3.8 4.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
8.5 24.2 9.4 7.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
23.7 12.1 12.1 12.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
*'*** ***** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00
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2055 2135 2215 0000
3.8 2.9 1.7 0.0
3.8 3.3 6.3 0.0
11.8 11.5 10.5 0.0
3.03 20.94 58.57 0.00
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0000 0000 0055 0135
0.0 0.0 4.3 4.6
0.0 0.0 14.8 10.1
0.0 0.0 12.5 12.1
0.00 0.00 ,,,,* ****,
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0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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TIME 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
M_T 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0120 0200 0240 0320
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.6 4,7 4.5 4.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.2 8.1 6.1 4.4
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 1.9 1 1.7 1 1.5 1 1.4
0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** **"** ***** ***"*
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TIME 0340 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
RE 3.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 3.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT t 1,3 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0
MLAT -9.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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TIME 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1530 1610 1650
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.7 4.5 4.1
L 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.4 4.7 4.1
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.1 11.2 11.2
M_T 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ,*,** 1.23
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1710 1750 1830 1910 1950 0000 0000
3.7 2.8 1.5 1.6 2.9 0.0 0.0
3.8 3.7 50.6 4.2 46.0 0.0 0.0
11.1 11.0 8.1 22,5 t4.5 0.0 0.0
8.57 29.06 79.36 ***** ***** 0.00 0.00
59.3 58.5 81.9 60.6 81.5 0.0 0.0
I I I I
2150 0000 0000 0000
4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
8.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
11.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
***** 0.00 0.00 0.00
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0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1700 1740 1820 1900 1940 0000 HHMM
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.8 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.4 0.0 RE
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.1 7.8 6.4 5.5 4.7 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.4 11.4 11.4 11.3 11.2 0.0 HRS
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 *,*** ****, ,**'* ***** ***** 0.00 DEGS
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0135 0215 0255 0335 HHMM
4.7 4,5 4,1 3.4 RE
9.2 6.6 4.7 3.3
11.2 11.0 10.9 10.9 HRS
•,,,, ,,,,, *,,,* -6.79 DEGS
70.7 67.1 62.6 56.7 DEGS
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TIM 0310 0550 0000
RE ,,3.9 3.0 0.0
L 4.1 2.9 0.0
hILT 10.9 10.9 0.0
MLAT ***** 1.64 0.00
INVLAT 60.6 54.3 0.0
I I I I I I 1 i
.L__L ] L J L__I .I
I I I I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 O000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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1120 1200 1240 1,320
4.6 4.6 4.4 ,3.9
7.3 5.8 4.7 4.0
10.,3 10.5 10.7 10.8
**',,** *,,**, **,-,,, 1.95
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TIME 1340 1420 1500 1540
RE 3.5 2.5 1.2 1.9
L 3.7 3.8 13.3 20.5
MLT 10.8 10.9 22.7 22.6
MLAT 10.52 35.95 68.51 *****
INVLAT 58.8 59.3 74.0 77.2
I I I I I
I I I I
1620 1700 0000 0000
3.1 3.9 0.0 0.0
26.8 10.7 0.0 0.0
11.5 11.3 0.0 0.0
***** ***** 0.00 0.00































































82/265 22-SEP 0230:00 - 1030:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I L / I
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
[ ] r I
I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I I I I I I I
0000 0630 0710 0750 0830 0910 0950
0.0 3.7 4.3 4.6 4.6 4.4 5.9
0.0 46.4 16.6 9.9 7,0 5.5 4,1
0.0 8.8 9.7 10.1 10.5 10.5 10.7
0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** -7.11






















82 22-SEP 0930:00 - 1730:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
__J.___L I. 1
0 to t000 BIAS= A
t 1 1
] [ ] [ ] [
l I I I l I
I I

















l I I I I

































1210 0000 0000 0000
1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
10.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
2,3.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
***** 0.00 0.00 0.00
71.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00













































0 to 1000 BIAS: A
l J L
r ] [
I I I I
I I I
I [ I
























0000 1735 1815 1855 1935 2015 0000
0.0 2,7 1.4 1.6 2.9 3.8 0.0
0.0 3.5 50.0 4.2 52.5 17.5 0.0
0.0 10.6 7.6 22. t 14.5 12.3 0.0
0.00 27.53 79.28 ***** ***** ***** 0.00
0.0 57.8 81.8 60.8 82.1 76.2 0.0
0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 O0 O0
0.0 O0 00 O0
0.0 0.0 O0 O0
0.00 C00 000 0.0O







































82/266 23-SEP 0600:00 - 1400:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
__I 1 l t
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
Z ] 1
-
I I I I I I I I I I I






I I I I 1 I I I
0000 0000 0800 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 35.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 14.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 76.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00








































































i , ] [ I I [









L .... _ ..... ±'
' I I ] I__L_ ] [__
[ ] [ ] ] [ 1 _T
--T I T [ T T
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
__..---

























0000 0000 0215 0255 0335
0.0 0.0 4.4 3.9 3.1
0.0 0.0 6,2 4.4 3.0
0.0 0.0 I0,8 10.7 10.7
0.00 0.00 ***** ***** -2.28











































82/267 24-SEP 0250:00 - 10.30:00







iiiiiiii iiiii  !i-
........ f ........ i
I I
I
HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I I I I 1 I
I l l r I I I l I
I I 1 I I 1 I I I
1 I I I I I I I I
I ] l 1 I I I I I I I
I I i I I 1 I I I I I
1 1 I F I I I I 1
I I I I I I I I I I 1
0310 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
3.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
10.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
***** 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

































































82/268 25-SEP 0600:00 - 1400:O0 HEAD= RL RPA=
i__L t J I t 1 ± [ O to 1000 BIAS= A
] [ 1 T------[ l T [
I I I I 1 I I I I








[ 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I
___.---"
__.__
I I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I l I l I
0000 0000 0000 1240 1320
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.3 3.7
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.5 3.8
O.0 0.0 O.0 10.5 10.6
0.00 0.00 0.O0 -9.69 5.16
















































-180 I I I
TIME 1355 1435 1515
RE 2.9 1.7 1.4
L 3.5 11.6 2.2
MLT 10.6 10.8 22.5
MLAT 23.61 69.23 *****
INVLAT 57.8 72.g 47.5
I I I I
I I I
I I I I
1835 0000 0000 0000
4.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
11.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
***** 0.00 0.00 0.00
65.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
1555 1635 1715 1755
2.7 3.7 4.3 4.6
-0.0 14.2 9.0 7.1
11.8 11.2 11.1 11.1





































































I I [ [ I 1 I I I I I
0000 0000 0430 0510 0550 0630 0710 0750 0830 0910 0000
0.0 0.0 1.2 1,8 3.1 3.9 4.4 4.6 4.6 4,3 0.0
0.0 0.0 100,0 3.9 100.0 35.0 14.8 9.3 6.6 5.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 13.6 23. t 3.4 8.8 9.6 9.9 10.1 10.3 0.0
0.00 0.00 83.57 ***** ***** **,** ,**,, ***** ,,*** ,,,,, 0.00
































26-SEP 0915:00 - 1715:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
1 1
I I
0 to 1000 BIAS= A





I I I I I I I I
-- __----
_-- --- .................... ........ _............................... -'-
I I I I I I I i _j
_ _°----
_- . _--- .................... _....... _ ............................... ---
L I I I
/
f
I I I I I I I __,
_---
____ ...................... _....... _ ............................... ---
I I I I
0000 0000 0000 1155
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.7
0.0 0.0 0.0 5.2
0.0 0.0 0.0 23.3
0.00 0.00 0.00 *****
0.0 0.0 0.0 64.1
/
f
I I I I I t I
1255 1515 1355 1435 1515 1555 1635
2.9 3.8 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.4 3.9
47.3 12.7 8.2 6.4 5.4 4.6 3.9
8.5 t0.0 10.3 10.5 10.6 10.6 10.6



























82 26-SEP 1600:00 - 0000:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
__.L__






















































I I -- 1 I 1
1640 1720 1800 0000 0000
5.8 2.9 1.6 0.0 0.0
5.8 5.4 12.9 0.0 0.0
10.6 10.4 9.1 0.0 0.0
5.74 23.15 69.20 0.00 0.00
59.2 57.2 73.8 0.0 0.0
I I I I I I
2000 2040 2120 0000
3.7 4.3 4.6 0.0
20.8 12.8 9.4 0.0
12.2 11.6 11.5 0.0
***** ***** ***** 0.00




























0000 0020 0100 0140 0220 0300 0340 0420 0000
0.0 2.6 1.3 1.8 3.0 3.9 4.4 4.6 0.0
0.0 2.7 47.2 3.2 100.0 99.4 24.2 12.7 0.0
0.0 10.3 8.8 22.2 21.6 10.3 10.2 10.1 0.0
0.00 11.89 77.47 ,**** ***** ****, *,*,* ,*,,* 0.00




















































-180 I I I I I I I I 1 I I
TIME 0000 0720 0000 0000 0920 1000 1040 1120 1200 1240 1,320 HHMM
RE 0.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 ,:5.3 4.0 4.5 4.7 4.6 4.2 3.6 RE
L 0.0 2.8 0.0 0.0 39.9 14.7 9.2 6.8 5.4 4.4 3.7
MLT 0.0 10.9 0.0 0.0 7.5 9.3 9.8 10.1 10.2 10.4 10.5 HRS
MLAT 0.00 24.46 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** -8.50 6.88 DEGS






















































I I I I
r ........................... I,
+++++÷+++_Ug_;iLLLZLZL{L{{igii








iiiiiiiiiii!i !!!i!i!!i!!i!i!!!! :j/i i!!i!i !i!ii iii!!iiiiiiii!"
iiii_::: _iiiiiiiiiii:_,.i l',,J
!! iiiii !iii!i!ii!!ii! !ii i_
iii!iiiiiiilliiiiiii!iiiiiiili i.
1 1 1









I I I I
iiiiiiiiiiiii iiilEiiiiiiiiiiiiii!
':_Z:X: !..L!:::!!!ii!:iii:::'
!iiiiii!ilill ii!i!!iii!i!!ii it! _i I;
I I I I I
0000 1915 1955 0000
0.0 4.4 3.9 0.0
0.0 4.9 3.9 0.0
0.0 10.8 10.6 0.0
0.00 **,** -6.84 0.00


























82 27-SEP 19.50:00 - 05..30:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
L 1 i__












L ] L L__
--T T T r
I I I
I I
TIME 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT 0.00 0.00 0.00


























































i , ' i .......... i .......... i .......... i 1
I I I I
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::




! ' ' "I .......... I.......... I .......... I'
J
-180 1 I I I
TIME 0310 0350 0000 0000
RE 3.4 2.4 0.0 0.0
L 3.5 2.6 0.0 0.0
MLT 10.4 10.5 0.0 0.0
MLAT ,,*** 16.11 0.00 0.00








' ' '1.......... i .......... i .......... i
I 1I I








I I I I I I I
0550 0630 0710 0750 0000 0000 0000
3.2 4.0 4.5 4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
100.0 51.1 14.1 9.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
4.5 8.8 9.5 9.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
***** ***** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00






























































82/271 28-SEP 09.30:00- 16._t0:00 HEAD: RL RPA=
"___ 1 L ! J
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
1 1 i













1 I I 1 I I I I I I ]
°


























I I I I I
0000 0000 1115 1150 0000
O0 0.0 1.3 1.6 0.0
O0 0.0 45.9 4.9 0.0
0.0 0.0 19.4 25.1 0.0
0.00 000 76.92 ,*,*, 0.00
0.0 O0 81.1 65.2 0.0
I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 O0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00




























82/271 28-SEP 1600:00 - 0000:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I I I I / I 1
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
[ J
T; q T ] I i _ ; I I
+

















I I I i I I J I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I



















0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00













































OI 0 -- 1 8 0 I I I I
180 'l.... , i' iiiiiiiili
o! ,  lillllJ:tllllf#l]lllIiilIi¢¢+¢¢T
TIME 2540 0020 0100
RE 5.5 2.4 1.2
L 5.5 2.6 24.0
MLT 10.4 10.2 0.5
MLAT -8.79 15.68 80.39
INVLAT 57.8 51.5 78.0
__ _ ..... - ..............................................
[ I I I I I




iiii_._i_]i!]i!!!!ii!!!!!ii:' ',ii;; 1: '_
<!!!!i!iiii!iiiiiii]iii!!iii:i!ii!!!!!ii:!!iiiii!ii:i:!il
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::;::::::::::::::: l
0140 0220 0300 0340 0420 0500 0000
2.0 3.2 4.0 4.4 4.6 4.6 0.0
4.6 100.0 81.4 22.7 12.3 7.9 0.0
22.1 21.4 10.1 10.0 10.0 10.1 0.0
















































82 29-SEP 0615:00 - 1415:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I I l 1 t I t I I
+
r 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 I 1








I l I I I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



















































82/272 29-SEP 1250:00 - 20.30:00 HEAD= RL RPA=








l I I I I I
I I I [ ] 1
I I I I I I
I i I l I I
I I I I I I I I
_ I i I I I I ,,,I ,.
TTTT_-
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I I I
I I ]




-180 I I t I { I I I [ I [
TIM 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1750 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
M_T 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** 0.00 0.00 0,00



































































-180 I I I
TIMI 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT 0.00 0.00 0.00
INVLAT 0.0 0.0 0."0




I I I I I I I I
2210 2250 2330 0010 0050 0130 0210 0250 HHMM
1.9 3.1 3.9 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.3 3.7 RE
5.3 97.6 44.8 20.5 12.6 8.5 5.9 4.0
21.4 16.6 12.1 11.1 10.7 10.5 10.3 10.,.3 HRS
,,,,, ,**,, ,,*** ,**** ***** ***** ***** ***** BEGS



















-180 I I I
TIME 0310 0350 0000
RE 3.3 2.2 0.0
L 3.3 2.6 0.0
MLT 10.3 10.4 0.0
MLAT -9.24 21.25 0.00
INVLAT 56.7 51.3 0.0
30-SEP 0230:00 - 1050:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
_1 1


















I I I I
0710 0750 0830 0910
4.5 4.7 4.6 4.2
15.4 8.7 6.3 4.7
9.4 9.7 9.9 10.1













































































I I I I
1155 0000 0000 0000
2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
22.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
23.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
***** 0.00 0.00 0.00



















































I "1..... I I I I I
1640 1720 1800 1840 1920 2000 2040
3.6 2.6 1.2 1.8 3.1 3.9 4.4
3.6 ,:3.4 41.5 7.1 52.1 19.2 12.3
10.3 10.1 1.1 21.2 13.9 11.8 11.3
6.52 29.44 77.08 *,,,* ***** ***** *****
58.4 57.1 81.0 67.9 82.0 76.8 73.4
I I I







































































































] 1 I l t 1
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
! / ]
I ] T ] T I T ] r
I l I I I I I I I
l I l i I l I l I
I I I I I I I I 1
I I I I I I I I I
l I I I I I I I I






























2340 0000 0000 0000
3.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
10.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
-7.15 0.00 0.00 0.00
56.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00




















-180- I I I I I I 1 I I I
TIME 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1055 1135 1215 1255 1335 HHMM
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.6 4.6 4.4 3.9 3.0 RE
L 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.7 6.0 4.8 4.0 3.4
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.7 9.9 10.1 10.2 10.3 HRS
MLAT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** -0.37 19.15 DEGS
INVLAT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 68.9 65.8 62.9 59.8 57.4 DEGS
140


























0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I ] L
I ] [ ] [ I I I--
[ ] [ ] L ] I__l--
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ I--
[ ] [ I I ] [ ]
[ i__l ,' I I [ ]
[ ] I l I I I ]
l r ] T l 1 ] T 1
oooo oooo oooo oooo oooo oooo oooo oooo oooo
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00







































































82/274 01-OCT 1930:00 - 0330:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
_ L__[ I l L l
I
+
--T T T T 1
I I I I
I I I I I
I I I I I
I I I I I
I I I I I
I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
l I l I I ,
-----















iHIIlilHi iiiiiiiiiii: :iiii!  iiii:iiiiii ;
__:-_:,:iii]]iii iii]iiiiiiiiiiii_.
i i iiiiiiiili!!!i!!iiii!iiii!_!i_!:_i:lt,,,,,,,,,,,
:::l:i;;;:i;;;I;:;::::;;;t;;;:i;il;:l;;;i;:i;;;I;:::::;:;:t !i ........ I
2330 0010 0050 0130 0210 0250 HHMM
4.0 4.5 4.7 4.6 4.3 3.6 RE
42.2 19.9 12.3 8.3 5.7 3.9
11.8 10.9 10.5 10.3 10.2 10.1 HRS
• ,*** ,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,, ****, DEGS
























02-OCT 0215:00 - 1015:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
__Z

















0 to 1000 BIAS= A
L
[ +
'i _ ....................... I''




i I . I Ii
............ ' .... ::::::::::::;:';: ,I ;,',11_½ t
T, _ H I fete+ ............ :tt:t:TtTTT'
" illi iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii i !
! iii:i iiiiii]i]iill :: i : ,, II
 +iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:i 
i:!i!!ii!ii!i!!!i!i!!!!!iiii!ii!!iiii!i!::i " I"
......... I ..................... i ......... i .........
I I I I i I
._.---
........................................ --

















I ] .......... I.......... I.......... 1.......... I.........
0000 0655 0755 0815 0855 0955 HHMM
0.0 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.5 3.7 RE
0,0 15,9 9.7 6.8 5.1 5.9
0,0 9.1 9.5 98 10.0 10.2 HRS
0,00 ***** ***** ***** ***** --4.80 DEGS
















82 02-OCT 0900:00 - 1700:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I L__l

































I T ; l
I I I I
I I I I









1020 1100 1140 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
2.7 1.4 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.0 34.7 5.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
10.5 14.4 22.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
21.65 79.49 ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00
54.9 80.2 64.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ilIi,'l  '  !lll!lll
I!Jrl!I!
































82 75 02-OCT 1 ] 0000:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
/
. _ _--°-
- 180 I -I I I 1 I I
TIME 1640 1720 1800 1840 1920 2000 2040
RE 3.5 2,4 1.1 2.0 3.2 4,0 4.4
L 3.5 ,.'3,4 5.0 11.7 46.2 18.6 12.2
MLT 10.1 9.9 23.2 20.7 13.3 11,7 11.2
MLAT 8.12 ,.33.41 58.47 ***** ***** ***** *****
INVLAT 58.0 57.4 63.4 73.0 81.5 76.6 73.4







I I ':: I
,, !'ttttl 
I 1__








































_--- ......................... _ .... -
I I I I I i I I I I
_--- ................................................................... -





; [ I : I I I I ; I
. _ ......................... . ....................................... _-°-
°
____-
-180 I I I I I I I I I I I
TIME 2355 0000 O115 0155 0235 0315 0555 0455 0515 0555 0000
RE 2.9 0.0 1.5 2.8 3.7 4.3 4.6 4.7 4.4 3.9 0.0
L 2.8 0.0 1.8 35.4 -0.0 35.2 15.8 9.9 6.4 4.5 0.0
MLT 10.0 0.0 22.0 21.7 9.9 9.7 9.7 9.8 9.9 10.0 0.0
MUAT 3.24 0.00 *,,**,, *,,_,,,* *,,,,,,* ,,**,,* ,_,_,* _. *,",,',, ,'_',,** ***** 0.00





























82 Oh-OCT 05.30:00 - 1330:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I I I I
i


































I I I I I
i
;;T:
I I I I I
11
_z+T




I I I I I I I
_____.----'-
/
I ] I I ]
.................................. ___---------"
; I I I
..................................... ----'-----
/











I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I I I I I
0000 1050 1130 1210 1250
0.0 4.6 4.6 4.4 3.9
0.0 7.8 6.0 4.9 4.0
0.0 9.6 9.8 10.0 10.1
0.00 ***** ***,* ****, -0.81




















82 ST 1 30 HEAD= RL RPA=
I
0 to 1000 BIAS= A



























* I I I I I I
II I I I I I
_ _--"










I I I I I I I
°_°--
O-























I I I I
I I I I I
1310 1350 1430 1510 1550
3.5 2.5 1.2 1.9 3.1
3.6 3.6 9.1 18.2 36.7
10.1 10.2 22.1 21.8 11.1
7.86 34.03 64,64 ***** *****












0000 0000 1950 HHMM
0.0 0.0 3.7 RE
0.0 0.0 3.7
0.0 0.0 10.2 HRS
0.00 0.00 -5.46 DEGS



















05 OCT 1950:00 - 0330:00
1
I- I I I
2050 0000 0000 0000
2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
9.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
28.15 0.00 0.00 0.00
53.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
L
I I I I I I I
_I----
I I I I I I
--"










= " HII,Illllfib 
' I I I ..... I.... I..... I
2330 0010 0050 0130 0210 0250 HHMM
4.1 4.5 4.7 4.6 4.2 3.5 RE
40.0 19.4 12.0 8.1 5.5 3.7
11.6 10.8 10.4 10.2 10.1 10.0 HRS
***** ***** ,°*** ,°**, ,,*** *°*** DEGS







82 04-OCT 0215:00 - 1015:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
__l !























tt , ._ ............ :4- ! I I I I I I I I
o_:i,iiii._ iis_!!iii._,Li::ii ii::il !!ili!iiilm._!iiiii!iii!!!iii!!iiiiii:;l___:=
iii!ii!!'.;f[!i!!! i















r:::::::::::::::i i ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :. _:YfT/_
i]ii[i]]i ,i,i]i#Ti/lli tttttt6Xiffiii+HH_iii4ii4i44iii!++fttt_ili,/),//,IL
::::::: .::;m::iu: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :ll:l I,J////I F
!iill i' iiill ' i!iiii!!!iiiiiiii!ii!i!i[iii!!!i!!ii!il !' ' _' -1"
iiiiiii   !ii;ii !'] i!iiii! iiiiiiiiiiiii i:i;::::iii: f,!:l:l, 
::::::::::÷:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::Xiil;!_i!ili _,,,,,_
YI I ,',',_





1 [_. [ _ I I I 1 I I I I
._--"
°




I I ...... I I
......... IfflIllll
iiiiiiiii! """"
..........!!iiii!iiii] ..,.,.iii!iiiii! I IIit111
........ i,
I I I I
I I
I I
i _ i i i
I I I I 1 'f
0255 0335 0415 0000
3.4 2.3 1.1 0.0
3.5 2.5 9.6 0.0
10.0 10.1 21 .I 0.0
***** 15.32 69.33 0.00

















0735 0815 0855 0935
4.7 4.6 4.3 3.6
9.4 6.6 4.9 3.7
9.4 9.7 9.9 10.1
***** ***** ***** -2.86




























82 77 04-OCT 0900:00 - 1700:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
__d I 1






































I I I I I I
11 O0 1140 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
1.2 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
26.2 10.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
19.8 23.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
74.25 ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00






















































I r T r T ] T 1 r I D
4-
f









[ I I I I I I I J I I
___.--
J
I I [ I I I ; I I I I
..°
J
f I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00




























































I "'1' I i
i ,!iiiiiii!iiiiii
! .... II ,
, I 1
I I iiiii_i_ ii ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
ii';'iiiiifttttttt?ttttttttttt!i't=}-t_+_iiiiiii;;;;;Y
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::._'T::::::::






TIME 2355 0000 0000
RE 2.7 0.0 0.0
L 2.7 0.0 0.0
MLT 9.9 0.0 0.0
MLAT 6.20 0.00 0.00















I I I I I I I I
0155 0235 0315 0355 0435 0000 0000 0000
2.9 3.8 4.4 4.6 4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
57.3 100.0 32.3 15.1 9.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
21.6 9.6 9.5 9.6 9.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
***** ***** ***** ***** -**** 0.00 0.00 0.00
































82 !78 05-OCT 05,30:00 - 15.30:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
__1



















I I I I I
1010 1050 1130 1210 1250 HHMM
4.4 4.6 4.6 4.3 3.8 RE
10.8 7.6. 5.9 4.7 3.9
9.2 9.5 9.8 9.9 10.0 HRS
,,*** ,,,,, ***** ***** 0.69 DEGS
72.3 68.7 65.6 62.6 59.4 DEGS
I I I I
0000 0650 0000 0000
0.0 2.6 0.0 0.0
0.0 2.7 0.0 0.0
0.0 10.3 0.0 0,0
0.00 13.88 0,00 0.00




82 05-OCT 1250:00 - 2050:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A


































t I I I I I
1510 1350 1430 1510 1550 0000
,,3.4 2.5 1.1 2.1 5.5 0.0
5.5 5.8 2.3 45.2 30.8 0.0
10.0 10.1 22.0 21.4 10.9 0.0
9,8,.,3 38.79 41.51 ***** ***** 0.00
57.9 59.0 48.2 81.2 79.6 0.0
I I
I I I I I
I l I I I
I I l I I
1710 1750 1850 1910 1950
4.5 4.7 4.6 4.2 5.6
8.7 7.0 5.7 4.6 5.7
10.5 10.5 10.4 10.2 10.1
***** ***** ***** ***** -5,04

































_x__ o .... ....
i iiiii!i






























82/278 05-OCT 1915:00 - 0315:00 HEAD= RL RPA=





-180180 ........ I 1
I I I I I
I 1 I 1 I















0 to 1000 BIAS= A






























































































,,,,    iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
1 1 1 i
I I I Ill'Ill''i'l
::;:;;;:::;12:::;;2;::1;2;:2::::;;;::
+ftttttTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTtTttttPtY+ftffR-
 '!'i  ii!ii!ii!!iiiiiiii!iiiiiii
s il;iiii;iiiiiiiii;i;iiiiiiii;);;iii
::111: ......... ::::::::::::::::::::::[ I i I
........................ _-.. __ ......
I 1 I I
0520 0600 0640 0720
3.0 3.8 4.4 4.6
66.4 48.8 18.0 10.5
1.2 7.7 8.8 9.2
82.9 81.8 76.4 72.0









































































1140 1220 0000 0000 0000 1500 1540 1620 HHMM
2.1 5.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.6 4.3 3.6 RE
21.8 ,34.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.,3 4.4 5.7
23.4 8.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 HRS
**,** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00 **,',', *',*** 2.72 DEGS








82/279 06-OCT 1600:00 - 0000:00 HEAD= RL RPA=




































"- ] I I
[ ._.-



















-180 ................ I......... I.......... I..... I
TIME 1640 1720 1800 1840 1920 2000
RE 3,2 2.1 1.1 2.4 ,3.4 4.1
L 3.4 `5.8 1.1 29.,5 ,57.8 17.7
MLT 9.9 9.5 22,1 19,2 12.6 11.3
MLAT 11.75 41.54 1 1.41 ***** ***** *****
INVLAT 57.0 58.9 18.8 79.3 80.6 76.`5
I
2040 2120 2200 0000
4.5 4.7 4.5 0,0
12.0 9.0 6.8 0.0
10.9 10.6 10.5 0.0
***** ***** ***** 0.00







































































































::::::: .... li'l:l'lllJ't_ _l]_lllll]llllll]lll
"iii!!iiiiiF!iiiiii "1 <
iiiill iii [,,,,"___'iiii!ii"ii!'"ll'lll ,, +
iiiiiii ilii 1,1,1)10111
-180 I I I I I
TIME 0000 0650 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 0.0 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 10.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT 0.00 18.33 0.00 0.00 0.00
INVLAT 0.0 52.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
...... '.......... '.... IIiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiii,  I
ii iiliii iii i ii i i i iiiiillI,l]lllt
iF!!!!!izi;zi;W;i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i!!!iiiil;;: l,,





........................ . ....................... --- --
I
J
I 1 l i I I
0930 1010 1050 1130 1210 1250 HHMM
4.0 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.3 3.7 RE
180 10.4 7.4 5.8 4.6 3.8
8.5 9.1 9.5 9.7 9.8 9.9 HRS
***** **,** ***** **,** ***** 2.37 DEGS
76.4 71.9 68.5 65.3 62.2 59.0 DEGS
161
i82 07-OCT 12.30:00 - 20.30:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
__2 1 L
,iiiiii

























1 I I I I
1510 1550 1450 1510 1550
5.5 2.1 1.1 2.5 5.4
5.5 4.1 1.2 99.8 26.6
9.9 10.0 21.9 20.6 10.8
12.07 44.50 16.32 ***** *,,**
57.5 60.5 22.1 84.8 78.8
162
I I I I I I
I I I I I I
I I I I I I
I I I I I I
I I I I I 1
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

























































82/280 07-OCT 1915:00 - 0315:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
L___[ i I I i I
1__
[ ] , , l [
I I I I I I
I I I I I I
I I I I I I
I I I I I I
l I I I I I
0 to 1000 BIAS= A























-180 t f I f f f f f f f
TIME 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0035 0115 0155
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.7 4.6 4.2
L 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.5 8.8 5.9
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.1 9.9 9.8
MLAT 0.00 0.00 0100 0.00 OiO0 0.00 0.00 ***,* **,** *****

















































1 I I I
0640 0720 0800 0840
4.4 4.6 4.6 4.5
17.0 10.1 7.0 5.2
8.7 9.1 9.4 9.6


































































































I I I I I
0000 1020 1100 1140 0000
0.0 2.2 1.1 2.2 0.0
0.0 3.1 1.4 48.5 0.0
0.0 10.3 21.5 23.8 0.0
0.00 35.94 29.35 ***** 0.00
0.0 55.2 32.5 81.7 0.0




















I I I I
1420 1500 1540 1620 HHMM
4.7 4.6 4.2 ..t.5 RE
6.4 5.2 4.3 3.6
9.8 9,9 9.9 9.8 HRS
***** ***** -9.89 4.19 DEGS










82 1 08-OCT 1615:00 - 0015:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
] I
























































0.00 ***** - 1.47 DEGS


































82 08-OCT 2230:00 - 0630:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
--T ............ 1
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
1 L
[ ]




I I ] I














2310 2350 0030 0110 0150 0230 0310 0350 0000 0000 0000
3.6 2.5 1.2 1.8 5.1 5.9 4.4 4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.8 2.5 84.5 3.2 84.4 -0,0 31.2 14.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
9.8 9.6 7.8 21.5 21.4 9.1 9.2 9.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
***** 9.17 80.19 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00























































20.0 -180 i i
180 - i j_ _ , , , L ....... , ....... ,.......... , .......... L....... _












I j:: ::::.:I:::÷;:::.:I::: I I
:iii?: !i!!_+ftT





















..... i ......... i .......... I .......... I .........
I I I I I
_ _--
I
TIME 0000 0650 0730 0810 0000 0000 0000 1050 1130 1210 1250 HHMM
RE 0.0 2.2 1.1 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.7 4.6 4.2 3.6 RE
L 0.0 2.6 2.3 11.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.2 5.6 4.5 3.7
MLT 0.0 10.2 21.0 23.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.4 9.6 9.7 9.8 HRS
MLAT 0.00 23.48 47.98 ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** 4.12 DEGS




82 09-OCT 1215:00 - 2015:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I


























- 180 I '1-- 1 I I I I
TIME 1255 1555 1415 1455 1555 1615 1655
RE 3.5 2.4 1.1 2.0 5.2 4.0 4.4
L 3.6 3.5 7.2 17.4 43.9 14.2 9.5
MLT 9.8 9.8 21.8 21.3 10.9 10.5 10.5
MLAT 6.50 55.19 61.95 ***** ***** ***** ****',
INV_T 58.1 57.7 68,1 76,1 81.5 74.6 71.0
1 I
J
1 I I 1 '
_-
....................... --'-
I I I [
J
I I I I
0000 1815 1855 1935
0.0 4.6 4.5 3.7
0.0 6,0 4.8 5.7
0.0 10.1 10.0 9.8
0.00 **,"1'* ***,** -7,44















































09-OCT 1900:00 - 0.300:00 HEAD= RL RPA=




0 to 1000 BIAS= A
i 1 1





1 ] I ] ] I I I I I I
._-
J
[ [ I ] I I I I I I I
..-
s
I I I I 1 I I I I I I
_ °
_°- ............
I I I I I I I I I I I
TIME 1940 0000 0000 0000 2220 2300 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
RE 3.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 3.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 67.6 76.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 9.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 17.9 12.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT -5.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00












































































1 ........ I .......... I ......... I,. ........ I ......... I .......... I
!i!!iii!!ii!i!i!!!:;:i,; i: "ii!i!!:!!i!!!!iiiii!!!i!ii!
1 ........ 1.......... I''1 ...... 11.......... i .......... II.......... II





...... 1.... i ' i ..... i...... i..... i
I I I , I ,, I
i iiiiiiT:ii'.ii!71! iiTt:i;l/i !: :ii ::::::::iiii  ii-
:::ii_ i!!i!:.!ii iiiiiii! i ,11 i:_::::::i::iilii !iiii. ii i i iii
" '[[ !!!'!!_!iii!:::!!iiii:': :'!:'
..........:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::',1_1 _',_i!i2::::::i_::::!!i!ii:::::.i!!:,!::,
....................... i Ill II i




i ........ _.......... i .......... i .......... i ......... i .......... 1
I I I I I I I
___. .............................. - ........................
0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
J ] I J _ J
0520 0600 0640 0720 0800 0840
5.5 4.0 4.5 4.7 4.6 4.3
100.0 57.5 16.0 9.8 6.8 5.1
2.8 7.8 8.6 9.0 9.3 9.5





























































82/28,.3 10-OCT 0900:00 - 1700:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I J 1




0000 1020 1100 1140
0.0 2.0 1.1 2.4
0.0 3.3 1.1 -0.0
0.0 10.3 21.7 0.6
0.00 42.56 5.47 *****
















l 1 I I
1420 1500 1540 1620
4.7 4.5 4.1 3.4
6.3 5.2 4.2 3.5
9.8 9.8 9.8 9.7
***** ,**** -8.92 5.85













82 10-OCT 1615:00 - 0015:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
1 1

































































































































82/284 11-OCT 0550:00 - 1550:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I I I I I






I I I I I 1 I
............. :::;:.: ' : ....... _;;+tT
.... . .. , ........ ,
I I 1 I 1 [
::... : , . : . :::::
I 1 I I I I
' i': ..... :_ .... _ .............
i " ' '_ ........ i ...... i .... i ......
I









I I f I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 1050 11,30 1210 1250
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.7 4.5 4.2 5.5
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.1 5.5 4.4 ,3.6
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.3 9.5 9.6 9.7
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 *',*** ***** ***** 6.06
































...... I I I....... I
I I I I
/
/















1 1 I I I I I
1255 1335 1415 1455 1535 1615 1655
3.4 2,3 1.t 2.2 3.3 4.0 4.5
3.5 3.7 2.0 38.3 36.1 13.7 9.4
9.7 9.7 21.7 20.9 10.7 10.3 10.2
8.52 58.06 38.35 ***** ***** ***** *****
57.7 58.5 44.9 80.7 80.4 74.3 70.9
I I I I
/
/
I I I I
0000 1815 1855 1935
0.0 4.6 4.2 3.6
0.0 5.9 4.7 3,6
0.0 10.0 9.9 9.7
0.00 ***** ***** -6.21






























































I [ I I
__°°
I I I
. _ - .......................
__--
.......... °--
I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I I
.......... -°---'"
J
























I I I I I I I I
0000 2220 2300 2340 0000 0000 0000 0220
0.0 3.2 4.0 4.4 0,0 0.0 0.0 3.7
0.0 88.2 71.2 27.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2
0.0 17.2 11.6 10.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.5
0.00 ***** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00 *****




































82 12-0CT 0200:00 - 1000:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
J 1 1 J ].
. _'-"






1 I - I l
J
I
0240 0320 0400 0000 0000
33 21 1.1 0.0 O0
3.3 24 38 O0 0.0
9.5 9.7 21.0 0.0 O0
• **** 20.14 56.71 0.00 0.00
56.8 50.1 59.0 0.0 0.0




[ I I [
T I 7 [
I 1 I I














I 1 I i 1
1 I 1 I I I I












0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00


























82/285 12-0CT 0915:00- 1715:00
I 1 I I I
:;;:::;.;;:;:::;;;:;:;;;;;::;:::::::;::; :::;:;;;;i:;















I I [ I )
I I i [ I
I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
iFii!iiiii!!iiiiiii!!iii!ii!!i!iiiiii!iiiii!ii!ii!!!!!
............................... -F*-T





I [ ) ,..........,.......... '.......... '
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiii  
i iii::i::iiii :: ::::::
::::::::::: .... !!!!:tt!!: : I :::
::::::::::::: :: :::::::::::::::::::::: ii_.._')-
'' ........... r......... II_ '
& I _ m _ l I
I I ! I I I
t315 1355 1435 1515 1555 1635
4.4 4.6 4.6 4.4 3.8 2.9
9.6 7.1 5.8 4.7 3.8 3.2
9.4 9.6 9.7 9.7 9.6 9.5
• ,,,, ,,,,, ****, ***** -2.82 15.81































































I I .... I I I I I I I
1610 1650 1730 1810 1850 1930 0000 0000 0000
3.5 2.5 1.2 1.9 3.1 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
,3.5 3.1 24.0 6.8 65.9 25.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
9.6 9.3 23.6 20.5 14.1 11.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.08 26.78 74.18 ***** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00


















































82 85 12-0CT 2250:00 - 0650:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
_L _1 [














I I I I I I I I
0000 2350 0000 0110 0150 0230 0310 0000
0.0 2.2 0.0 2.2 3.5 4,1 4.5 0.0
0.0 2.4 0.0 6.4 100.0 100.0 26.8 0.0
0.0 9.3 0.0 21.2 21.5 8.8 8.9 0.0
0.00 18.32 0.00 ***'* '**** '***' **'** 0.00


















































































- 1515:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 (o 1000 BIAS= A
1 I 1 I I i I I
1
I ] I I J L ] ] I
_ __-- ................ _ .............................................
-
__-
J I I I I I ] I I I
:,,i!tHHHI_!! __!: i!!iiiili!iiii!!iiiiiiiii!iiii!ii:i:i?i:i;i!!!iii;
............................. ÷ ..... ;..r._i,tllll...r.-.,-T,, ....
__22;4+t[[ii___?_iii!ii___i!1!_[!!iii_!!iiii!_ii!iiiii!iii1i1i_iii1!i1__!i!__!_!i!!iii!
" , , , t _ I I I I
:::: I 't;::::::;::ii÷ iiiiiiiiiiiii::::::::::::?iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[;ii
 iiiilIllI i  TTlliiiiii  ;iiii!,!!ilt!ttTTitTilitiiititti!!!iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiii!i!!i
/lttA_Shlii_!':'_i;!iiii iiiiii i
-.,4.--:-r: :!!::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
, _R_!ii;+!Tii!_!__iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i_i_!i!!iiiiiiiiiiiii_ii_, , , , , , , , ,
-
__ __--'" _- °_. ................ . ............................................. -----
_--
i I I I ] I J I
.- ................ . ............................................. ---
___-_-
__--
i ] i E i i i i
_






















-180 I I I I I 1 I I I t I
TIME 0555 0655 0715 0755 0835 0915 0955 1035 1115 1155 1255
RE 5.4 2.4 1.1 2.0 5.2 4.0 4.5 4.6 4.6 4.5 ...t.7
L 3.6 2.6 8.5 7....5 59.0 19.5 11.0 7.7 5.9 4.6 5.8
MLT 9.5 9.9 19.7 22.9 5.3 8.1 8.8 9.1 9.3 9.5 9.5
MLAT ***** 17.74 67.75 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** 0.51

















82/286 15-0CT t200:00 - 2000:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
1 I I I I I I I I





























I I I ,
J








I I I I I 1 I I I I I
0000 0000 1400 1440 0000 0000 0000 1720 1800 1840 1920
0.0 0.0 1.2 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.6 4.6 4.3 5.8
0.0 0.0 85.2 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.9 6.3 5.1 3.9
0.0 0.0 21.7 21.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.1 9.9 9.8 9.6
0.00 0.00 80.45 ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** *****








































82/286 15-OCT t900:00 - 0300:00 HEAD= RL RPA=





I [ I I I I I I I
-- ___--- .......................
J
I i i I I I





























I I I I [ I
....... °- -- _ -----" ....................
- __----





I I F I I
1940 2020 2100 2140 2220
3.4 2.3 1.1 2.1 3.3
33 26 26 71 -00
9.5 9.1 22.4 20.3 16.4
-2.75 25.65 54.08 ***** *****
56.9 52.0 52.0 67.9 -0.0
I I I I I
_--
I

























































-180- I I I I I 1 I I I I
TIMI 0240 0320 0000 0000 0000 0600 0640 0720 0800 0840 0920 HHMM
RE ,:3.1 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2 4.5 4.7 4.5 4.1 3.4 RE
L 3.1 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 30.4 14.9 9.1 6.4 4.7 3.5
MLT 9.4 9.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.8 8.5 8.8 9.1 9.3 9.6 HRS
MLAT -9.59 26.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ****, ***** ***** 0.26 DEGS








82 14-OCT 0915:00 - 1715:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A













] [ I I [ ] I I
I l I l I I l ;













I I I l
oooo oooo oooo oooo
o.o o.o o.o o.o
o.o o.o o.o o.o
o.o o.o o.o o.o
o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo
o.o o.o o.o o.o
l l l l l I I
I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

































































82/287 14-0CT 1530:00 - 2330:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I I I I I 1 I I
T T ] [ T T T T--
0 to 1000 BIAS= A




I I I I J I I I
[ I I I I I I I









I ; I I I I l I I I I
/
1 I I I I I I I
0000 00oo 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00







































































I 1 I I
2310 2350 0000 0000
3.2 2.0 0.0 0.0
3.2 2.4 0.0 0.0
9.3 9.1 0.0 0.0
-8.70 24.17 0.00 0.00






I I I l I 1 I
0150 0230 0310 0350 0430 0510 0550 HHMM
3.4 4.1 4.5 4.7 4.5 4.1 3.4 RE
100.0 90.1 25.0 12.9 8.0 5.3 3.6
21.8 8.6 8.8 8.9 9.0 9.2 9.4 HRS
***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** DEGS
87.7 83.9 78,5 73,9 69.3 64.3 58.1 DEGS
188


















-180- I I I I
TIME 0555 0635 0715 O000
RE 3.3 2.2 1.1 O.0
L 3.4 2.6 2.1 0.0
MLT 9.4 9.9 20.8 0.0
MLAT -8.20 23.17 44.53 0.00







I I I I I 1 I
1035 1115 1155 1235 HHMM
4.7 4.6 4.2 3.6 RE
7.5 5.7 4.5 3.6
9.0 9.2 9.4 9.4 HRS
0.00 0.00 0.00 "**** ***** ***** 2.76 DEGS
0.0 0.0 0.0 68.6 65.5 62.0 58.4 DEGS
189
c/s -180



































i ii i_,ii ii_ih'_iltl'lrr
._::_i,. ...... ; l!_H...,Tmm_
' I I ' I I












] I I I I II .
.__...----
___---
i 'r 1, , I I I I







































I "1- I I I I I
1240 1320 1400 1440 1520 1600 1640
3.5 2.4 1.1 2.0 .3.2 4.0 4.4
3.5 3.4 6.1 16.3 53.3 15.8 10.2
9.4 9.5 21.5 20.9 10.8 10.2 10.0
5.16 52.28 59.71 ***** ***.* ***** *****





































- °_ ._.°- ........................ - .__
I I' I I I I
1940 2020 21 O0 2140 2220 2300
3.2 2.1 1.1 2.3 3.3 4.1
3.2 2.6 1.2 9.9 100.0 62.0
9.3 8.9 21.7 20.0 16.1 11.0
-1.02 28.94 30.26 ***** ***** *****
56.1 52.1 26.6 71.4 84.8 82.7
I I I I
2340 0020 0100 0000
4.5 4.7 4.5 0.0
25.5 14.4 9.1 0.0
10.0 9.6 9.3 0.0
***** ***** ***** 0.00
























































































titiiiiii:;:::: :;:::::::::; ,iiii!ii _;_;;;;;_Eii itii_iiii_;_ !ii!t_[i!iiil]!!ii![ iiiiii:: i ": ;]!ii:!
iiiiiiiii!ii iliiii I i :ii!i !





I I I I I I
0000 0335 0415 0455 0535 0000
0.0 1.3 1.8 3.0 3.9 0.0
O.0 22.2 2.9 53.7 57.5 0.0
0.0 10.6 21,8 0.3 6.7 0.0
0.00 72.95 ***** ***** ***** 0.00
0.0 77.7 54.0 82.2 82.4 0.0




:;;:TTTTTTTT TITTTTTTTT:; i:::::i[ I.
iii!iiiiiiii iii i!!iii il ,I]i_:,!?,i!!_!





,':':: : ' ZT_]ii]]i[ii]]i +
:::_::;::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
...... I ......... l .................... 1 ...... *'' '
I L I
:::::::::::: ::::::: .... :' ::: :;;i*Tt ]!i
_ii!ili!!i_i!i!!!ii!!_ i;iiiil ! ::: _
iiiiii::i::i [::iii!iill I iilil i i _0iiiiiiiiiiii iiiis:iii!i, !i!_i_: +
:?! +
1:i




I I I I
0000 0735 0815 0855 0935 HHMM
0.0 4.6 4.3 3.8 2.9 RE
0.0 7,6 5.5 4.0 3.0
0.0 8.9 9.1 9.3 9.6 HRS
0.00 ***** ***** -9.62 12.12 DEGS




82/289 16-0CT 0850:00 - 1630:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I!!

















- 180 t t " t t I t
TIME 0910 0950 1030 1110 0000 0000
RE 3.5 2.5 1.2 1.9 0.0 0.0
L 3.6 2.9 14.0 10.8 0.0 0.0
MLT 9.4 9.7 19.8 22.3 0.0 0.0
MLAT -2.61 24.54 70.01 ***** 0.00 0.00
INVLAT 58.2 53.8 74.4 72.3 0.0 0.0
J
t I t t I
0000 0000 1430 1510 1550
0.0 0.0 4.6 4.3 3.7
0.0 0.0 5.7 4.6 3.7
0,0 0.0 9.4 9.4 9.4
0.00 0.00 ***** ***** -2.13
























































16-OCT 1550:00 - 2550:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
[
I I




] ,I I I I I




l ::: :]:::l: ::::::::::: : : :: : : : ; : ::::: : ::: : : : : :::::: :; : : :: :::: : : : :I I [ 11 .........
I I I I




I I I I I I I




I I I I I 1 I
°--




I I 1 I I I I
............ ..o ..... __. ....... .___ ........................ o---
.___----
I I I I I
0000 0000 1850 1930 2010
0.0 0.0 3.4 4.1 4.5
0.0 0.0 56.0 23.7 14.8
0.0 0.0 12.9 11.0 10.4
0.00 0.00 ***** ***** *,*,*
0.0 0.0 82.3 78.2 74.9
I
I I I I I
2050 2130 2210 2250 HHMM
4.7 4.6 4.2 3.5 RE
10.6 7.8 5.6 3.8
10.0 9.7 9.5 9.3 HRS
***** ***** ****, ***** DEGS





































































































I I I I I I I
0110 0150 0230 0310 0350 0430 0510
2.6 3.6 4.2 4.6 4.7 4.5 4.1
12.4 -0.0 75.7 23.4 12.5 7,7 5.1
21.0 23.0 8.4 8.6 8.7 8.9 9.1











































I ] [ I [ ] I--










L ; [ J
i
_°


























iiiiiii!iiiiii !!!i!iiiiiiiiiii _ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiii2
,, i
I I I I I I I I I
0715 0000 0000 0000 0000 1035 1115 1155 1235
1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.7 4.5 4.1 3.4
1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.3 5.6 4.4 3,5
21.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.9 9.1 9.2 9.3
20.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** 4.70














































82/290 17-OCT 1200:00 - 2000:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I __- 1 I I I I 1 l
-- __-













1 "-Il _ I I
__..--
.__. _----










I "-I......... I i I I ]
[ i I I l I I
1240 1320 1400 1440 1520 1600 1640 0000
3.3 2.2 1.1 2.2 ,.,3.3 4.1 4.5 0.0
,:3.4 3.6 1.8 ,34.2 42.8 15.2 10.1 0.0
9.3 9.3 21.4 20.5 10.6 10.1 9.9 0.0
7.26 37.46 ,34.90 ***** ***** ***** ***** 0.00







0000 0000 1920 HHMM
0.0 0.0 3.6 RE
0.0 0.0 ,:3.6
0.0 0.0 9.3 HRS
0.00 0.00 -8.10 DEGS

















































I t I I I I 1
.......... - ............................


















I I- I I I I I I
1940 2020 2100 2140 2220 2300 2340 0020 0100 0000 0000
3.1 1.9 1.2 2,5 ,5.5 4.2 4.6 4.7 4.5 0.0 0.0
3.1 2.8 1.2 13.6 100.0 58.2 24.6 14.0 8.8 0,0 0.0
9.2 8.6 21.2 19.6 14.7 10.7 9.8 9.4 9.2 0,0 0.0
0.87 ,.34.16 8.63 ***** ***** ***** ****" *'*** ***** 0.00 0.00






















































O000 0555 0415 0455 OOO0 0000 O000 0735 0815 0855 0935
O,O 1.1 2.0 5.2 O.O O.O 0.0 4,6 4.5 5.7 2.7
0.0 100,0 4.1 71.7 0.0 0,0 0.0 7.4 5.5 3.9 2.9
0.0 17.4 21,8 0,9 0,0 0.0 0.0 8.8 9.0 9.2 9.5
O.O0 82.91 ,**** ***** O.O0 0.00 0.00 ***** **,** -7.73 15.65
































-t80 I I t
TIME 0910 0950 1030
RE 3.4 2,,3 1.1
L 5.5 2.9 2.6
MLT 9.3 9.7 20.7
MLAT -1.17 29.49 47.80 *****




I I I I I 1
1110 0000 0000 0000 1 ,.350 14.,,30
2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.7 4.6
21.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.0 5.6
22.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.3 9..3
0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** *****




















I I I I I I I I ]
::::ii :_iiii:_iiiiii_i!iii_::i_iiiiiiiii_iii_ii i: ' ii
i tftit{+ff_Hi++i:i;!;;;;;i$ii:_';''_iiiii_ii:_ii_:
iiiiiiiiii]ii_:ii:ii_ii!;iii:iiiiiii_::iiiiiiii __:_l _ _
I I





















I I I I I I I I I
_ .-"




















I I I I
1930 2010 2050 2130
4.2 4.5 4.7 4.5
23.1 14.7 10.5 7.6
10.8 10.2 9.9 9.6








































18-0CT 2215:00 - 0615:00 HEAD= RL RPA=























I I I 1
0000 0215 0255 0335
0.0 4.1 4.5 4.7
0.0 100.0 30.2 14.9
0.0 8.1 8.4 8.5
0.00 ***** **,** ,*,*,




















82 19-OCT 0500:00 - 1500:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
1__.[ 1
, ] [







TIME 0540 0620 0700 0740 0820 0000 0000 0000 11 O0 1140 1220 HHMM
RE 5.4 2.3 1.1 2.1 5.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.6 4.5 5.6 RE
L 5.6 2.5 6.2 7.5 65.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 4.7 5.7
MLT 9.1 9.5 19.6 22.5 4.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.0 9.1 9.2 HRS
MLAT ***** 17.36 64.59 ***** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** -0.36 DEGS
































TIME 1240 1320 1400 1440 1520 1600 1640
RE 3.2 2.0 1.1 2.4 3.4 4.1 4.5
L ,3.4 5.9 1.1 75.5 36.4 14.7 9.9
MLT 9.2 9.2 21.2 19.9 10.4 9,9 9.8
MLAT 9.53 43.52 10.43 ***** ***** ***** *****
INVLAT 57.0 59.6 17.7 83.4 80.4 74.9 71.5
I I I
1720 0000 0000 0000
4.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
7.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
9.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
***** 0.00 0.00 0.00
68.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
°
°.
• I 1 I 1 i i
_I_@@@<+T iiiii:)[iiii; iii;;i:.iiiiiiiii;iiii::ii::i:ii::i::ii::.:: i:= :,i i:
l !!ii,iiii!iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiii  Ti :! !i!ili: iiii iiiiiiiiiiii::iiiii!:iiiiiii!ii iii:ii: i;ili


































82 t9-0CT 1915:00 - 0315:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
J





180- I J . ., I I I I I 1 I I I _Iiillll, li:<-i::i <l:l_l::l,t',iiil i::[iii{i::::(,liii*:[![!_ _!i[t_i!_[[[[:[[i_i_i_:-
o
I i :]] :i_:i ÷Tii[ ., ..... : ..............
180--i I , I I I I
__.---
___°._ ............................. - .........................
] I I i i I I
.-





I I I I I II I I
-





I I I I I I I I







































-180 I "-- ] J } ] I I ] ] J
TIME 1955 2035 2115 2155 2235 2315 2355 0035 0115 0000
RE 2.5 1.2 1.8 3.1 .3.9 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.3 0.0
L 2.6 49.3 3.7 53.7 100.0 38.0 18.9 11.3 7.1 0.0
MLT 8.9 5.0 20.4 18.1 11.9 10.0 9.4 9.1 9.0 0.0
MLAT 13.26 77,72 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** 0.00






























82 20-OCT 01.30:00 - 09.30:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
] 1__













I I I I I
0450 0530 0610 0650 0730
3.2 4.0 4.4 4.6 4.6
69.0 51,5 19,5 11.3 7.5
0.7 6.6 7.8 8,3 8.6



















82 95 20-OCT 0850:00 - 1650:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
J
















-180 I 1 I I I I I I I I I
TIME 0910 0000 0000 0000 1150 1230 1310 1350 1430 1510 1550 HHMM
RE 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4 4.1 4.5 4.7 4.5 4.2 3.5 RE
L 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 39.3 14.0 9.1 6.9 5.5 4.4 3.5
MLT 9.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 8. t 8.9 9.1 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.1 HRS
M_T 2.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** **"* ***** "*'** ***** ***** 0.82 DEGS


























































I I I I
1930 2010 2050 2130
4.2 4.6 4.7 4.5
22.5 14.5 10.3 7.4
10.6 10.1 9.7 9.4
























z82 20-OCT 2215:00 - 0615:00 HEAD= RL RPA:
1


























iiiiiiii]i]iiiiiiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii:il If:It i"lll
!i!!ii::i!::!!i!!gi!::::ii!i::il i!i_:'i::'_'l:l!'!"_'_"fi'!,!,i'!'ii!'i't Itll _
_!!ii!iiiii_ _i:ii,, ii_lCTTI,IIIIll
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiilllli',i itt,l!:',l'
i i i i i i
::::::::::::::;:1":::::: ............. ; ........... ::::i'[li:::;'[i[
;TTTiT*TT!iTTli_Illg_O_fl¢!tttgiii+i++i+++kk4kkkkk++++,ttT;Ti i






, iiiiii!iii!iiiii!iiiiii[mii , iiiiiiiii?ii!ii?i!!ii!i
I I I I I I I
        iiiiiiiii;ii iiiilli i iiiii!ii;iiiiii iilllii!iilI[li
;;;;iiiii;i;;;iiiii;;iiii:;  %hll!:;iilll/l
1 I ] I ,' 1 I
T
I I I I I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0215 0255 0000 0415 0455 0535 HHMM
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2 4,5 0.0 4.5 4.1 5,4 RE
0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 28.0 0.0 8.4 5.4 3.6
0.0 0.0 0.0 7.9 8.3 0.0 8.6 8.8 9.0 HRS
0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** *,,** 0.00 *,*** ***** ***** DEGS



























82 21-OCT 0500:00 - 1.300:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I















I I I I I I
0540 0620 0700 0740 0820 0000
3.3 2.2 1.1 2.2 3.3 0.0
3.4 2.5 1.8 11.5 57.5 0.0
9.0 9.5 20.5 22.8 5.3 0.0
-9.16 22.87 41.09 ***** ,**** 0.00
57.2 50.8 42.7 72.9 82.4 0.0
I 1
0000 0000 1100 1140 1220 HHMM
0.0 0.0 4.6 4.2 3.5 RE
0.0 0.0 5.9 4.6 3.6
0.0 0.0 8.9 9.0 9.1 HRS
0.00 0.00 *,,,*,* ,,,**** 1.42 DEGS







82 94 21-OCT 1200:00 - 2000:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
iiiiii:i:







































L+_ttT, :::::-: ................................................. :::tits÷ +;;:;::




....................... L .................................. . ..........! il iiiiii:: i!!i:*__.::::i:_
i ............................. :::::::::::::::::::.[tl!ll!ii_iiiiiiiiii_iii;s÷Tii _*:iii_iiiiiii _iiiiiiiii_!iiii_:_ii!i!i_




1240 1320 1400 1440 1520 1600
3.1 1.9 1.1 2.5 3.5 4.2
3.3 4.6 1.1 100.0 ,,tl.9 14.,:.3
9.1 9.1 21.t 18.8 10.2 9.8
12,00 50.83 5.25 ***** **',** *****
56.5 62.3 15.6 85.6 79,8 74,6
I ] I
1640 1720 0000 0000 0000
4.6 4.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
9.8 7.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
9.7 9.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
•**** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00
























180 ' ., ,'..... '
1000.0
180 I ' ')_iiiiii::':ii::-ilPiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiil
[4ii:::: :.... i ii:,:: i! ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiillo , , :;it li!iii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;i;iiiiii;iilliiil;ii:,iiiiiiiiiiiiiii::i
100.0






I I I I I I




























___._- ...................................... ° ........................
I I I ] I ] I I I I
_ _-°°
-- _ °- ....................................... . ........................
_ _--------
. -" _---------
1 I I I I I I I I I I
1955 2035 2115 2155 2235 2315 2355 0035 0115 0000 0235
2.4 1.2 2.0 3.2 4.0 4.5 4.6 4.6 4.3 0.0 2.7
2.5 36.7 5.0 72.6 100.0 36.3 18.3 10.9 6.8 0.0 2.6
8.7 1.6 20.1 17.5 11.4 9.8 9.2 9.0 8.8 0.0 8.9
17.21 78.62 ***** ,*,*_ ,***, ***** ,*,,* ,,*** ,,,,, 0.00 -0.95




























































22-0CT 0130:00 - 0930:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
]






I 1 I 1
°
_
I I " I I
0000 0250 0330 0000
0.0 2.2 1.1 0.0
0.0 2.3 30.6 0.0
0.0 9,0 18.8 0.0
0.00 13.15 77.95 0.00
0,0 49.2 79.3 0.0
___--"
I 1 I I
0450 0530 0610 0650
3.3 4.0 4.5 4,7
86.2 45,4 18.3 10.7
1.4 6.6 7.8 8.2






















































82 22-0CT 0830:00 - 1630:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
1 t












................. _ .......................... .°---°°-
...... _ ---"
°-









T T 1 r 1 T I
0000 0000 0000 1230 1310 1350 1430 1510 1550 HHMM
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2 4.5 4.7 4.5 4.1 3.4 RE
0.0 0.0 0.0 13.4 8.9 6.8 5.4 4.3 3.4
0.0 0.0 0.0 8.8 9.0 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.0 HRS
0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** *,*,* ****, ***** ***** 2.48 DEGS








































........ i.......... i ......... i ........ i.......... i......... il:l I ,
ttt_t t +_tJ+U;i:;:'''l::::':': ................ :::: I
_1 : ; :11: " : " ' l _'1 H: _i: ::::: : ::TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT_"
_: : : : : : : : : : I ; : "ht,l' i '111,1,_4"111; : : : i : :::::::J::::::::;:"
,  ttI
i i
I I I I I I
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: .... ::::::::li:::ll].












$;iiz:::iizi_i_iggi:::::i!::!ii ::[ :::iiiiii!!ii::iii[:i i:i




I I I 1 I I I
1555 1635 1715 0000 0000
3.3 2.1 1.1 0.0 0.0
3.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0
8.9 8.6 2l .3 0.0 0.0
4.84 34.97 27.42 0.00 0.00
56.6 55.6 31.6 0.0 0.0
1915 1955 2035 2115 2155 2235 HHMM
4. t 4.5 4.7 4.5 4.2 3.5 RE
27.4 16.5 11.5 8.2 5.8 3.8
10.8 10.1 9.7 9.4 9.1 8.9 HRS
***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** DEGS




























0 to 1000 BIAS= A
-180 I l I l I l I I I I
TIMI 2240 0000 0000 0040 0120 0200 0240 0320 0000 0000
RE 3.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 3.3 4.0 4.5 4.7 0,0 0.0
L 3.6 0.0 0.0 4,5 84,7 100.0 37.4 16.5 0,0 0.0
MLT 8.9 0.0 0.0 20.6 21.0 7.4 8.0 8,2 0.0 0.0
MLAT ,*,,, 0.00 0.00 ,**'* ,'*** ***** "'*** ***** 0.00 0.00




























82 23-OCT 0500:00 - 1.500:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
1






































I j I I I I I
o
__--
i i i i i ,
i I I I
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I I I I 1 I
0540 0620 0700 0740 0820
5.2 2.0 1.1 2.4 3.5
3.2 2.5 1.2 17.6 50.9
8.9 9.5 20,8 23.0 5.7
-6.63 29.,..37 17.49 ***** *****










I I I I
j
I I I t
0000 0000 0000 1220
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.5
0.0 0.0 0.0 9.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 3.40


















































82 23-0CT 1215:00 - 2015:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
__1__
I I I I I I I I I I






, I I I l I l l I
_1
°.




, l I I l I l l l
_1
_ . - .................................................................
• --°--'- --
.... J - l l l I l l l l l
____- ...................................... . ..........................
_----
-
I 1 1 I I I I I I I
1255 1335 1415 1455 1535 1615 1655 1735 1815 1855
2.5 1.2 1.9 3.1 3.9 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.3 3.7
3.2 42.5 8.2 100,0 20.1 11.9 8.8 6,8 5.3 4.0
9,0 21,3 20.6 11.1 9.9 9.6 9.5 9.4 9.2 9.0
26.37 76.86 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ,**** "****




































































23-OCT 1830:00 - 0230:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
1 I t J [ 1 L__
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
Z ! _[
__I [ ] [ I I ] [ ] L__
; l r I T I T I [ 1
I I I I I Z I I I i
J I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I
I I I J I I I I I I
r i 1 r
oooo oooo oooo oooo
o.o o.o o.o o.o
o.o o.o o.o o.o
o.o o.o o.o o.o
o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo
o.o o.o o.o o.o
I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-180 I I I
TIME 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT 0.00 0.00 0.00










































































I I I I I 1 I
0000 0250 0000 0000 0450 0530 0610
0.0 2.1 0.0 0.0 3.4 4.1 4.5
0.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 99.2 40.2 t7.3
0.0 8.9 0.0 0.0 2.1 6.7 7.7
0.00 19.31 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** *****
0.0 49.0 0.0 0.0 84.2 80.9 76.1
__.---
-r-
I I I I
0650 0730 0810 0850 HHMM
4.7 4.5 4.2 3.5 RE
10.3 7.0 5.0 3.6
8.1 8.4 8.7 8.9 HRS
***** ***** ***** -3.99 DEGS














































I I I 1 I l I [ I
0000 0000 0000 12550 1310 1350 14550 15t0 1550
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2 4.6 4.7 4.5 4.0 55.55
0.0 0.0 0.0 12.9 8.7 6.7 5.55 4.2 55.55
0.0 0.0 0.0 8.7 8.9 9.0 9.0 9.0 8.8
0.00 0.00 0.00 *,,,, *'**" "**'* **'** *'*** 4.31


























































1 I I I I
1955 2035 2115 2155 2235
4.5 4.7 4.5 4.1 3.4
16.4 11.4 8.1 5.6 3.6
9.9 9.5 9.2 8.9 8.7

















82 24-OCT 2200:00 - 0600:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
i I ] I 1















1 T 1 r ] [
[ I l I I I I I
I [ I I l I I I
I l ] I I ] I [
0.0 -180
t80 °








I I I I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00







!i :=::=:izi!#:,i :i !H
iii  iii:,iT:,irJ4
I'-












































I I I I
I I I I
___---
.......... I .......... I .......... I ....
::::: :::::_: .........................................


























t I I I
0940 0000 0000 0000
4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
10.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
8.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
*_,,,,* 0.00 0.00 0.00




























































25-OCT 1215:00 - 2015:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
1
1 I I I I I I
.... ,i,:_iiii!!iiiiii:iiiiiiZ[iii[iii!!:i#!i:ii_
_ \?"q,',i,t:},,llll,!i#Illl_
i i ......... i ........ i .......... i ......... i.........
I I I I I I I
l I I I I I
I I I I I I l I I
............ - .......................................
I l I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I I
0000 1335 0000 0000 1535 1615 1655 1735 1815 0000 0000
0.0 1.1 0.0 0.0 4.0 4.5 4.7 4.6 4.3 0.0 0.0
0.0 4.3 0.0 0.0 19.1 11.7 8.7 6.8 5.2 0.0 0.0
0.0 21.0 0.0 0.0 9.8 9.5 9.4 9.2 9.1 0.0 0.0
0.00 54.56 0.00 0.00 ,*,** ,*,** *,**, **,*, ,***, 0.00 0.00





















































82 25-OCT 1850:00 - 0250:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A






, I I I [ I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I _ I
I I I I I I I I I I









I I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I I
-180 I I I I I I I I I I I
TIME 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
M_T 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



























































82/299 26-0CT 0130:00 - 0930:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I I I I I t , I .... I .... [ , I, , I , l
ii:',i_ i_iii
 ! °fliiilwlt!llllllll  
il'lililll ,!l/t'YI Y ,I/It:lilllltlI
1 L ] l__L__
! T ] T f
r 1
I I I ] ] i i'iiiiiiiii ili 11'I _ 'I'1'_','_' ' -t
i?,iiiiiiiiii,ii, Ill I1 III
I i l I I I
,i i+iiiiiifil iiIttlllti  iil 
ii 21 o
i_iiiiiii!!ill




I I I I I
I I I I I
I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00






] " ' ] .......... ] .......... ] ' r ....... l .......... ll .........
: ', : :, : : : : : : i ', II : : ', ', ', ', : ', : : ', : ', : ', ! ! ! ', ! : i ', ', ' ';"
!!!!a!!ttiti:Ttll,lllt[i<<t<iiii,iiiIl iI1 1:I
  /iiii Illl'lj' I' _ _l _ _ I_ i 0"+
ii'.'iiiiiiiiil, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:i"
I I I I I I
T
I I I I I I
0000 0610 0650 0730 0810 0850 HHMM
0.0 4.6 4.7 4.5 4.1 3.3 RE
0.0 16.3 9.9 6,9 4.8 3.4
0.0 7.6 8.1 8.3 8.6 8.8 HRS
0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** - 1.73 DEGS








































:1: ::::::::::::::::::::::: :'!:1::::::::::::1" II l 'I'' ::;'
i[i!i!!!!iiiii!ii!iii!!i!iiiii:iiii!!!i{!!!!!! ....[Tlrt'['"mq'_!ili
, , ill i!iii!ii![!!ii,lii!iii!iiiii!iiil],!!iii]iiii,i!l!iii irij/,,!iii ,
I I 1 I , 1 I ......... i I
li/i....................................
ii!!i!!!!!!!!i!i!!!
::::::::::::::ii! UI ', ....... ,'...... _ , ' ' I
,i: .... ::iiiiiii::i!iiiiiii[]ii:iiii::!/ H
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ili ilii
........ i .......... I .......... I ......... I .......... I •
I I 1 I I I [ I I
0000 0000 1135 1215 1255 1335 1415 1455 0000
0.0 0.0 3.4 4.1 4.5 4.7 4.5 4.2 0.0
0.0 0.0 46.5 15.3 9.7 7.2 5.7 4.5 0.0
0.0 0.0 7.8 8.5 8.8 8.9 8.9 8.9 0.0
0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ,**,,* 0.00






































26-0CT 1500:00 - 2300:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
L L__i I i __[__1__
I I I I I I I
1 I I I I I I




























I I I I I I
0000 0000 1900 0000 0000 21 O0
0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 4.6
0.0 0.0 33. t 0.0 0.0 9.0
0.0 0.0 10.8 0.0 0.0 9.1
0.00 0.00 ***** 0.00 0.00 *****





























































; t I I I
_.
__--'-
I I I I 1
2240 2320 0000 0000 0000
3.2 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.3 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
8.6 8.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
*,,** 25.11 0.00 0.00 0.00
56.6 48.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
....... I .......... I .......... I .......... I .......... [ ............
+
I I I I I I
0200 0240 0320 0400 0440 0520 HHMM
4.2 4.5 4.7 4.5 4.1 3.4 RE]
100.0 31.4 14.9 8.8 5.6 3.6
7.2 7.7 7.9 8.1 8.3 8.6 HRS
****, ,,,*, ,*,** ,**,, *,,*, ,**., DEGS




_ii!!!i!!iiii!]iiiiiii_!iiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiii!!ii!iiiiiiiii!';' I _iliTTiTi,iiii! !iiiiilTi!iiiii!iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_=
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiIE_
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i!i !ili!iiiii!_











27-OCT 0515:00 - 1315:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
l 1 L__
: i!i :¸ i!!i£:i!i
1o o!
1 L









I I I I I I I I I
0555 0635 0715 0755 0000 0000 0000 1035 1115 1155 1235
2.5 1.2 1.9 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.6 4.3 3.7 2.8
2.5 42.3 5.0 72.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.4 4.9 3.8 3.1
8.9 16.4 21.8 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.5 8.6 8.7 8.8
11.64 77.5! ***** ***** 0,00 0.00 0.00 **,** ***** -4.36 17.55






































___.l- ................... - .........................
I _ I ; II .I I
.... _-°-
-





I I I I I l !
1450 1530 1610 1650 1730 0000 0000
3.2 4.0 4.5 4.7 4.6 0.0 0.0
78.9 19.9 12.1 8.9 7.0 0.0 0,0
10.7 9.7 9.4 9.3 9.1 0.0 0,0
***** ***** *,*** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00






I I I 1
1210 1250 1..350 1410
5.4 2..3 1,1 2.1
,.3.5 3.2 4.0 14.8
8.7 8.7 20.9 20.1
2.48 30.67 53.53 *****



























































0 to 1000 BiAS A





I I I I I I I I I
- _+ ...................................... _ ...........
I [
_._° ----
¸-,¸1 ....... ::. : : ::
I I [
!ii_ :<i;,i[ll i! _: :_! _ _:_:_: _iii:_ ¸ i:: ¸
.... +T i1'i'£;+_T7:71 7 !T! !Tr;ttTT?t??---_......
4!tii I! : i : ;
: I'_',I _ _: ___:_:
::: - III ±Tm- : :: :: :::::-_ ....
:Z_:: i'lgT {
-Z'T:: : It,I, ; " :: {i:i: !! :
i I I I I 1 I I I I i----
0000 1950 2030 0000 2150 2230 2310 2350 0030 0000 0000
0.0 2.0 1.1 0.0 3.5 4.1 4.5 4.7 4.5 0.0 00
0.0 2.5 1.2 0.0 100.0 100.0 35.1 t7.6 10.6 0.0 0.0
0.0 8.1 20.8 0,0 16.3 10.6 9.2 8.7 8.5 0.0 0.0
0.00 27.32 24.82 0.00 ***** ***** **,** ,**,, ,,,,, 0.00 0.00






































82/.301 28-OCT 01.30:00 - 09.30:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS- A
I . __d L d _ L___
- _ ii





I I _ , I 1
I ] [ I
0000 0250 0330 0000 0000
O.0 1.7 1.4 0.0 0,0
O.0 2.7 1.4 0.0 0.0
O.0 8.8 20.6 0.0 0.0
0.00 35.74 -4.89 0.00 0.00
0.0 52.6 31.7 0.0 0.0












I I J I
0650 0730 0810 0850 HHMM
4.7 4.5 4 0 32 RE
9.5 6.5 46 3.5
8,0 8.3 8.5 8.8 HRS
***** ****, ..... 0.73 DEGS






















28-OCT 0815:00 - 1615:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
1




















I l I I I I [ I
0000 1135 1215 1255 1335 1415 145[> 1535 HHMM
0.0 315 42 416 47 45 41 33 RE
0.0 39.1 14.7 94 7.1 55 44 34
0.0 78 8.5 8.7 88 88 87 86 HRS
000 *,* .... *** **,** ***** * ......... 08t OECS
O0 808 749 71 0 680 649 614 569 DECS
235
:3 ,.j _















































0000 0000 1900 1940 2020 2100 214:.3 2220
0.0 O.0 4.1 4,5 4 7 45 42 5.5
0.0 0,0 52,0 186 12.6 88 60 59
0.0 0.0 10,6 9.8 9.5 9.0 8.7 8,5
0.00 0.00 ***** **..+* ****+ .++++ ...... .,,++*





























































ii ¸ :ii! iii!i
iii_iiiii iiiiiii




































I i I I I I I I I
0000 0000 0120 0200 0240 0320 0400 0440 0520
0.0 0.0 3.5 4.2 4.6 4.7 4.5 4.0 3.3
0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 29.1 14.1 8.4 5.3 3.4
0.0 O.0 21.4 7.1 7.6 7.8 8.0 8.2 8.5
0.00 0.00 ***** ***** .**** ****' "**** ****" *****
































-180 I I I I
TIME 0555 0635 0715 0755
RE 2.3 1 . 1 2.1 3.3
L 2.5 4.1 7,6 72.3
MLT 8.9 195 21.9 5,6
MLAT 16.74 59.04 ***** *****
INVLAT 50.4 60,2 68.8 83,2




ii:i!i!:: ::: !:: ::::



















0915 0955 1055 1115 1155 1235 HHMM
4.5 4.7 4,6 42 5.6 2.6 RE
12.7 8,5 6,5 4.8 37 3,1
7.8 8.2 8.4 8.5 8.6 8.6 HRS
• ,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,, -2.66 21 12 DEGS


















"T ........... ..; ...... L ....... _ .........
....... T .... + ........ . ............... __.
















I I ; I I
-180 I I [ I I [ I [
TIME 1210 1250 1550 1410 1450 1530 1610 1650 _.73.0 1810.
RE 5.3 2.1 1.1 2.5 ,3.4 4.1 4.5 4.7 4.6 4.2
L 5.4 5.5 1.5 27.2 62.5 19.0 11.8 8.8 67 5.1
MLT 8.6 8.6 20.7 19.7 10.4 9.5 9.5 9.1 9.0 88
MLAT 4.61 36.12 28.70 ***** **,.*, **,** ,*,,, ,,,,, ,,,,, .....











































82 29-OCT 1830:00 - 0230:00 HEAD= RL RPA:
I
























2110 2150 2230 2310
2.6 3.6 4.2 4.6
12.0 100.0 98.6 55.6
19.1 15.6 10.2 9.0
73.2 85.4 84.2 80.1
q-
I
2350 0000 000:3 0150 HHMM
4.7 0.0 0.0 5.5 RE
17.0 0.0 0.0 5.6
8.5 00 0.0 8.5 HRS
***** 0.00 0.00 ***** DEGS


























82 50-OCT 0t15:00 - 0915:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I I t






















l I I I I I I I [ I l
0155 0000 0215 0555 0000 0000 0000 0635 0715 0755 0000
3.2 0.0 1.1 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.7 4.5 4.1 O0
5.4 0.0 1.5 8.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 10.8 7.2 5.0 0.0
8.3 0.0 20.1 21.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.7 8.1 8.2 0.0
***** 0.00 31.72 ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00 *,**, **,** ***** 0.00










































20.0 --!80 ------T ..... i
10.0 i!:!!:.































I I [ [ I
1040 1120 1200 1240 1320
2.2 3.3 4.1 4.5 4.7
20.5 71.2 17.8 10.6 7.7
21.6 7.2 8.3 8.5 8.6
77.2 83.2 76.3 72.1 68.8
I I
1400 1440 1520 HHMM
4.6 4.2 3.6 RE
5.9 4.7 36
8.7 86 85 HRS
......... * -4.13 DEGS






































T I I I


































































82 50-OCT 2200:00 - 0600:00 HEAD- RL RPA-
1
0 to I000 BIAS- A
I I 1 i
..:.::::::::: iiiii! .: :::._.: ::::_.:...: :..:_... . .--:
FTT"TTTTTTTTT':'...... !i--:,;._-.:!_:L:!:...:.: ...... -.....
ii -
.................. i-"
..................... u .... .- _.
..... 7TT'TTTT.... T.... ----:--_z-i:;---:; ....... !-::--_ ......










I ] ', I ] i _
:: ::::::;:::;::::::: :: :::;::;:: . : i- : : .... ::: :;: z+:
! :iiiiiiiiii:ii:!i]i : TTT"tttt=-t÷+++--:###,#:&4-_#+++:--tTT i i]
!:;!!: ;i!!i)ii!!iiiii!iill ::ili)iiii:!iiii::!;iiii! !ili::ii:i <
............................................................... I
! i!! :i!!:!!!:!i!!:2!!!!: :!i i;!i!!i :i:ii:!i: i!!!!i! ::: ii! :!i*- -m
I I ....... I ...... I I L 1 _
i: if: i[i:iiiii!iii :TTT:-_ti_---:++!--::i:_ii- : ...... ; ...... :-_ r
! :!:: :!i!i!!!!!i!i!: ii!: :i ..................:::::::: : .... :::: : z
::: :::::::::::::::: .... ::: . :::::::: :: : :: --O
+
+





00OO 2520 0000 0000 0120 0200 0240 0520 0400 0440 0520
0.0 1.6 1.5 0.0 5.7 4.5 4.6 4.6 4.4 5.9 31
0.0 3.0 1.6 0.O 100.O 96.5 26.9 13.4 8.0 51 3.2
O.0 8.0 20.2 0.O 22.7 7.0 7.4 7.7 7.9 8.1 8.4
0.00 41.62 ***** 0.00 **,"** **"'* *",'* ','*'*, * ,"* • " '.'",', •" -7.77








82/504 31 OCT 0515:00 1315:00 HEAD- RL RPA-
80 _. 1 J I
0
I .- _ :i: ]










180 / .-:{" .... ':]i _/ .:,f: ......






































_----- ___ __ _---- 1
I I l I I I I
0555 0635 0715 0000 0835 0915 0955 1035 1115 1155 1235
2.1 1.1 2.3 0,0 4.1 4.5 4.7 4.5 42 35 2.5
2.4 1.6 11.5 0.0 22.5 12.2 8.3 6.1 4.6 5.6 3.1
88 200 22.1 0.0 7.0 7.8 8.1 83 8.4 85 8.5
22.60 35.03 *,*** 0.00 * .... ****' **,', ***** ...... 0.80 25.21

































iI , I I ] I i I i I I





I _- [ I_ I I I
_ .- .... --
o
] I I I I


















1210 1250 1330 1410 1450 0000 1610 1650 1750 1810 0000
5.1 2.0 1.2 2.4 3.5 0.0 4.5 4.7 4.5 4.1 0.0
3.3 3.7 1.1 51.7 51.6 0.0 11.8 8.6 6.6 5.0 0.0
8.5 8.5 20.5 19.1 10.1 0.0 9.2 9.0 8.8 8.7 0.0
7.05 42.86 4.99 ***** ***,* 0.00 ****, ,**** ***** *,,,* 0.00













82 51-OCT 1850:00 - 0250:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
L
!!iiiiii!iiii!iiiiiiiii!ii_ii!i!i]!ili!iii_:ii_ !
........ I ....... I ........ I ...... I























- 180 I --I -I
TIME 0000 1950 2030
RE 0.0 1.6 1.4
L 0.0 3.0 1.6
t'4LT 0.0 7.5 20.0
MLAT 0.00 43.35 ..***
INVLAT 0.0 55.0 38.9
nl,! Ti!ilTTtt -tT:





I I I 1 I
_. ........................................... _ ......
-
I 1 1 I I I I I
2110 2150 2230 2310 2350 0000 0000 0150
2.7 3.7 4.3 4.6 4.6 0.0 00 3.2
15.9 100.0 91.2 32.0 163 00 0.0 34
18.8 148 9.9 8.8 8.3 00 O0 81
• .*.. *.*.. .*..* .**.* .**.. 0.00 0.00 .....


















































J_-_-_ .... :::!:i!!::., ::..:::-, . _ .....
i : :. .::ii.i!iiii: ii i:ii ........





:, : :::':':::: : .... :, :. :.
:. :' :: :':: iii: i:' . :i:: i ¸ ::i:
:. ! :ii:i::: : ¸ . i.: .
I I I I . I
..... : • ::: ::,:':': . : .:, : -
I I I I I _ ,
_° ...............................
-180 I I I t I I I I 1 [ I
TiME 0155 0000 0000 0555 0455 0515 0555 0635 0715 0755 0000
RE 5.1 0.0 0.0 2.6 3.6 4.2 4.6 4,7 4.5 4 1 0.0
L 5.1 0.0 0.0 11.0 99,2 39.5 17,4 10.3 6.9 4,8 0.0
MLT 8.1 0.0 0.0 21.5 2.0 6.2 7.2 7.6 80 8.2 0.0
MLAT * .... 0.00 0.00 ***** '**** ***** ***** **** ........... 0.00















































50.0 i 0 t
















82/.305 01-NOV 0800:00 - 1600:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I J I
;;:;::::;::;
0 to !000 BIAS= A
I t I I
0000 0000 1000 1040
0.0 0.0 1.1 2.4
0.0 0.0 1.2 398
0.0 0.0 20.3 21.8
0.00 0.00 16.08 *****
0.0 0.0 23.0 80.9
I I I I
1120 0000 0000 0000
3.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
56.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
7.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
***** 0,00 0.00 0.00


















82 01 NOV 1500:00 2300:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
J I
0 to 1000 BIAS- A
1 t









'T:T:;Tt-T---:iiM,i. :.:.,,-:,: ............................... -:-"
I ; : ; I : : " : : : ; , ] ; ; : ........ I
..... : : • :,:. ;; .:::.,.
....... :':: 1 : :i: " ::': "


















































• _i_ ..... ZZL;:,2, ...... :;'"
iil iiii TTTT:iiiii:i ii ITTIIi i ....
] ] I I L l
.......... . ......... _____ .............................. _------
I I I I [
1900 1940 2020 2100 2140
4.3 4.6 4.7 4.5 40
30.2 181 12.2 8.4 5.6
10.1 9.4 9.0 8.7 8.4








































L- ....... r" ":""-"
r , i
,

















T_,_E 2255 2555 0015 0055 0000
RE 2,2 1 1 2,2 5.5 0,0
L 2,2 5,5 4.5 60.4 0.0
,MLT 8.0 20.4 200 20,5 O0
!/LAT 9.88 65.57 .......... 0,00







0555 0415 0":55 0555
46 42 5.6 26
104 64 4.1 26
7.6 7.8 8." 85
-.. ....... * .... 6.67



































_iii iii_ii:i_ii!_iii:iiiiiiii:: _i:ii: _i:
] ] I [ ] I I I
t ......... _--- _
0-- ---
_ ---
i I " I
t -........ ---'-
_--- ............ . ............................
I [ I I I






















:ii Li: ;': :::
!:1: 'I! iii ii

































































































































































iii_,l;iiiii_i_ii_i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii liiiiil; H i






' I I I I I I
II'_;,i_ ..... : .............. ::: ....... iiiii_iiiiii _i _ !_i
11_!1i:I :::::::::::::::::::::: ..........._lii!iii:iiiiiiiiiii!!:,! _rl_'._I_I!_!'!i_"!0hl ''' ill:_
_t_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii![i :: :!::::!: :: : :
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_..__ ................................................ .-
-180 I I I I I I I I I t I
TIM OOO0 0000 0000 2055 21,35 2215 2255 2355 0015 0000 0135
RE O0 O0 O0 24 35 42 45 4.7 45 O0 34
L 0,0 0.0 0.0 8.6 100,0 100.0 42.1 19,7 11.0 0.0 3.8
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 19.0 16.6 10.4 8.8 8..,3 8.0 0.0 8.0




























- 0900:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 E_IAS- A
I j I '
]
• i[








. -.... 777..... 777TF.......................... _................



















I [ I I I I [ I
0340 0420 0500 0540 0620 0700 0740 0000
2.2 3.4 4.1 4.5 47 46 4.2 O0
5.8 701 54.0 21.0 11.8 7.7 55 O0
20.9 1 5 5.4 68 7,4 78 8 0 0.0


















































82/307 03-NOV 0800:00 - 1600:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
_ l!111!i:: i i :_lm/:ll ii,iiiii:i::_, i:4:i::i,ii.ii l _ ; m
I I I I 1 ',
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.............................. :::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .......
::i;: !!!if!{_!!!!:!!!:,!!i_il i i:.il.
I ::: :::l:iI::::::t ::: :: ]:::: :::::] :: I
0000 1000 1040 1120 1200 0000
0.0 1.2 2.5 3.6 4.2 0.0
0.0 1.2 85.7 46.2 16.1 0.0
0.0 20.4 22.2 7.5 8.2 0.0
0.00 -5.79 ***** ***** ***** 0.00
0.0 23.5 83.8 81.5 75.5 0.0
i I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00












































00 - 180 -----
180
0-
82/307 05-NOV 2215:00 - 0615:00
] I t I I
HEAD= RL RPA: 0 to 1000 BAS: A
I l I ........... I [ J
I ]_ I ] I J
i " _
-
I I I I I I
I L I I I I
I ] I I [ _
I I I I I I
,_ .........._ ] ] ; f
-180 I I I I I 1
TIMI O000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
INVLAT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I ] [ l F ...........
0000 0.]55 0415 0455 05.]5 HHMM
0.0 4.5 4,1 ..15 24 RE
0.0 9.9 6 1 38 2.5
0.0 7.5 7.7 8.0 8.4 HRS
0.00 *.**. ..*** *..*. 11.21 DEGS
0.0 71.5 66.1 59.`] 50.6 DfiOS
257
2000.0
82/.308 04 NOV 04,30:00 - 12`30:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
t I I I I I




















I I I I I
0510 0000 0630 0710 0750
3.1 O0 1.2 2.5 35
3.2 O.0 1,2 17.2 62.6
8.1 0.0 20.1 22.2 4.5
-8.36 0.00 10.88 ***** **,*,
56.2 0.0 24.5 76.0 82.7




:: _i i! _
0830 0910 0950 0000 1110 1150
42 4.6 4.7 00 41 34
21.6 12.0 8.1 0.0 4.5 34
6.9 7.6 7.9 0.0 8.2 8.5
***** ***** *.... 0.00 ....* 077





































04-NOV 1150:00 - 1950:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
J / I ...... __
.... : ,: :,: ,::..:: ::,.; ,.
I J I 1 1 1 I 1 '
7ilTFITT T ,_I.H ,.,_ ,LHZH-:i' ": '::: _ i:: '':: :
: ::::: I, fl: :.' I'"
::. '! : :ii!![ ':i : .i
::' ,:: ::::: , ..: ::
i.
....... :: ,]i ' rfl,: 0 j_,_____
i
[ .... :.
I ] ] .... . . I I I
': ..... I .... :
_:_il!Fl%i.: i t,_i_,1:! ,i: l_ti_',''' '"'
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
L
.... l_;': .... ::"i:: ........ 'i!_#* ................
!: !!:i!.: .:: ii:i: ....
::, :: ::::., ,:..,:.. ..........
...... [
I . . ] J




































I I I I I I I I
0000 1450 1530 1610 1650 1750 0000 0000
0.0 _.7 4.3 4.6 4.6 4.4 0 0 0.0
0.0 39.1 17.1 11.3 84 6.4 lOCi 0.0
0.0 9.7 9.1 8.9 8.8 8.6 O0 O0
0.00 ,*,,, ****, ****, ,,,,, ,,**, 0.00 000































82/508 04-NOV 1815:00 - 021,5:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
]
_ --' ........... - ......................................
..
[ I I
I I I I I [




-180 t I I I I I I I I !
TIME O000 0000 2015 2055 2135 2215 2255 2335 0015 0000 0!35
RE 0.0 0.0 1.3 2.6 .3.6 4.2 4.6 4.7 4.5 O0 3.3
L 0.0 0.0 1.3 11.3 100.0 100.0 ,39.8 18.8 10.6 O0 3.6
MLT 0.0 0.0 19.9 18.8 15.9 10.0 8.6 8.1 7.9 ,9_:) 7.8
MLAT 0,00 0.00 2.84 ***** **,** ***** **'** ,*,* ...... %05 .....
INVLA_ 0.0 0.0 30.3 72.7 85.1 85.1 809 76.7 72 _ _ ,> _,_ 2
!i :i I z



















































T ..... " .......
Z
iiiiiii!iii_iiiii_ii!ii,,, "
I I I I I
0140 0220 0300 0340 0420
3.2 2.0 1.1 2.4 3.5
3.4 2.2 1,5 7.9 83,6
7.8 8.1 19.7 21.0 0.6
***** 18.94 28.47 ***** *****

















***** ***** -6.04 DECS
68.8 63.7 58.0 OEGS
261
, I




82 0800:00 - 1600:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS: A

















- 180 f -1 I
TIME 0840 0920 1000
RE 2.9 1.7 1.5
L 50 5.8 1.4
MLT 8.3 9.0 20.4
MLAT 5.92 52.38 ,*,**
INVLAT 54.8 59.1 55,1
T
I I I I I 1 1 I
1040 1120 1200 0000 0000 1400 1440 1920 HHMM
2.7 .3.7 4.3 0.0 0.0 4.5 4.0 3.2 RE
100.0 59.5 15.4 0.0 0.0 5.6 4.3 3.2
22.8 7.5 8.1 0.0 010 8 q 5 812 811 HRS
'*''" "***" "**** 0.00 0.00 "***" ***.* I .I 1 DEGS
85.9 80.8 75.2 0.0 0.0 64.9 61.1 56.0 DEGS
262
82/509 05 NOV 15!5:00 2.515:00 HEAD= RL RPA-
i ] , I
-L
0 to 1003 B,AS- A
}
F! ,
..................................... ....i.s,n. -,-.,- r ,
n _ _










l I I l ! _ l
T _/£ ! 555 13COO lOl0,00 0000
RE 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
_ 2.7 0 ,_q 0.0 0.0
MLT 7.8 0.C, 0.0 0.0
!/LA _ 27.25 0.CC, 0.00 C.00
I'.'/LAT 52.9 0C 0.0 0.0
1855 1915 1955 2'035 2!15 2125 2235
4.1 4.5 4.7 4.6 42 55 2.5
45.7 25.5 !5.! "C " 67 4 2 25
10.5 9.4 89 8.5 8.2 8.0 78
81 5 781 75.1 71.7 67.3 608 504









82/509 05-NOV 2130:00 - 0530:00 HEAD= RL RPA=] 1__
! ii:ii iil
0 to 1000 BIAS= A































........ .*--- - __. .....
0_ ---
j ____------- ____
-_80 I I - 1 I I
TIME 2210 2250 2330 0010 0050 0000
RE 3.2 2.0 !.1 2,4 3.4 0,0
L 5.4 2.2 I .9 5.9 80.4 0.0
MLT 7.9 7.7 19.9 19.8 20.4 0.0
IVLAT **,** !5.51 39.55 *"*** '**** O.00









I , I -'
0330 C4'C 3450 HHVM
4.5 4 _ 35 RE
10,1 62 3,8
7 3 76 7.8 HRS
............... OEOS
































82/510 06-NOV 0430:00 - 12..30:00 HFAD= RL RPA=
! I.....
;'/.,,,q
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
J I i .-
I)) .... " ........... ,,:r
___,__L_S2-. _zs
' Ill;, rl i"
I
O




[ r i i "
1 . i t
°
1 I I I
0510 0550 0000 0000 0750
3.0 1.7 0.0 0.0 3.6
3.0 2.7 0.O 0.0 55.5
8.0 8.8 0.0 0.0 4.9
-5.39 38.55 0.00 0.00 *.**-






0830 0910 0950 1030 1110 1150 HHMM
4.2 4.6 4.7 4.5 4.0 3.2 RE
20.2 11.6 7.9 5.8 4.4 3.3
6.9 7.5 7.8 8.0 8.1 8.1 HRS
*.*°* ***** ***** ***** ***** 2.96 DEGS

























: 1 ] [ I__I i












-180 f f f I'
TIM 1155 1255 1515 1555
RE 5.1 1.9 1.2 2.5
L 5.2 3.6 1.1 44.8
MLT 8.1 8.1 20.1 18.8
MLAT 5.82 42.66 1.72 **,,**
INVLAT 56.1 58.3 18.0 81.4
f f f I I
0000 O000 1555 1655 1715
0.0 0.0 4.5 4.7 4,5
0.0 0.0 12.7 9.2 6.9
0.O 0.0 8.9 8.7 8.5
0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***°*














82/510 06-NOV 1800:00 - 0200:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
i













































I I I I J I
__ __.- ..................................... _ ................
I 1 I I I I I
:::::::::::::::::::::: :::2 ::: ::: :2::: . : .....
::.;;: 2: :;:::_2_;_etCTTtT'TTTTTTtTTTTT-itt!÷+*;-;...__ :
: :[i: ±-!]! !2+tTii:i.ii:[i!: iil ii : !]i : : :i -:::"-'-: --
:i!i2±, !!!; Ti:i!ii!!i!iiii!:i!iii:ii!iifi i!: i!!!!!i:: ii!i!! !
.T::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::.;2::::::: :
........... i .....................................................
ii[ ii! :] .::::: ::::::: ::: :::: :: :: ::: :












I I I I I I
2040 2120 2200 2240 2320 0000
2.3 3.4 4.1 4.5 4.7 4.5
6.4 68.6 100.0 54.6 23.2 i2.4
18.9 17.1 10.9 8.6 8.0 7.8





































82 1 07-NOV 0100:00 - 0900:00 HEAD- RL RPA=
I __..__ I.

















 i i ii,i.iiiiiii,illiii!ii,
O_40 0220 0300 0540 0420
5.0 1.8 1.5 2.6 5.6
5.1 2.5 1.5 10.8 93.7
7.7 8.1 19.8 21.1 1.2
,,,,, 27.24 7.59 ***** *****











0620 0700 0740 0820 _qH%IM
4.7 4.5 4.0 5.5 RE
10.8 7.1 4.9 5.4
7.2 7.5 7.8 8._ HRS
,,, .... ,* ....... 5_61 DEGS






















1 O7-NOV 0800:00 - 1600:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I
I
0 to 1000 _iAS= A
.. . - .:: .... : :':::':' : .-
be _ ............... :::. : :::




TiME 0840 0920 1000 1040 1120 1200
RE 2.8 1.5 1.6 2.9 3.8 4.3
L 2.9 6.2 2.5 100.0 34.5 14.7
MLT 8.2 9.3 20.4 0.9 7.6 8.0
MLAT 9.39 64.41 ***** ***** ***** *****




r 1 T T--
0000 0000 1400 0000
0.0 0.0 4.4 O0
0.0 O0 5.4 O0
0.0 0.0 8.2 0.0
0.00 0.00 .... , 0.00








































82 11 O7-NOV 1515:00 - 2315:O0
I 1













I ' I I
.::,: . :: : :--. ........ : _'"
.... , .... :.[ ........ : ........................................ :.--
0-
] [-180 I I
TIME 1555 0000 0000 0000
RE 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 7.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT 35.03 0.00 0,00 0,00














I I I I I 1 I J
/
1855 1915 1955 2035 2115 2155 2235 HHMM
4.1 4.5 4.7 4.5 4.1 3.4 2.4 RE
42.0 23.1 14.8 9.9 6.5 4.0 2.3
10.3 9.3 8.7 8.3 8.1 7.8 7.6 HRS
***** **,** ,*,*, ***.* **,*, ****, 3.83 DEOS






82./511 07-NOV 2150:00 - 0550:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
..... I...... J I 1
!i! iiil-ii.ii i




















I I I ] I I I I I I
2210 2250 2330 0010 0050 0000 0OO0 0000 O330 0410 0450
3.1 1.9 1.2 2,5 3.5 0.0 0.0 O.0 4.5 4.1 3.3
3.2 2.2 1.4 7.8 1OO.0 0.0 0.O 0.0 9.6 5.8 3.6
7.7 7.5 19.7 19.7 20.6 0.0 0.O 0.0 7,2 7.5 7.8
***** 22.70 17.91 ,**** **,** 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** *****


































II :::i'r :: ....
;i ! ::; :L "¸:
ii iiiii_ii_ : i.:i:_
-180 I ' ,




























I I I I I E
0750 0850 0910 0950 1050 1110
3.7 4.5 4.6 4.6 4.4 5.9
49.2 19.0 11.1 7.7 5.6 4.2
5.2 6.9 7.4 7.7 7.9 8.0





















































I I I i
°.
I I I 1 I I I
I i I I t I I I I I I
1155 1235 1315 1355 0000 0000 1555 1635 1715 1755 0000
3.0 1.7 1.3 2.6 0.0 0.0 4.6 4.7 4.5 4.0 0.0
3.1 4.4 1.4 79.2 0.0 0.0 12.5 9.1 6.8 4.9 O0
8.0 7.9 19.9 18.0 0.0 0,0 8.7 8.6 8.3 8.1 0.0
8.46 51.13 ****, ***** 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** 0.00























































___ _ .................................. _ ......... . ........











I I I I
2040 2120 2200 2240 2320
2.5 3.5 4.2 4.5 4.7
8.3 90.2 100.0 51.3 22.1
18.7 16.7 10.4 8.4 7.8




















82 15 09-NOV 0100:00 - 0900:00
-180
TIM 0220 0300 0340 0420 0500 0540 0620 0700 0740 0820
RE 1,6 1.4 2.7 3.7 4.3 4.6 4.6 4.4 4.0 3.2
L 2,7 1.5 14.5 97.5 38.8 17.5 10.3 6.8 47 3.2
MLT 8.0 19.8 21.2 1.8 5.6 6.6 7.1 7.4 7.7 8.0
MLAT 37.26 -8.39 ***** ***** ***** ***** ****, ,**** ** .... 1.15









































,3 09-NOV 0815:O0 - 1615:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I
I I I I I I L _-- .......
I I I I ' i J
__.. ............................................ . ..........
I I I I I I
_ _ _ ....................................
° - ....... . ..........
L I I [ I I ; ] I
_--- ............................................ _ ..........
-180 I ] I 1 I I I I i I
TIM 0000 0000 1015 1055 1135 1215 1255 1335 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 O0 2.3 3.4 4.1 4.5 4.7 4.5 0.0 0.0 O0
L 0.0 0.0 19.9 1OO.0 21.3 11.9 8.3 6.3 0.0 00 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 20.9 6.6 7.8 8.0 8.1 8.1 0.O 0.0 0.0
MLAT 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00




































62,/31,3 09-NOV 14,30:00 - 22,30:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
_ I
0 to 100,0 B!AS:.: A
I
+























.+_ _ _ .................. _ ...... . ......................................... _+._++-'-+
I--_ +_--
I
I I I I I I I I 1 I
0000 1630 1710 1750 1830 1910 1950 2030 21 10 2150 HHMM
0.0 1.1 2,4 ,3.5 4.1 4.5 4.7 4.5 4.1 ,34 RE
0.0 1.2 12.4 78.8 44.6 24.2 15.,3 10.1 6.6 40
0.0 20.0 18.2 1,3.6 10.2 9.2 8.6 8.2 7.9 7.7 HRS
0.00 18.16 ***** ***** .... * ***** ***** ***** ** ........ DEGS






82 t5 09-NOV 2130:00 - 0550:00 HEAD= RL RPA=[




























































1 I I I I I t
2210 2250 0000 0000 0000 0130 0210 0250 0330 0410 0450
2.9 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.3 4.6 4.6 4.5 4.0 32
3.0 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 36.4 16.2 9.1 55 3.4
7.6 7.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.5 6.5 6.8 7.1 7.3 7.6
***** 31.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** *****



















.......... ._: ._ _- .....................
0 .i _'1




i [ I I I '
















I I I I I I l I I [
TIME 0455 0535 0615 0655 0735 0000 0000 0935 1015 1055 0000 HH_
RE 3.1 1.9 1.2 2.5 3.5 0.0 0.0 4.7 4.5 4.1 0.0 RE
L 3.2 2.4 !.2 16.6 70.4 0.0 0.0 8.5 6.1 4.5 0.0
MLT 7.7 83 19.8 21.7 3.9 0.0 0 0 7.5 7.7 7.8 0.0 HRS
MLAT -9.17 30.22 7.64 ***** ,**** 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***,* 0.00 DEGS



















































[ I I I ] I i I [
!!!_!!!i_il!iiiiii_!!iii£iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii61!iii_ :ii!:i!!iii !iiii_::i{!!}2£1:i{;_:tt:![[iiiiiiiiii!i!i!iiii'_:)i! :iS_::t:t:_'::_t-....
!:i;ii!:ii!i:i±+÷_iii. iii.ii!ii:
::i;+_::i]i£1ii:iiii;ii:;_{ili;iiiiiiili!iii!:iii_:i_ii: _ _
000o 1300 1340 1420 1500 1540 1620 1700
0.0 1.1 2.3 3.4 4.1 4.5 4.7 4.5
0.0 1.3 23.0 92.3 24.4 14.2 10.1 7.5
0.0 19.9 18.9 10.4 9.0 8.7 8.5 8.3
9.00 21.01 ***,* ***** ***,* *,*** ***** ,****































































!iF!!i iii!:iii!i:!ii!!!i[iii!!!!FFiiii:!i!iii: :: ::ii!
I I
I
T ...... -:. : ::i:i
I I
°







2040 2120 2200 2240 2320 0000
2.6 3.6 4.2 4.6 4.7 4.5
10.8 -0.0 -0.0 48.1 21,0 11.3
18.4 16.2 9.9 8.1 7.6 7.5





















































I _ I I I I I T I _
__°.°- -° ....................
E ] _ I I I I I ]
........................... . .....
_..--- _ ...................
I I I I I I I I I I I
_°.-- . ....................
I 1 I I I I I I I I I-180
TIME 0000 0000 1015 t055 1155 1215 1255 1535 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 2.4 5.5 4.2 4.5 4.7 4.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 0,0 0.0 36.9 79.6 20.0 11.6 8.2 6.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 21.0 6.8 7.7 7.9 8.0 8.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** **'** '*'** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00


















































































1 I I I 1 I I I I I
0000 1630 1710 1750 1830 1910 1950 2030 21 10 2150 HHMM
0.0 1.3 2.6 3.6 4.2 4.6 4.7 4.5 4.0 3.3 RE
0.0 1.2 16.8 80.6 43.2 23.8 15.1 9.9 6.3 3.7
0.0 19.6 17.8 1,.3.0 10.0 9.0 8.4 8.1 7.8 7.5 HRS
0.00 -1.73 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** * ..... **** DEGS





































• :::. :':::::': ::'' : ,.
































I 1 I I I 1 [
OOO0 0050 O150 0210 0250 0350 0000
0.O ,3.8 4.,3 46 4.6 4.4 O.0
0.0 100.0 100.0 ,33.3 15.3 8.6 O.0
0.0 21.2 5.5 6.3 6.7 69 0.0
0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** "**** 0.00



















































i i i I
. __°--
+
I I I..... I I _
i::-:iiiiii:: :. : ii!il !i:::ii





I I t I
0000 0535 0615 0655 0000 0000 0000 0935 1015 1055 0000
0.0 1.7 1.4 2.7 0.0 0,0 0.0 4.6 4.5 4.0 0.0
0.0 2.7 1,4 24.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.2 5.9 4.4 0.0
0.0 8.4 19.9 22.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.4 7.6 7.7 0.0
0,00 59.46 ***** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***°* *,*** 0.00















































HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
















































] [ ] [ I I
............................ ° ...... __°°°.
T
i) --
1 r ] I T_)i-} )
2240 2320 0000 0000 0000 HHMM
4.6 4.6 4.4 0 0 0.0 RE
45.4 20.1 10.8 0 0 0.0
7.9 7.4 7.2 00 0.0 HRS
***** *..** ..*,* 0.00 0.00 OEOS









82/517 15--NOV 0115:00 - 0915:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 B1AS= A
i:iiiiiiii ii:..........................'!ii i!!ii !! r
-180 I I _ l T [ ::i i : !i :1::! i ! :! :: ! :r:::: I !i




























..-- . °°- ........................ _ ...................... .--_-
- °°.
_--- -- I I
---- 4-
_° _- p
TIME 0155 0255 0515 0555 0455 0000 0000 0655 0715 0755 0855 HHMM
RE 2.1 1.1 2.5 5.4 4.1 0.O 0.0 4,5 4.2 3.5 2.4 RE
L 2.2 2.2 5.8 59.6 62.0 0.O 0.0 8.1 5.4 5.7 2.6
MLT 7.5 18.9 20.3 25.0 4.5 0.0 0.0 7.0 7.4 7.6 7.9 HRS
MLAT 12.12 45.10 ***** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** -9.88 17.44 DEGS





















































































82 17 15-NOV 1450:00 - 2250:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I,,,







._.__ .............................. _ ........ _ ...... . .....
I








2050 21 _0 2150
4.4 4 0 3.2
96 6.0 3.5












: :. ;_- : :
i ii!: .++ i :ii ........
_ I `.¸ i
1510 1550 1630 1710 1750 1830 1910 1950
2.9 1.6 1.4 27 3.7 4.3 4.6 4.6
2.9 38 1.6 22.3 80.9 41.9 23.4 14.8
7.5 68 19.3 17.3 12,4 9.7 8.8 8.5
4.81 49.43 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** *****























I t t I
2155 2255 0000 0000
3.0 1.8 0.0 0.O
3.2 2.1 O.0 0.0
7.3 7.1 0.0 0.0
***** 22.90 0.00 O.00
56.2 46.8 0.0 0.0
I I I I
0035 0115 0155 0235
3.6 4.2 4.6 4.7
90.5 100.0 47.5 18.5
20.2 4.4 6.0 6.4


















































0440 0520 0600 0640 0720
3.2 2.0 1.1 2.4 3.4
3.4 2.3 1.4 11.6 84.6
7.3 7.9 19.2 21.1 2.5
***** 22.96 25.44 ***** *****






























































......... :';, . ; :
:._::: ::::" :.. '..:: : Ili
::::,: :::. , .............
iiiii!i ii;,:::iiii+i!ii:l,)i!iiiiii [
20.0 -180 ::: ............. :::::li::: ll','::::::::












, , • _h,..,_ _:_- --T .
i ............ :.-
I I I I I







- _ ............. .°---
__---
°
........I.........I I........I....... I I











I l i iI I I
...... ::::::::: :: :::::::::::::: :i : +
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
......... 1......... t......... I.......... i...... t I I I I t I
1140 1220 1500 1340 0000 0000 0000 1620 1700 1740 1820
2.9 1.7 1.4 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.6 4.5 4.0 3.2
3.1 4.4 1.4 65.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.8 7.1 5.1 3.5
7.6 7.5 19.5 17.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.2 8.0 7.8 7.5
7.33 51.61 ***** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** *****









































82 8 14-NOV 1800:00 - 0200:00 HEAD= RL RPA=





TT_t_,_]f::t}l j:::::: :,iiiiiiii !ii  i  iiii!!i,!
::2111:::;::i'' i::i::::::
;:1;:;:;:::::;: :':::;::;:
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
]
L f




T ......... T ....... T ....
........... ± ....
:;:::::i:::.::: ::::':;
i i!i !i ii












I I I I I I
I [ I
I I I I I
1 I I I I
0000 0000 2240 2320 0000
0.0 0.0 4.6 4.6 4.4
0.0 0.0 42.7 19.1 10.2
0.0 0.0 7.7 7.2 7.1
0.00 0.00 ***** ***** *****










































i I I I
I I I I I
I i I I I i
°
o




ttT!!/!i i!t i£ t
!]ii:'i:i [:+T : 1"i !
....... i ............I E I
0155 0235 0000
1 1 I I
0000 0000 0000 0000
-180
TIM
RE 1.9 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 2.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 7.4 19.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT 19.23 22.50 0.00 0.00 0.O0 0.00





RE0.0 4.5 4.1 5.4 2.3
0.O 7.7 5.2 5.5 2.6
0.0 6.9 7.2 7.5 7.9 HRS
0.00 ***** *,*** -7.61 22.64 DEGS













1 7 I I I I t I
0810 0850 0930 1010 1050 1150 1210 1250 0000 0000 1450
3.0 1,8 1.3 2,6 5.6 4,2 4.6 4.7 0.0 0.0 3.3
3.1 3.0 1.3 71.8 67.7 19.6 11.5 8.1 0.0 0.0 3.5
7.6 8.1 19.7 21.0 6.8 7.5 7.7 7.8 0.0 0.0 7.5
1.23 44.09 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00 -3.96



























82 19 15-NOV 1430:00 - 22.30:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I......... I ....... I I ........ I
'!!ii!l:tVgee!?!9!!0      i:!!ttlTT!tlttttttttttiiiiili!
ii!!!!iiii!!iiiii!i!iii!i ii!!i: i!!!!!:;ii!ii!::iiii!!!
:!ii!!ii!iii!!iiiiii!ii: i!iii!ii_ .. U ........
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
..... I........ t .......... II ........ I .......... I.......... r'




0 to 1000 BIAS= A
< 0-50.0




.1_IIIllll , v, ............
....... .--.. ,1.- .... :: 'ii !!::: !: .!:: :.i ' .:::





2030 2110 2150 HHMM
4.4 3.9 3.0 RE
9.2 5.7 3.2
7.7 7.4 7.2 HRS
***** * ..... *,** DEGS






























82 19 1S-NOV 2115:00 - 0515:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I i I I I
0 to I000 BIAS= A
I I I
I I I T ', I I I I












[ ] ] _ ', [ l [ I
I l l l I [ ] i l
0.0 - 180 ...... :, ...... ,
180 I I
......... --
-_8o 1 I I I I 1 I 1 I I I
TIM: 2155 2235 9900 0009 0900 9990 0OO0 0000 0000 0000 0000
RE 2.9 1,7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 3.0 2.2 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0
MLT 7.I 7,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT ***** 27.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
INVLAT 54.7 47.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0


































I I I I I I
RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I I i I I I
J I I i I i
I [ i I I ] I
-i--------- -- +Z








-180 1 [ I I I I I
T_,VE 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0
L 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
MLAT 0,00 000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
tNVLAT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.0
I ; J I _-
__--
I I 1 I
0920 1000 1040 1120
4.7 4.5 4.1 3.5
8,8 6.5 46 3.4
7.1 7.3 7.5 7.5
****, **,.* *,,,* -1.79







































-180 _ l I _I I
















I _ _I I
_.--
_--




:;... : . • .....
I
"':-" .......... ; ................ ! ......... - .... --'''" l_
"" " --'-'-''-- L
_--
l
I l I I l
1540 1620 1700 1740 182@
4.6 4.6 4.4 5.9 5 1
15.5 9.6 7.0 4.9 5.2
8.3 8.1 7.8 7.6 7,3










-180 I 1 I l 1 1
TiME 1140 1220 1300 0000 0000 0000
RE 2.8 1.5 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 3.0 7.3 2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 7.5 7.2 19.,3 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT 10.4 1 65.0,] ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00
































82/.320 16-NOV 1815:00 - 0215:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I ..... I I I































I I I I I l
2055 2135 OO00 0000 2355 0015
_.4 4.1 0.O 0.0 4.5 4.1
53.2 100.0 0.O O.0 14.1 7.7
17.0 11.4 0.O 0.0 7.0 6.9
***.* ***** 0.00 0.00 ***** *****



























180 I I I I L I I



















-180 I I I 1 I I I I
TiME 0110 0150 0230 0310 0350 0430 0510 0550
RE 3.1 1.9 1.2 2.5 3.5 4.2" 4.6 4,7
L 3.4 2.1 1.4 7.8 70.3 56.8 22.6 12.4
MLT 6.9 7.3 18.9 20.1 23.2 4.2 5.8 6.4
MLAT *,*** 19.59 21.20 ***** ***** ,**** ***** *.***































100.0 Ld 180 /


















82 17-NOV 0730:00 1530:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I I
:!i'i'



















, , I I
..... : ,:::::"
.::: 1
:i::!i.:.: :::: :::::. ,i,, ,
i:










I I I I I I
_ -----
I I I I
- _.---''"




I I I I I I I I
_----
_--









I I I I I I I
0810 0850 0930 1010 0000 0000 1210 1250 1330 1410 0000
2.9 1.6 1.5 2.8 0.0 0.0 4.6 4.6 4.4 3.9 0.0
2.9 4.0 1.8 -0.O 0.0 0.0 11.6 8.0 5.9 4.4 0.0
7.5 8.2 19.7 21.5 0.0 0.0 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.5 0.0
4.48 54.81 ***,* ***** 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** *,*** 0.00
54.3 59.9 41.7 -0.0 0.0 0.0 75.0 69.2 65.7 6t.5 0.0
:::::: -Y










































82/321 17-NOV 1415:O0 - 2215:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
ii ti TilT;i!;!lt!t!IIIl!!!!T!i!!T !lli!!tii!i!it/I, i *T -
_:::1



























I I [ ] [ ] [
]__I [ l [ ] [
I I I I I I [
..................................... . .......... -- --
f I I I I I I
1615 1655 0000 1815 1855 1935 2015 2055 2135
1.3 2.6 0.0 4.2 4.6 4.7 4,5 4.0 5.3
1.3 15.6 0.0 51.4 27.5 16.8 !06 6.6 3.8
19.2 17.4 0.0 9.8 8.7 8.1 7.6 7.3 7.1
-3.98 *,*** 0.00 ***** ,**** ***** ***** **'** "'"*



























82 17-NOV 2100:00 - 0500:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
T
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
j / ili!i!!ilFiiiiiiiiiiFi!ii!iiiiii!i!iiiiii:iii: T
ii!iiiii!iiiiiiil
iiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiil!iiiii!!i!iii
........................................... .... i ........
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
..... T:,': ........... +............ i[_il ;;@_ftTT!i
:::::1: ::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::::::.:' :::
:::::::::::: :::ili:!.ii[ili :ii!iiiiiii i
!iiiiiii!ii!iiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiii!!iiii_i!_ ...... !iiiiii2.il









































tttt''tttttl*_÷f+.n_;;;;;;; ' :,,'.:' :: ::::::::::::::::::::::
• i...ii','!'_u,?,i,/jllll/_l_ll_=,,._'d.H)li/;TTTTTTt"TtTtiT[ftt,ttTtT:T: : i ill
..................................................... I
: :::::: ::': ::':::::' ============================= :::' ::::::
....................................................... -Z
i_ii_[ _!!ii_:!i: :ii!,.:i!i!_:!i_!:i:i:ii!!: iiil : ,!i_i!L- +
iiii i :i!!i! ..:.: :::!::::::'" -- : :.:i: ...:.TTi :
I I, 1 1 1.......... 1......
_::TT!iT"TTT:_TTttttfifi÷!,tiii:-÷+÷,_i_i_ii;;iii_;i;i.:._,T:::[il
i:i!ii!: !!i_i !!!iiii_'!_ii:!i!!!!iiiiiiiii_ii:_ii_i::ii!!ii! -2
:'::: .:'':.111::::: .:::1:112::::::::::' 1'2::2:2::" .::: :., , T
::::''::'';;::':::' .::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :1 -rq
:::: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .:'. ,: . ::::.::::::: :' +
......... :,::: ,::::::::' , :::: , ,,:::::. ,. L-_





:::' : • :: :'. ............. _- +
......... ii ..............
[ I I _ J [
T
__----
I I I I
0220 0300 0340 0420 HHMM
4.7 4.5 4.1 3.4 RE
21.4 11.1 65 3.9
6.0 6.4 6.6 7.0 HRS
***** **'** .... * **,** DEGS
77.5 72.5 66.9 59.5 DEGS
1 I I I
0000 0000 0100 0140
0.0 0.0 4.2 4.5
0.0 0.0 100.0 57.9
0.0 0.0 2.7 5.5
0.00 0.00 ***** *****


































82 18-NOV 0400:00 - 1200:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I ! I I t














] [ I [ [ I I I
I I I [ [ Z I I I
I [ [ I I ] I [ [
[ I I [ [ I I I
I I I I I I I E
0440 0520 0000 0000
2.9 1.6 0.0 0.0
3.0 2.6 0.0 0.0
7.2 8.0 0.0 0.0
-6.77 4058 0.00 0.00
54.8 52.1 0,0 0.0
0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00











0000 0000 0000 HHMM
0.0 0.0 0.0 RE
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 HR$
0.00 0.00 0.00 DEGS


































82/325 19--NOV 0030:00 - 0830:00 HEAD= RL RPA=






0 to 1000 BIAS= A
! l
f ]
: I I.... I...... i I ' ',
;i_;:!!:illllii21,_ili!:! i!: i!! ',,_; : _
.*_ _f t ........... "''T'''tt ' '_ _4*.-'.i'_.t_ '
• - , :, ::::, :: , ,,:::,,;;:: ,:: : ':
_'_->T- " - z
I .: ::" : ...::. ' .:. ' "--
,:.: :;:; : ; ,::.:; ...... ::..:..
,'':::"::::,:. :;;::;::, ::.:.::::;., ,,. , :
i I ........ I........ I..... I .... I I I
: ':.:::',;;:;;;; .::. ];;;;:; :,:, ';,;:;:: ,,
._Z";Hff-::fffH_:fff:f÷,HH; + , Z :.:i ,
_i,i,_till:)il,;,,:,,:,,:,,!,_ll,_,_I,)[!/l!l,i,i i/ihU], li'll,i,r: : ;, ,, I;.t, rri ili:!i::ii::iiiili i:i:ii:::
.... ii.li .iiiiiii :!:i'.! i!::.' : ' .: :::::
.... il !:!iiii:ii;i::.ii! i!F!: :.: i.ii
I I Ii
ii'.i !i:!:::.!!'•!:;!;i• ' i'" ;;"'
:--_'_T"':: ..... TT"TT'=T= .............. ::--: .......
. 'i:': ::' .ii.:.:[
: ................
: iiii::ii:ii:ili:i .......... .
I I
I I I
:.::. :: :.: , ::: ..... ::.
-:: : .... .: : . . , ..
::: •:: .... : : .........








I I I I I I ] I
0510 0.350 0450 0510 0550 0000 0000 0000
2.7 3.6 4.3 4.6 4.6 0.O O0 0.0
10.3 81.4 51.0 21.2 118 0.0 00 0.0
20.2 25.7 4.3 5.7 6.3 0.0 00 0.0
........ ** **.* ...... *.... 0,00 0.00 0.00

















































I I I i I _ I













I [ I I I I I I I I [
0000 0000 0000 1010 1050 0000 1210 1250 1530 1410 1450
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.9 3.8 0.0 4.6 4.6 4.4 3.8 5.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 47.9 0.0 10.9 7.8 5.8 4.2 3.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 21.9 6.9 0.0 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.4 7.2
0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***,* 0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** 0.35











19-NOV 1.415:00 - 2215:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A




I ] I I I I





















I I .... I
:::::.::::::
:::::::::i::
I I I I I






















I I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
0.0 0.0 0.0 O.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.O0 O.00 O.00 O.00


















































82/541 07-DEC 1550:00 - 21,]0:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
1 [ I 1 l 1




I [ I .... '.....
...... ,..... I I
[ J I I I I
I I I I I I
I [ I I I
I J _ [ [
i [
I I I I I
-180 I I I
TIME 0000 0000 0000
RE 0,0 0.0 0.0
L 0,0 0.0 0,0
MLT 0,0 0.0 0,0
MLAT 0.00 0.00 0.00
INVLAT 0,0 0.0 0,0









I I I I I I I
I I t I t I I
O00O 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00















































82/341 07-DEC 2030:00 - 0430:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I I I I I [ [
I I 1 I I I I I
I I I [ I I [ I
] I I I I I , ,




[ [ I I I I I








-180 1 I I I I 1 I
TIMI 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0
L 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
INVLAT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
312
I i I I
0000 0230 0310 0000
0,0 4,3 3.7 0.0
0.0 9,6 5.3 0.0
0.0 4.8 5.2 0.0
0.00 **,* ...... 0.00







82 08-0EC 0515:00 - 1115:00 HEAD=RL RPA=
l Z__L J L









I I I I I
I I I I I
i__L J [ J
I s [ ] [
T I T T I
I I
.... °





I I i '
:::::::::iiiiiiiii! i "1 li, ]
!! i[! _i'i')[r , , T-©
+







iiiiiii!iiiiii !i i i _'u'm I')lht:
I I I I






I-180 I I I 1 I I I I I I I
TIME 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0855 0915 0955 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.6 4.4 5.8 0.0
L 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.4 6.4 4.4 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.7 5.9 6.0 0.0
MLAT 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** 0.00




























08-DEC 1000:00 - 1800:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
__1 I I
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I i ' I I [ I I
!ii!iii!iiiiiiiiiiii!_ili
E .......................






























-180 I t I I I I I 1 i I [
TIME 0000 0000 0000 1240 1320 0000 0000 0000 0000 1640 1720 HHMM
RE 0,0 O.0 0.0 2.8 3.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.9 3.1 RE
L 0.0 0.0 0.0 ,34.6 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.9 ,.3.4
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.4 10.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.2 5.9 HRS
MLAT 0.00 O.00 0.00 ***** ***** 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** DECS



























08-DEC 1700:00 - 0100:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I ] J 1 1 I I
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I I I
I I I I I I I I I I
I I I 1 I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 000

















































0 to I000 BIAS= A
I I I
] [ ] [ I
I J I I
0000 0000 0215 0000
0.0 0.0 2.7 0.0
0.0 0.0 7.7 0.0
0.0 0.0 18.5 0.0
0.00 0,00 ***** 0.00
0,0 0,0 68,8 0,0
] i i
I I I I I l I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00












































































I I I I I I I I I I I
. ._ .....................................................
I 1 I I I I I I I I I
°. _ .......................................... o ..........
I I [ [ I I I I I I I





















I I I I I I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0910 0950 1030 1110 1150 1230 0000
0.0 0.0 0,0 2.8 ,3.7 4.5 4.6 4.6 4.4 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 47.2 100.0 ,32.2 16.1 10..3 7.1 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.0 18.7 5.5 6.2 6.3 6.`3 6.3 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ****° ***** ***** ***** **°** 0.00


















































I1:::: .... ::,'J .....................
'] ....... I .......... I .......
I I I ":;;il , 'i_!!ii!_::_iiiiii
i ..............................
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
iiiiii,,i,,i,iii,ij_,Li,iiiiiiiii,i_!iiii1 1 I I I




I I I I I
.°. ..............................
I I I ; I I I I












..... I.......... I.......... 1....... I 1
1610 1650 1730 0000 0000
3.0 .3.9 4.4 0.0 0.0
19.5 87.1 86.1 0.0 0.0
15.8 12.7 9.1 0.0 0.0
,**** ****, ***,, 0.00 0.00
76.9 83.8 85.8 0.0 0.0
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
_:,:.ii!i!i illll,,' "
:.iiiiiiill',!1 _ e
i; i :._iii ! il;lll
"
i i if!ii; _!_iltllttiW|lt--
:: i::ii:: i II!'9!IIilWI / +
[i : 2:;ii 2!1
, i7,<iii=::l
Iltlll_tl,ll'#i:!ii !
2 22 2i 5:2
!iii:ii;;;;;; i ;;;;i!ii
::::::::::::" V :::ill 1"




1930 0000 2050 HHMM
4.3 0.0 2.9 RE
12.6 0.0 3.3
6.1 0.0 5.5 HRS
.**** 0.00 ***** DEGS

































09-DEC 2015:00 - 0415:00 HEAD= RL RPA=















:;;'÷÷+÷tt:_tttttttt+÷! [",: !1 :i!!!!!:












































I I I I I I I I I
0000 2255 2335 0015 0000 0000 0000 0255 0335 HHMM
0.0 2.9 3.8 4.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.9 3.0 RE
0.0 8.5 54.8 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.2 3.4
0.0 17.6 18.6 23.7 O.0 0.0 O.O 4.9 5.3 HRS
0.00 ***** ***,* ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00 **,** * .... DEGS

































IO-DEC 0300:00 - 1100:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
__l 1 __1 L






-180 I l I
TIM 0340 0000 0000
RE 2.9 0.0 0.0
L 3.2 0.0 0.0
MLT 5.4 0,0 0.0
MLAT ***** 0.00 0.00




:::. :i<i \ .:
iiiii iiii!ii ili
1i,i,,i ! ! ! ! i i i i i,i ! ! i i i
., J.......... _...... I I






































































82 IO-DEC 1000:00 - 1800:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I .... ........... _ J 1 I l


























I _ I r i
_ _----
i i i I I I I
I I [ I I







!ii!i!i!i!i i!i:: !!i,: _1::11 +
,ii!iiii: l:ii !




















1520 1600 1640 1720
4.6 4.4 5.8 2.9
13.2 8.8 5.6 3.2
6.7 6.4 6.1 5.7
74.0 70.5 65.0 55.9
-180 I I I 1 I 1 I
TIME 0000 OOOO O000 0000 0000 OOO0 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L O,O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0
MLAT 0.00 O.O0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
INVLAT O.O 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0
321
82/,.344 10-DEC 1700:00 - 0100:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I L I I I ! I I
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I I 1




¸¸ :::i: : :I ¸:
T
I 1 I I I 1
0000 0000 0000 1940 2020 21 O0
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.2 4.0 4.5
0.0 0.0 0.0 15.g 100.0 100.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 16.5 15.5 8.3
0.00 0.00 0.00 **,** *,*** *****
0.0 0.0 0.0 75.5 84.6 88.4
1 I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00











































] i ......., 1 1




I I I I I I I
f
I I I I 1
0000 0000 0215 0000 O000
0.0 0.0 2.8 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 9.7 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 18.5 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 ..... 0.00 0,00
0.0 0.0 71.3 0.0 0.O
___--_--


































I I I l I
0000 0455 0555 0615 0655
0.0 4.6 4.4 5.9 5.1
0.0 14.1 8.4 5.2 5.3
0.0 4,5 5.0 5.4 57
0.00 ***** ***** ***** -8.61
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;;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::l"i i
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-180 f i I I I I I I I I
TIME 0000 0000 0000 0910 0950 1030 1110 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.9 3.8 4.4 4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 0,0 0.0 0.0 82.9 100.0 30.1 15.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.7 5.6 6.1 6.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** 0.00 0,00 0.00













180 l iiji ;
_£;÷tT
 oooo





















l 1-DEC 15.30:00 - 2130:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
P
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
1 I 1 I , 1/im [
t'illlI/ll,
"IIIII/H'::: .....
:ii:,:,iiiiiisii4ii:,ii!i_i:iii_i:::,ii,i_ii[il gi:,i!ii:i ir_ ii[i_ii iii41' I)/,
!:iiii!iiii)::!iiiiii!ii'?!)iiii ] i)ii iir!i :!ii !t l N
I' '':::::'_ ':: ..... : ..... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::l_l
r__-::i;ii!iiiiiiii !iii i!iii,i,i,!,_iiii_iiiiii:,_ _o
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: +
...................................... !.!iiii_::i:::;i.::...::!i)i)i_ t
II" ...... I .......... l .......... .1. _ t ....... _ I ....... I .
,,',i::::::::::."::i ;{::ii::!::i:::i::ii::ii ::[::ii{:!iiT{iiiii{iii::i: II J,II[;(
lI ,, I/ z
rllll .............................................................
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: _:::::
I'til:ii!::iiii!i::iiiiiiiii!!iiiii::i:iill i;!ii:iii:ii;ii!!i:i iii, ::, I
1 I I 1 1 1 1 , '
.... o .................................................... . ..... . .... . ...... °--"
I I I _ 1 I I I I I
._o_ ............. _ ..............



















I .... I ...... i ..... I .... 1...... I........ 1...... i.... I I
0000 1610 1650 1750 1810 1850 1950 2010 2050 HHMM
0.0 3.2 4.0 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.5 5.7 2.7 RE
0.0 23.5 94.6 85.1 42.4 22.2 12.0 6.2 3.0
0.0 15.5 12.3 8.8 7.2 6.4 5.9 5.5 5.3 HRS
0.00 *,*°, *,*,, ,***° ,**,* ,*,°, *,,°, *°,,° ,*,°, DEGS












-180- i I 1 I I I I I 1
TIME 0000 0000 0000 0000 2335 0015 0055 0000 0000 0255 0335 HHMM
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.9 4,4 4,6 0.0 0.0 3.8 2.9 RE
L 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 67.5 100.0 58.8 0.0 0.0 5.8 3.2
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.7 0.2 3.2 0.0 0.0 4.8 5.2 HRS
MLAT 0.00 0.00 O,O0 0.00 ***** ***** ***** 0,00 O.O0 ***** ***** DEGS






























82 12-DEC 0500:00 - 1100:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I__L !






















l I I I l I
_ .--
I I I I I )










I I I I I l I I I I 1
0000 0000 0000 0540 0620 0000 00OO 0000 0900 0940 1020
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.9 5.8 O.0 0.0 0.0 4.4 5.9 5.0
0.0 0.0 0,O 22.6 100.0 0.0 0.O 0.0 6.8 4.6 5.1
0.0 0.0 0.O 19.4 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.6 5.8 5.8
0.00 0.00 0.00 **** .... *, 0.00 0.00 0.00 ,,*** ****o -4.27























82 _46 12-DEC 1000:00 - 1800:00 HEAD= RL RPA:




IIIl:"ff: t%] I ',
__f
] I I I i ]
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I I I
....... _°_. .......................... .---
' ' I I I 1 1
....... ._._ .......................... ---"
I.........I ........I.........I.........I
TTTTTT,ft+÷###¢;;;AZZZ±±±ZZZZZL±ZZ;;#z÷t-
:.,::::1.:::: ::;;:: :;:::;:::, :::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
__ ...... : ..... ::::.. :::2_ t-
il]illi!!!!iiiii!iii!!!!!iiiiiiii!!iiii)i
[ ........ ] I ] I
7Tiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii  iiiiiii!iiiii
iiii. :iii.:iii iiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiii::i:
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::11
I i ', I 1
........... **_.-
I _ I I I I
._.-°




] I I I I I
°
O-
I ] I [ I
/
-180 l I I [ I I
TIM 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT 0.00 000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
INVLAT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I I I I I
1440 1520 1600 1640 1720
4.6 4.6 4.3 3,7 2.8
20.1 13.0 8.5 5.3 3.0
6.9 6.5 6.2 5.9 5.5


































































82/546 12-DEC 1715:OO - Ol15:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I I I t I I l
I I I I I I [ I
















..... T......... i ......... r ..... i
I I t I
I I I I _ ] ] I
I 1 I I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 1955 2035 2115 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 5.7 4.5 4.6 0.0 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.0 56.8 100,0 100.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.0 16.0 14.1 5.9 O.0 0.O
0.00 0.00 O.00 ***** ****, *,*** 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 80.5 87.5 86.6 0.0 0.0




































2315 2555 0000 HHMM
4.0 5.2 0,0 RE
8.7 4.1 0.0
4,8 4,9 0.0 HRS
• **,* *,,,, 0.00 DECS































0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I i i I I I I t .......I __----I ...
12-DEC 2330:00 - 0730:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
:::::::::::::,
::::::::::::::
I 1I I I I I I I I 1
0010 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 O000 0610 0650
2.8 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.9 3.1
3.I 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5,3 .3.3
4,9 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.2 5.5
**,*, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 **,*- -8.91






























































15-DEC 06,30:00 - 14,30:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
°.-
I t I I I t I I
__---
I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I
































I I I [ I I I I I




I I { I I I 1 I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0910 0950 1030 1110 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 ,3.1 ,.5.9 4.4 4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 100.O 100.0 28.,3 15.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.0
O.0 0.0 0.O 18.6 5.7 6.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** *'*"* ***** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00






























82 15-DEC 1515:00 - 2115:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I I I I I t





































I I I I I I I I I
._.--
-180 t I I I I I I I 1 I I
TIME 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 0"0 OIO 010 OIO 010 OiO 0 IO 010 0"0 0 IO
MLAT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00



























































82/547 13-DEC 2000:00 - 0400:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I I I I I.... t
I I I I













J ......... r .......... i ....



















i i ......... i .......... i ....









i .......... i.......... t ....





















-180 I I I I I I I I I I I
TIME 0000 0000 0000 0000 2320 0000 0040 0000 0000 0240 0320
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.7 4.3 4.6 0.0 0.0 3.9 ,3.1
L 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 38.5 100.0 85.5 0.0 0.0 6.8 3.7
MLT 0.0 O.0 0.0 0.0 18.0 22.0 2.6 0.0 0.0 4.5 4.9
MLAT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00 ***** ****,















































14-DEC 0500:00 - 1100:00 HEAD= RL RPA=







iii,i,,iiii!iiii!iiiiiiiiiiI i I !
.... ,.......... ,.......... , , ,
m!!  !i!!i!TiTi[iii
, 1 I I
::;'.'f,%_',11'1':! :_:::::: ::: tttttt#ttttltttttiiiii
.... ,.......... L.......... , I I 1 I I
;;;_t*ft_:l:: w.': tttttttttttttl.::::._: .........................
::::::::::::::::::::::::
......... n
I ] i 1 I
1::[i:[i_ ..... :; [ii::
;i;i+_ffttttttttttttttt .........................
:,',' iiiii?iil;iliiiiii!i!




I I I I I I I 1
0 to I000 BIAS= A
I I
...... I .......... I ......... I
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::















I I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0900 0940 0000
0.0 0,0 0.0 4.3 ,3.8 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 6.6 4.4 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 5.5 5.6 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** 0.00































82 14-DEC 1000:00 - 1800:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
i J 1 I 1



































I I I I
I I I I
1 1 I I
!iiii!iiiii!!ii!iiii!!ii!iiiii!ii!!!
...... i .......... i .......... l...........
I I I I I I I I 1 I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1440 1520 1600 1640 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.7 4.6 4.2 3.6 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 19.7 12.7 8.2 5.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.8 6.4 6.0 5.7 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** 0.00























































82/348 14-DEC 1715:00 - 0115:0(
I I
HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
! J
I :::::: ill
__°. ......................... . ....
-180 I I I 1 1 I I I I I 1
TIME 0000 0000 1915 1955 2035 0000 0000 0000 0000 2355 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 2.9 3.8 4.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 0.0
L 0.0 0.0 8.3 44.3 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.8 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 16.4 15.9 13.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.8 0.0
MLAT 0.00 0.00 *,*,',* *,,*** *,,** 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** 0.00




































































14-DEC 2.350:00 - 07.30:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
] ] I ) 1 I J I
.ii..iiii!...ii.i..(i.i!.ii!i!:",!(iiii!!!
] I I I













.... i .......... i .......... i .......... i ....... )
I I I I I








I I I I I
............................... ° ..........
I ] I I I I I I I
I I I I ) I ] I I I
I I I t I I I I I I
I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 I I I
0330 0410 0450 0530
4.4 4,6 4,6 4.4
64.0 26.3 13.6 8,1
1.7 3.4 4,2 4.7























































































I I I I I I
1030 1110 1150 1230 1310 0000
4.5 4.6 4.6 4.3 3.6 0.0
26.6 14.5 9.5 6.5 4.3 0.0
5.9 6.0 5.9 5.9 5.7 0.0








































0 to 1000 BIAS= A
............................... _ ..... °-
....................... __---
I I I I I I I
............................... . ........................... _...--°-
I I l I
0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I I I I I I I
...... _°_. ........................ _ .... .-
I I I I _ I I
I I I 1 I I I
1635 1715 1755 1835 1915 1955 2035
3.9 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.3 3.8 2.8
79.9 100.0 52.5 26.3 13.7 7.0 3.3
12.9 9.1 7.2 6.2 5.6 5.3 5.0





































ii'>i: .... i ..... ::ir_
::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:if! t iJ ' ::
















































........ I.......... I.., i
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::











I 1 t I
0000 0000 0240 0520
0.0 0.0 5.9 3.0
0.0 0.0 6.5 5.4
0.0 0.0 4.4 4.8
0.00 0.00 ***** .****

























c/s - 180 Jri!!'r'5000.0 ,,
20OO.O 0!_







20.0 -180 ::: ::: ,







16-DEC 0300:00 - 1100:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A




I I I I I I I
.
I I I I I I I I I I
































I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
_ .--
I I I I
0000 0900 0940 0000
0.0 4.5 3.7 0.0
0.0 6.3 4.2 0.0
0.0 5,4 5.5 0.0
0.00 ***** ***** 0.00












































82/350 16-DEC 1015:00 - 1815:00 HEAD= RL RPA:
I I I I t I I t.......... I
,!!!!i i!iiiiiiiiiii!iiii!iiiil/
/
I I I I i
I ] I ] I
I I I I I
I ] I I [
I i 1 I [
I I I I 1
i i i i
I , , , Il




iiii!iiiiii;iiiiiii ii,,,,iiii!!iiii  11I
iliiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiii_
I
   iiiiii iil;iiiii::iiiilili:iiiitlli
Hill
i i r r
l I l [
::::::::::iiiii:i!::'iiiii:ii:iiiiiiii!i I I
::::t_:;iiiiiiii+i+++iii!i;: :i;;;_;;i:,,t,,
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
1
I
............. . ..... - ........ _.-"
I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
342
I I I I I I
1415 1455 1535 1615 1655 0000
4.6 4.6 4.4 4.0 3.2 0.0
26.6 16.2 10.5 6.6 3.8 0.0
6.9 6.5 6.1 5.8 5.4 0.0
***** *$*** ***** ***** ***** 0.00
















































82 16-DEC 1650:00 - 0030:00 HEAD= RL RPA=








0 to 1000 BIAS= A
1 J [
!:i




1 ....... r ........
f ........ q ......... T
] ; r ]
: [ ] [




T ......... T ......... _ T




I ......... [........ I I ] [














0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 O.0
O.0 0.0 O.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.O
0.OO 0.O0 0.00 0.00































































82/550 16-DEC 2330:00 - 0730:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I I
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I L I I I
_ _,,_ iiiii!iiiiiiiiiii iiii!iltl _ii!ii!ilil i
:iii :_÷÷÷÷÷H÷÷H++÷÷÷÷_:Mttttt_÷÷++_H_lili ilii tl!_!I_!IL; -ii_'t:!!i!!!ii!!!i!!:!:::::iii!!!iii!iiiiiiiill::i!:iiiii_
!ii!:iiiiiiii;;ii_iiiiiii!!iiii!iiiii_iiii_iii:iiii
ii!iiii !ii!!ii !!!i!iiiiiiiiiiiii  iiii ii!! iiiiii  i    iii-
:!_iiii;;ii;ii;iiiiiiiiiiillll!!ii!!!!i_-
tttkeT_ ....... i!!iiiii!iiiiil ........ !:iiiiiiii#':'!'iii ...._!,
!i ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii!iiill
:._'_::::::!ii!iiiiiiii:::::::::iiii!iiii!iiii::::::::::ii!!!i!i












I I r f 1 r f 1 [
0000 0210 0250 0330 0410 0450
0.0 3.1 3.9 4.4 4.6 4.6
0.0 15.2 78.6 58.4 24.5 12.9
0.0 18.4 21.5 1.8 ..3.4 4.1












































































0 to 1000 BIAS= A
I / / I I I
i: .... J ::i Illlill" ,' ', I
, i[_itl_, ,t11_',_,:',fil;U'_l_]il/_l,!,_[tl:wll'l,I'h'_,,,_,,,i,,] 2i11,' ',1,i3}1,,
i'.2':2......................................,. . .....
....,,,,, , I , , , 7 iii11'1i i
' ' '!'ii'iiiiiiiiii_::::ii_:i_iiiiiiiiiiii_i ii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'i)))l '
('i i i[[::::::::::::::::::::::::iii[iiii!!':[[ii2 [ ! !2 12![[J[[[[: _
: ,,1_: " ===================================== ======== :::::::::: :l't't
I I I I I I I I I
:t:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:,,: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
I I I I I I I I I
.___ _..... _............... ----_ .... __ __.-_.---
I ) I I I I I I I I
° _ .............
.... . .... ..... -_.---
I I I
I I I





































0855 0935 1015 1055 1135 1215 1255 0000
3.0 3.8 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.4 3.8 0.0
70.9 100.0 34.7 17.1 10.7 7.2 4.8 0.0
18.0 5.4 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.6 0.0
































1 17-DEC 1500:00 - 2100:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I
I 1 I '"[_!I I tllllll,li::i ::::l'li:,'::::,i i I!ii';tl














,: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ftmt  %M@  tf+i+fH;;aZZZZZZZZ  ii 
i'!iiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiii!iii!ii!!iiii!i!iiiiiiii
il:,i i I ::::'::::::::'::::::::::::::::::::::::;iii! .
i ii ii ii i
  iiiii!i !!i!i!i!i iiii!i!ili!!i!iiii!iiiii












. . ........................... . .............. - .......
I I 1 I I I I I I I
.__ .......... -..
.... . .......
[ I I I I I 1 1
I I I I I
. __.- ............... _ ........ . .............. . .......
I 1 I
I I I I
1540 1620 1700 1740
2.8 3.7 4.3 4.6
11.5 56.0 100.0 67.7
15.8 13.7 10.0 7.5
72.7 82.3 84.7 83.0
I I I I
1820 0000 0000 0000
4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
53.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
6.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
***** 0.00 0.00 0.00



































































I i i iI I
-180 I I I I I 1
TIM 0000 0000 0000 2240 2320 0000
RE 0,0 0.0 0.0 3.1 3.9 4.4
L 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.9 57.1 100.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 17.1 18.2 23.0
MLAT 0.00 0.00 0.00 *,,*** **,,** *****











I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0240 0320
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.8 2.9
0.0 0,0 0.0 5.9 5.2
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.3 4.7
0.00 0.00 0.00 ..... *****

















































I I I I I I I I t I l
0000 0000 0000 0540 0620 0700 0740 0820 0900 0000 1020
0,0 0.0 0.0 3.,3 4.0 4.5 4,7 4.6 4,2 0.0 2.6
0.0 0.0 0.0 57.4 89.5 29.3 15.0 9.2 6.1 0.0 2.7
0.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 2,0 4.1 4.7 5.1 5.,.3 0.0 5.,3
0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** 0.00 5.57







82 18-DEC 1015:00 - 1815:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
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fi td )/:!!itt!i!tiiiilti!!!!tlttl}l!! !!titiiiiiiii+i!ili:ii;iiiii;;i;ili;ii!!!iiiili!
_mlillltilt'ttl["Z_::::_'t'_;:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: i !" I
i_fiflWi@_ _:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: ::: :::::::::::::::::: :: :::::::::::::::
flll]'llil'l_ -" : i:!:Ti!ii iii_iiiii!iiiiii!iiiiiifiiiiii!iiiii!!iiiiiilfiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiii
l l [ l [ [ l ] l l
--. ........ . ....... . .................. *
°














1215 1255 1335 1415 1455 1535 1615
2.9 3.8 4.3 4.6 4.6 4.4 3,9
27.9 100.0 51.6 25.9 15.9 10.2 6.3
15.8 10.7 7.6 6.8 6.3 5.9 5.6


















82 18-DEC 16,..50:00 - 0050:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
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I [ I 1
0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
I I I I I I I
1950 2030 2110 2150 2230 2310 0000
3.9 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.3 3.8 0.0
50.7 100.0 I00,0 44.0 16.6 7.5 0.0
15.6 1,.3.4 5.0 4.4 4.3 4.5 0.0



























































82 18-DEC 2.350:00 - 07.30:00 HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000 BIAS= A
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I 1 I I
0410 0000 0550 0OO0
4.6 0,0 4.2 0.0
22.9 O.0 7.3 0.0
3.3 O.0 4,5 0.0
***** 0.00 ***** 0.00






































































82/.355 19-DEC 0615:00 - 1415:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
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0000 o855 09_5 10,5 1055 1_5 1215 ,255
0.0 _.1 _.9 ,.4 _.6 _.6 4._ _.7
0.0 lOO.Oloo.o _2.5 16.5 ,o.4 7.0 _.6
0.0 17.9 5.4 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.6 5.5


































































19-DEC 1,.300:00 - 2100:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
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0000 0000 0000 1540 1620 1700 1740 1820 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0,0 0.0 3.0 3,8 4,4 4.6 4.6 0,0 0.0 0.0
0,0 0,0 0,0 13.7 63,6 -0,0 66.2 31.6 0.0 0.0 0,0
0.0 0.0 0.0 15.5 13.4 9,7 7.2 6.1 0.0 0.0 0,0
0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00




























82/555 19-DEC 2000:00 - 0400:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
I L__ __1__
























82/554 20-DEC 0315:00 - 1115:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
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_ _ _ .................
f
I I I I I I I 1 I I I
0835 0915 0955 0000
4.5 3.9 3.1 0.0
7.8 5.0 3.2 0.0
5.0 5.2 5.2 0.0
***** ***** -8.80 0.00
69.0 63.3 56.2 0.0
0515 0555 0000 0000 0000
2.8 3.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
15.9 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
18.4 22.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
***** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00
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I I I I
0000 0000 1210 1250
0.0 0.0 2.9 3.8
0.0 0.0 26.9 100.0
0.0 0.0 15.7 10.9
0.00 0.00 ***** *****






































































20-DEC 1650:00 - 0030:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
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0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
O0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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0000 0000 0840 0920 0000 1040 1120 1200 1240 1320
0.0 0.0 2.9 3.8 0.0 4.6 4,6 4.4 3.9 3.1
0.0 0.0 38.7 100.0 0.0 19.6 11.9 7.9 5,2 3.2
0.0 0.0 17.6 5.1 0.0 5.6 5.6 5.5 5.4 5.2
0.00 000 ***** ***** 0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** ****,
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-180- I I I I I I I I I i
TIMI 0000 0000 0000 1540 1620 1700 1740 1820 _ 900 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.1 5.9 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.5 0.0
L 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.4 71.6 100.0 64.6 ,.,'30.5 15.1 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.2 1,3.0 9.,3 6.9 5.8 5.2 0.0
MLAT 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** 0.00



























































































2215 2255 23,35 0015 0000 0000
2.7 3.6 4.5 4.6 0.0 0.O
5.4 26.5 100.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
16.7 17.5 19.9 1.3 0.0 0.0
***** ,***, ***** ***** 0.00 0.00























































-180 l I I I I I I I
TIMI 0000 0000 0000 0510 0000 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 18,1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
MLAT 0,00 0.00 0.00 ***,,,* 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00







0830 0910 0950 HHMM
4.4 3.9 3.1 RE
7.6 5.0 3.2
4,9 5.0 5.1 HRS
***** ***** -9.18 DEGS
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I I I 1 I
1410 0000 0000 0000 1650
4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.9
26.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.2
6.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.9
***** 0.00 0.00 0.00 *****





















































82 22-DEC 1650:00 - 0030:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
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0000 0000 0000 1910
0,0 0.0 0,0 3.3
0,0 0.0 0.0 13.6
0.0 0.0 0.0 15.8
0.00 0.00 0.00 *****
0.0 0.0 0.0 74.3
I 1 l I I I f
1950 2030 2110 2150 2230 2310 0000
4.0 4.5 4.7 4.6 4.2 3.6 0.0
73.8 -0.0 100.0 36.4 14.1 6.3 0.0
15.3 11.6 4.3 4.0 4.0 4.0 0.0
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0000 0000 0000 0155 0235 0315 0000 0000 0000 0555 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 3.9 4.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.7 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 14.6 74.5 63.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.8 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 17.9 20.8 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.5 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 ,**** ***,* ,,*,, 0.00 0.00 0.00 *,*,* 0.00
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0000 0000 0840 0920 0000 1040 1120 1200 1240 1320
0.0 0.0 3.0 3.9 0.0 4.6 4.6 4.3 3.8 2.9
0.0 0.0 60.8 100.0 0.0 18.9 11.5 7.6 5.0 3.0
0.0 0.0 17.4 5.2 0.0 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.2 5.0
0.00 0.00 ***** ***** 0.00 ***** ***** ***,* **°** ***'"
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0000 0000 0000 1540 1620 1700 1740 1820 1900 0000 0000
0.0 O0 0.0 3.2 4.0 4.5 4.6 4.6 4.2 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 19.4 79.8 100.0 63.0 29.3 14.2 0.0 0.0
O0 0.0 0.0 14.9 12.6 8.9 6.7 5.6 5.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00





























































82/557 23-DEC 2015:00 - 0415:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
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2255 2335 0015 0000 0000
3.7 4.3 4.6 0.0 0.0
31.6 100.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
17.5 20.3 1.3 0.0 0.0
***** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00


































































82/358 24-DEC 0230:00 - 1030:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
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0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0750
0.0 0,0 O.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.O 4.6
0.O 0,0 O.O O.0 0.0 O.0 0.O 11.6
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.5
O.00 O.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 O,00 °****
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I I I I 1 I
0000 0000 O000 1210 1250 1330
0.O 0,0 0.0 3.2 4.0 4.4
0.0 0.0 O.0 45.2 100.0 49.4
O.0 0.0 0.0 14.8 9.6 7.2
0.00 0,00 0.00 ***** ***** "****
0,0 0.0 0.0 81.4 84.8 81.8
I I t t I
0000 0000 0000 OO00 1550
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.8
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.7
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ,****
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1855 1935 2015 2055
3.0 3.9 4,4 4.6
9.3 43.1 100.0 100.0
15.8 15.4 14,3 4.4
70.8 81.2 87.7 87.0
_°
j--
I I t ]
0000 OO00 0000 2335
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.9
0.0 0.0 0,0 3.4
0.0 0.0 0.O 4.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 .....








































24-DEC 2500:00 - 0700:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
] l__
0 to 1000 BIAS= A
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_ . _ .............................
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0000 0140 0220 0300 0000
0.0 2.9 3.8 4.3 0.0
0.0 9.3 51.9 80.9 0.0
0.0 17.4 19.5 2.6 0.0
0.00 ***** ***** ***** 0.00
0.0 70.9 82.0 85.6 0.0
I I I I
0000 0000 0540 0620
0.0 0.0 3.9 5.0
0.0 0.0 5.4 5.2
0.0 O.0 4.2 4.6
0.00 0,00 * ..... ****
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25-DEC 0600:00 - 1400:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
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I I I I I I I I
0840 0920 1000 1040 1120 1200 0000 0000 HHMM
,3.1 3.9 4,4 4.6 4.6 4,3 0.0 0.0 RE
98.7 100.0 40.0 18.2 11.2 7.6 0,0 0.0
17.3 5.2 5.4 5.4 5.5 53 0.0 0.0 HRS
***** ****-* **o*' ***** * ......... 0.00 0.00 OEGS
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1515 1555 1635 1715 1755 1835 1915 1955 0000
2.7 3.7 4.3 4.6 4.6 4.4 4.0 3.2 0.0
8.5 59.3 100.0 100.0 45.4 21.2 10.1 4.6 0.0
t5.5 13.9 10.9 7.6 6.0 5.2 4.7 4.4 0.0
































82 25-DEC 1930:00 - 0350:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
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0000 0000 0010 0050
0.0 0.0 4.6 4.6
0.0 0.0 100.0 32.3
0.0 0.0 1.1 2.5
0.00 0.00 ***** * ....
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TIME 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0
L O0 0.0 O0 0,0 0.0 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MLAT 0.00 0.00 000 0.00 0.00 0.00

























I I l r I
0710 0750 0850 0910 0000 HHMM
4.6 4.6 4.5 57 0.0 RE
19.5 11.1 7.0 45 0.0
4.0 4.4 4.7 4.8 0.0 HRS
***** ***** ***** ***** 0.00 DEGS
76.8 72.5 67.8 62.0 00 DEGS
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1130 1210 1250 1330 0000 0000 0000 1610 0000
2.2 3.3 4.1 4.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.6 0.0
5.3 56.6 100.0 47.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.4 0.0
16.2 14.3 9.2 7.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.9 0.0
*°*** ***** *.*** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00 .**** 0.00



















































































I I I I I I
0000 1855 1935 2015 0000 0000
0.0 3.2 4.0 4.4 0.0 0.0
0.0 10.9 51.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 15.6 15.3 14.1 0.0 0.0
0.00 ***** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00
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I I I I I I I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0140 0220 0500 0000 0000 0000 0540 0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 3.9 4.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.8 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 11.6 61.1 75.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.1 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 17.4 19.8 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.1 0.0
0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** 0.00












































1 27-DEC 0600:00- 1400:00
[
HEAD= RL RPA= 0 to 1000
I l
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t J I I I I I
0800 0840 0920 1000 1040 1120 0000
2,1 5.5 4,0 4,5 4,7 4,6 0.0
5,2 100.0 100.0 35,2 17,6 10.8 0.0
16.9 17.1 5,2 5.3 5,3 5,2 0.0
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L I I I I I I I I I
...................................................................... _°--"
-180 I I I I I I I I I I I
TIME 0000 0000 1515 1555 1635 1715 1755 1835 1915 1955 0000
RE 0.0 0.0 2.9 3.8 4.3 4.6 4.6 4.4 3.9 3.0 0.0
L 0.0 0.0 10.2 43.0 100.0 98.8 43.8 20.1 9,4 4.1 0.0
MLT 0.0 0.0 15.2 13.7 10.5 7,3 5.7 4.9 4.5 4.2 0.0
MLAT 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ****, ***** ***** **,** ***** ***** 0.00






































82 27-DEC 1930:00 - 0,350:00 HEAD= RL RPA=
[ J t J
I I I I I I
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
O.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 O.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0,0 O,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
O00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
O.0 0.0 O.0 0.0 0.0 0.0














I I 1 I
0050 0130 0210 0250
4.6 4.4 3.8 2.9
29.5 13.1 6.6 3.4
2.4 3.0 3.4 3.8
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-180 I I I I I I I I I I t
TIME 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 O710 0750 0830 0910 0000 HHMM
RE O.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.6 4.6 4.2 3.6 0.0 RE
L O.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 18,3 10.6 6,7 4.3 0.0
MLT 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5,9 4.3 4.5 4.7 0.0 HRS
MLAT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ***** ***** ***** ***** 0.00 DEGS
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I l I I
1155 1235 1315 1355
3.1 3.9 4.4 4.6
30.8 100.0 61.0 30.4
14.9 10.5 7.3 6.3
79.6 85.0 82.6 79.5
J
I I I I
0000 0000 1555 1635
0.0 0.0 3.7 2.8
0.0 0.0 6.3 3.2
0.0 0.0 4.9 4.6
0.00 0.00 *** ...... *
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